
PROGRESS ON THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS CONTRACT 

H. F. JOHNSTONE 
University of Illinois Engineering Experiment Station, Urbana, Illinois 

The objective of the work at the University of D..linois is to 
study the properties and behavior of aerosol particles especially as 
they are related to problems in atmospheric pollution and gas cleaning 
connected. with atomic energy operations. 1"ring the past two years 
attention has been given to the physical and chemical properties of 
solid aerosol particles as they occur in the air of industrial and urban 
communities. Two technical reports have been issued, as follows: 

T.R. No. 1.5, (Serial No. C00-1017) "Electrostatic 
Etf'ects in the Deposition of Aerosols on Cylindrical 
Sb.apes," Ma.rcll 15, 1958. 

T.R. No. 16, (Serial No. C00-1018) "The Agglomeration 
of Solid Aerosol Particles," March 1, 1959· 

Since copies of the reports were sent to AEC contractors and are 
generally available at the AEC Technical Information Service at <At.k 
Ridge, Tennessee, only a brief' suanary of the work will be given here. 

In T.R. No. 15 a :f'u.ndsmental study of the deposition of small 
particles on cylindrical collectors in the presence of electrostatic 
forces is described. Attention is given to three cases: (1) an uncharged 
cylinder is surrounded by an atmosphere of charged aerosol particles,; 
(2) a charged cylinder is surrounded by an a"tD.osphere of uncharged. 
particles,; (3) both the cylinder and the particles are charged. Mathe
matical equations were developed for the three cases and solved by the 
ILLIAC, an electronic digital computer. An experimental study was made 
of the efficiencies of collection of liquid aerosol particles on 
cylindrical collectors from a moving stream of gas under various electro
static conditions. The exper:llllental results agreed well with the theory 
and the results should be useful. in the engineering design of aerosol 
collectors. An. experlmental study was also made ot the effects of 
electrostatic charges on aerosol particles on the filtration et'f'iciencies 
of glass fiber ma.ts and tangled-wire dipole mats. 

In T.R. No. 16, measurements are reported on the effective 
diameter, porosity, and uniformity of agglomerates formed from several 
species of aerosol.a. The studies were made by means of a Millikan Cell. 
and the results were compared with electron micrographs of the agglomerates. 
'lbe results show that: 
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(1) 'When an agglomerate is composed of' particles of' 
uniform size and shape the void spe.ce is minimal 
and the effective density is close to that of the 
prillla.ry particles from which the agglanerate is 
formed. 

(2) 'When the primary particles are not uniform in size 
and shape there are wide variations ~ the density 
of the a.gglomerates and a plot of CD f' versus mass 
differs considerably from the line calculated from 
the normal density of the substance. 

(3) 'When the primary particles have irregular shapes 
there is a difference between the drag diameter of' 
the agglomerate determined from rising and falling 
velocities. 'Ibis conclusion has practical signifi
cance in the efficiency of electrostatic precipitation 
of such aerosols. 

(4) The cascade impactor can be used for determining 
the size and size distribution of agglomerates when 
the Millikan Cell is used to provide supplementary 
information about the nature of the agglomerates. 

'.I!le study of agglomerates is being extended to include the 
effects of humidity, the presence of organic vapors, and the presence 
of several species of' aerosols on the nature of' the agglomerated parti
cles. '.I!le results of this work should give important information for 
engineering purposes and on the physiological effects of breathing air 
containing aerosols. 

Studies have also been made on the rate of growth of aerosol 
particles that act as nuclei in the condensation of water to form fogs 
and clouds. In this work, two experimental methods were used. In one, 
a method for measuring the instantaneous rate of growth of nuclei within 
the first 50 milliseconds after the particles are exposed to moist air 
was developed. '.I!le results with sulfuric acid nuclei show that the rate 
of' growth becomes constant within this interval of time. Measurements 
are now being ma.de on sodium chloride nuclei, and on nuclei of molybdenum 
oxide, lead oxide, and other oxides and salts that a.re representative 
of fission products in air. 

Studies were also made on the equilibrium composition of fogs 
formed in the presence of mixtures of two species of nuclei.. The objec
tive of this work is to find if there is a selective effect in the 
nucleation of clouds or fogs so that one species or size of nuclei is 
preferred as condensation nuclei. Measurements were made on the 
equilibrium composition of fogs. '.I!le relative amount of fog droplets 
nucleated by each of two species was measured by the chemical properties 
of the droplets. Manganese sulfate nuclei and sodium chloride nuclei 
were used. 'n'le former catalyze the absorption and oxidation of sulfur 
dioxide from air, whereas the latter produce only inert fog droplets. 
When sodium chloride nuclei are present in about equal concentration 
and in about the same size range as the chemically active nuclei the 
total activity of' fogs f'or the reaction is reduced to less tha.n half' 
of that when only manganese sulfate nuclei are present, so that it 
appears that for this pair of substances sodium chloride nuclei would 
be selected in the condensation of water in high clouds that are formed 
by adiabatic e::x::pansion. It has been observed. that droplets of fog are 
formed when the relative humidity is below 1()($ and these are much more 
active for the absorption-oxidation reaction than the larger unsaturated 
droplets normally present in fogs. '.I!lis work is also being continued 
to study the effects of very small aerosol particles in the nucleation 
of other reactions. 
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HARVARD AIR CLIANING RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 1957-1959 

LESLIE SILVERMAN 
Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, Mass. 

My comments will serve to introduce the subsequent papers 

which will go into detail on the specific projects. I would like 

to indicate, however, that the description and discussion of 

Harvard activities as presented here are not solely Atomic Energy 

Commission supported contract work. The paper which Mr. Yoder 

will present on particle counting instrumentation, and the work 

Mr. Levenbaum will report, covering our pilot-plant studies on a 

high-temperature filter development and blast cleaning approaches, 

are supported by the American Iron and Steel Institute project at 

Harvard. In addition, I will mention briefly some work that is 

supported by our own University funds. 

The major efforts since our Fifth Air Cleaning Conference at 

Harvard in 1957 have been devoted primarily to three particular 

items which will be described in detail in later papers. The first 

is the economic survey we are cnnducting on air and gas cleaning 

costs which will be presented by Mr. Fitzgerald. In our opinion, 

this is a most important project if atomic energy operations and 

applications are to be placed on a sound financial basis. For 

example, there is a need for some detailed evaluation and costs of 

air cleaning in proportion to the performance expected. 

The next major project is the incineration study on which Mr. 

Dennis will report our progress and developments. I would like to 
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add that we hope to have the final device as a prototype unit for 

manufacture completed this calendar year. We are as anxious as the 

AEC to get this particular type of equipment into field applications 

where they are needed. 

The third major item is the development of inexpensive 

efficient low resistance and long-lived operating devices for the 

removal of radioactive iodine and other halogens. I will present 

extended data later in the session indicating our progress. 

Aside from these major developments, which will be covered by 

separate papers, I would like to mention six other projects on which 

some progress has been made since the 1957 presentations. 

One project which was not discussed at the 1957 meeting is the 

containment scrubber. This project was the result of discussions 

with Oak Ridge National Laboratory Waste Disposal groups working on 

the aerosol and gas emanations from ceramic waste fixation studies on 

liquid waste disposal. It appeared to us that there was a possibil

ity of developing a simple procedure which would collect the evolved 

fission gases and aerosols that would occur in a much simpler manner 

than the elaborate multi-stage filter that had been proposed. In 

this regard we proposed a closed-cycle, educator type scrubber 

similar to the S-K unit. This scrubber could be used with a caustic 

solution which would serve as an absorbent and reactant with 

effluent materials. The performance of the scrubber is not critical 

because the collection efficiency can be enhanced by multiple passes 

through the unit in a recirculating system. At the present time we 

have a small (less than 100 cfm) unit set up in the laboratory and 

are trying to determine open-cycle efficiencies of the educator 

scrubber under various conditions. Very little information of this 

type exists in the literature. Once this phase is complete, we 

plan to proceed with typical nitrate waste boiling reduction to 
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determine the ~ind of aerosol problem that would result. The final 

step would involve a closed circuit evaluation of such a system. 

The second item on which we have continued further studies 

is that of the electrostatic fluidized bed and other approaches 

that were discussed at the Fifth Air Cleaning Conference. We have 

proceeded to develop this more completely in the way of actual 

design parameters and have now constructed a 100 cfm pilot plant to 

evaluate the principle on a much larger scale than the 1-2 cfm 

laboratory study. At the present time, we are having difficulty 

maintaining proper fluidization in this unit but we expect to over

come this by better gas distribution through the bed. In conjunction 

with the electrostatic project we have developed another approach 

in which single twisted fibers are charged by contact friction. 

These form the filtration targets within the gas stream. We have 

made a small laboratory scale unit for evaluating this procedure as 

well as a larger scale multiple fiber unit. The chief advantage of 

this system which appears promising at the present time is the fact 

that it offers practically no resistance to air flow and does not 

require an auxiliary charging system. However, actual performance 

data has not yet been obtained on the models constructed. 

Under the program of evaluation of new approaches submitted 

to the Conunission, we have continued to study the performance of 

the Pulverizing Machinery Company Mikro Pulsaire unit. We have 

tested this device as a large 500 cfm unit and have already completed 

studies with fly ash, iron oxide, and several other aerosols. It 

appears that cleaning is a function of the pressure level and is 

independent of the pulse diration. The cleaning of dusts )0.5 µ 

presents no problem using the pulse cleaning mechanism. However, 

the pulse effectiveness falls in performance if bag resistance is 

created by high resistance deposits such as extremely fine fume or 

aerosols. To date the equilibritml pressures with fly ash 

particulates produces relatively low resistances with equilibrium 

at reasonable values whereas those with finer aerosols result in 
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pressure loss values '\'lhich consequently produce low capacities in 

the unit. In order to evaluate this device at higher temperatures, 

a small 70 cfm model was supplied by the company. This has been 

tested at 530°F on fly ash and iron oxide fume. It was found that 

at temperature the capacity is reduced and the resistance at 

equilibration on fume shows the same limitation as the larger unit • 

It appears that the pulse cleaning mechanism is better suited to 

coarser aerosols which do not permeate the felt. 

We have continued to evaluate miscellaneous media for possible 

applications to AEC and in this connection have looked at a number 

of newer fabrics of glass-plastic combinations and synthetic foams 

which may have some value as prefilters or roughing filters. 

In closing, I might mention one Harvard project which may be 

of some interest -- a study of the use of fluidized beds for gas 

removal. Some early studies have been made in this regard and we 

have been looking at the problem of trying to eliminate sulfur 

dioxide from power plant effluents by means of fluidizing activated 

carbon. These studies to date indicate about 1 per cent attrition 

per pass in a fluidized carbon bed. While greater throughput is 

possible, the performance falls off rapidly due to the streaming 

through the large voids. It had been hoped that the turbulent and 

eddy diffusion would enhance collection despite the voids. From 

this study some idea of the ways in which carbon can be used in a 

moving bed have been developed. It is possible that these may be 

applicable to processes such as iodine removal in dissolver and 

other processes which involve iodine in the off-gas. 
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Discussion 

Q. (Stevens) Any swwnary data available on tests of pulsating units? 

A. (Silverman) We didn't bring it with us. We had thought original..l.y 
of putting a complete paper on the program but it will be out 
as an AEC report during this year. I don 't know if Dick has any 
data with him but I didn't bring anything but our progress reports. 
I tried to summarize this in terms of the load capacity in the 
high pressure drop of fine particulate. Do you have some comments 
on that? 

C. Yes, we are trying out one of the uni ts we have in our plan, 
running some tests of some of the burnouts we have. We just in
stalled them. We haven't quite started the thing yet. I was 
wondering just what information you have available because we got 
some of the production people and maintenance pushing, as they 
see the unit they know their overrigged blow rings. They have 
been unhappy for many years over blow rings like so many other 
maintenance people and we have to give them some kind of an 
answer. 

c. The difficulty we find with it is that while it works fine, coarse 
particulate to a CFM per square foot on fine particulates, the 
pressure drop builds up so that your capacity is down. In the air 
economy of 90 lb. air, multiple pulses is fairly critical. T'.ae 
thing we find is that it isn't the volume of air that does the 
cleaning, it is the flexing of the bag by the reverse pulse. So 
it is really sort of a snap cleaning and we have ta.ken shock 
transducer measurements all over and we are pretty Imlch convinced 
that air volumes are not critical but the pulse pressure is. 
T'ne duration of the pulse pressure does not seem to be important. 
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ECONOMIC SURVEY OF AIR AND GAS CLEANING 

OPERATIONS WITHIN THE AEC 

J. J. FITZGERALD, L. SILVERMAN, R. DENNIS, and C. E. BILLINGS 
Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, Mass. 

Introduction 

A preliminary survey of air and gas cleaning systems was initiated 
by personnel of the Harvard Air Cleaning Laboratory at the request of the 
Division of Reactor Development, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. During 
the Fiscal Year 1959, eleven major AEC and subcontractor sites were visited 
for purposes of reviewing their air cleaning "stems and to enlist their 
cooperation in the joint participation of a technical survey of air cleaning. 
Persormel and management at all sites have been very cooperative as indicated 
by the material compiled in the Appendices. 

In the preliminary survey each site has analyzed its own air cleaning 
operations and prepared an analysis of the technical and economic aspects 
of air cleaning in a manner most appropriate for its own needs. 

The cost and the effectiveness of air cleaning systems are important 
considerations. An economic survey of the air cleaning cost, however, is 
of little value unless we can integrate these costs together with the 
corresponding degrees of protection and radioactive decontamination that 
are achieved under stated conditions. Consequently, this study is essentially 
a technical air collection survey with the economics as an important but not 
the only factor considered in the total appraisal. 

It should be clearly noted that at the present time it will continue 
to be difficult to compare the cost data from one site to the cost data from 
another since the conditions of collection and the requirements for air 
cleaning can and do vary considerably. Therefore, it shall be necessary in 
each instance to include significant qualifying remarks. No attempt in 
this report or in future reports will be made to compare data from individual 
sites. The data will be presented with qualifying remarks thus allowing 
individual comparisons. The differences in situations, however, may make the 
result of such comparison both unwise and unrealistic. 

For an essentially complete analysis of the Economic Survey Program, 
it seems appropriate that we set forth the following questions for discussion, 
with respect to the purposes, status and plans of the Program. 

What is the purpose of the program? 
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What progress has been made in the furtherance or this program? 

What are the future plans? 

PU.rp?Se of the Survey 

The primary purpose of this survey is to provide appropriate and 
(physically and economically) efficient air cleaning systems. The prime 
mover of this survey is the Division of Reactor Development, U.S. Atomic 
Energy Commission. In the final analysis, however, good administrative 
and managerial practices in any technical operation require an analysis 
of the cost and effective use of air cleaning systemt!I. 

The methods and the schedules to fulfill the 11tated objective are 
listed in Table 1 below. 

TABLE 1 

Statement of Goal 

1. Establish Preliminary 
Criteria 

2. Promulgate the Criteria 

3. Make Preli.minaz: SU.M"ey 

4. Evaluate Preliminary Data 

5. Initiate Final Survey 

6. Integrate Data 

7. Recommend Appropriate 
Research 

Scheduled Completion Data 

1956 

1957 

1959 

1959 

1959 

1960 

1960 
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Conunents 

Criteria set forth on 
pages 95 to 97 in TID-
7551 

Announcement formally made 
at Fifth AEC Air Cleaning 
Conference (See TID-7551) 

Eleven 11ite11 visited in 
1959. See next section on 
Statue of Survey 

Preliminary eTalaation of 
survey reported at Sixth 
AEC Air Cleaning Conference 

Includes the development 
or improved criteria and 
submission of the criteria 
to additonal sites for 
completion 

Involves the compilation of 
all the data into an approp
riate form for the most 
effective Ulle by all con
cerned. 

On the basis of the suney, 
a recommendation will be 
made vith re•pect to the 
research required to .rur
the r the primary objective 
to provide appropriate 
and effective air cleaning 
systems. 



... 

.. 

8. Gommunicate Final Findings 
to Participating Groups 

9. Present Data at the Next 
Air Cleaning Seminar 

10. Compile a Manual 

1960 

1961 

1962 

Make available the basic 
data to the participating 
groups and obtain their 
comments and ultimately 
their acceptance of the 
material to be submitted 
in the future for general 
distribution. 

Make available reviewed 
data for general discussion 
and distribution. 

On the basis of the data 
compiled, draw up a manual 
on 11Air Cleaning Manage
ment" for broad use in the 
Nuclear Industry. 

The compilation of data from this survey will aid all sites in the 
beneficial and economical use of air cleaning systems. Such analysis and 
discussions have already been proven to be successful in the integration of 
available data on air cleaniru?; systems. It is also evident that such analyses 
will indicate the need and type of research that will be most beneficial and 
effective. The need for a manual on air cleaning systems, their effective
ness and costs with respect to the growing nur.lear industry is evident. 
This survey will serve as the basis for the compilation of an adequate manual 
that may be effectively used in the nuclear industry. 

Status of the Survey 

During 1959, eleven major AEC installations were visited wherein the 
Economic Survey was discussed. These surveyed installations included the 
Brookhaven National Laboratory, the Savannah River Plant, Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory, National Lead Company (Fernald, Ohio), the Connecticut Aircraft 
Nuc1ear Experimental Laboratory, the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory, Aircraft 
Nuclear Propulsion Department, (G.E.), Argonne National Laboratory, Hanford 
Atomic Products Operations, University of California Radiation Laboratory 
(Berkeley andLivermore), and the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. 

The preliminary economical survey criteria as set forth in TID-7551 
were discussed. The preliminary data as compiled by the responsible per
sonnel at the corresponding sites are presented in the Appendix. In each 
instance, the basic objectives of the survey were discussed and the individuals 
were given complete freedom as to the expression of their physical and 
economical air cleaning data. Consequently, there has been at this time 
no attempt made to standardize the data since significant data could have 
been omitted as a result of such standardization. In addition, the use of 
qualifying statements was encouraged to assure a more realistic analysis of 
the air cleaning costs and the effectiveness of these systems with respect 
to the basic requirements. 

In addition, to the material compiled in the Appendix, the personnel 
of General Electric Atomic Nuclear Propulsion Department in Ohio, have com
piled considerable economical data on their air cleaning activities which 
has not at this time been reduced to.tabular form. 
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Data on air cleaning specifications as set forth by individual sites 
have been compiled and will be sununarized in the final report on the 
Economic Survey. These specifications are, in general, performance 
specifications. 

several sites have developed simplified methods of classifying their 
air cleaning systems and areas. In general, a color code with transparent 
plastic overlays are employed to indicate the positions and the types of 
air cleaning systems used in their plants. These methods and procedures 
of classification will also be summarized in the final report. 

Additional material is being prepared by several of the sites listed 
above and the material will be submitted for compilat~on into the final 
report. 

The air cleaning systems that were reviewed included systems in reactor 
areas, separation processing areas, fuel and accessory fabrication areas, 
production areas, high level pilot plant and nuclear experimental areas. 
The collection media that are used in the air cleaning systems reviewed 
included roughing filters, absolute type filters, bag collectors, cyclone 
separators, electrostatic precipitators, scrubbers oil mist collectors, 
and dee~ bed filter,. The capacity of these systms varied in flow rates 
from 10 cfm, to 10 cfm. 

The space requirements range from approximately lo-2 rt3/ctm to lo-4 ft3/cfm. 
The efficiency requirements vary from 50% to 70% for precleaning filters; 
90 to 99% for high efficiency procleaners and final filters; and greater than 
99.9% for ultra high collection units. It should be noted here that in most 
instances, the actual collection efficiencies are not known. However, the 

"effectiveness" of the unit, in general, is knoim since meas1.1rements of the 
effluent are made in the stack and/or in the environs such that the occurrence 
of the release of quantities greater than the maximum per1rtissible levels are 
prevented. From an operational and regulatory viewpoint, this measureaent 
of the effectiveness of the ~ollection media is more appropriate than a 
specific analysis of a collection unit using a liquid particle of a narrow 
particle size range considerably different in structure, pariicle size, 
density, etc., than the toxic material in theeffluent. From a cost-effectiveness 
viewpoint, however, it is somewhat difficult without before and after filter 
unit sampling data to assign an efficiency to the unit. Since the 
particle size distribution and the composition of the toxic aerosol 
can and frequently does change with various operations, an average 
efficiency would have to be applied. Consequently, a range of 
efficiencies with respect to a collection medium is presented in 
Figure 1 which e.:x;presses the relationship of the effectiveness of 
air cleaning systems to cost of these air cleaning operations. 

The frequencies at which the collection media are changed va-ry 
from period of every two months to once in 10 years. In general, 
the roughing filters are changed at a frequency twice that required 
for absolute type filters. The collection media are changed on the 
basis of pressure drop, time cycle, operational requirements (e.g. 
time available during reactor shutdown), mechanical failure, pH value 
of the solution, and observations (indicate unit to be dirty). 
These collection units are changed when a request is made by a variety 
of groups including the health physics organization, the industrial 
111giene unit, the operations group or the pl.ant maintenance or service 
section. 

The methods of handling, storage and disposal of the filter 
unit vary considerably from one location tc. another. Consequently, 
the costs of these waste management problem vary over a wide range. 
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Some handling problems involve airborne hazards while others pose 
a significant external radiation problem. Liqllid waste problems 
may require special processing methods of neutralization. In some 
instances, materials are incinerated or baled before storage or ship
ment of the reduced volume to another site for burial or for sea 
burial. 

The actual cost of the air cleaning operations have been ex
pressed on the basis of equipment charges, labor charges and the cost 
of operations in tenns of dollars and/or man-hours per unit volume 
of air process per year. It will, however, be readily observed that 
other factors may be more important in the assessment of the cost
efficiency relationship. In some instances, the volume of air processed 
is maintained at a relatively small value to collect the toxic 
material near the point of release rather than after dilution in a 
less toxic atmosphere. In such instances, the cost per curie collected 
on the filter per year may be a better and more justified assessment 
of the cost-efficiency relationships. Since, however, the dose-rates 
from some filter units are relatively higher per curie than from others 
and therefore requiring mo re frequent change and a less effective use 
of man power, etc., the cost per dose-rate per year relationships 
may be a more realistic ratio than those stated above under certain 
circumstances. It should be noted that the cost per cfm/year for the 
cases revi e;ed in the Appendix vary from $0. 0004 to $7. 0. 

The technical and economical data presented in Appendix I 
(Tables 1 to 7) permits a preliminary assessment of the relationship 
between cost and efficiency of the various systems. It should be 
noted that the cost will vary with respect to the conditions expressed 
in the last section and the efficiencies will vaI'Y with respect to the 
materials present in the effluent. Consequently, a spread of cost 
values and efficiencies or penetration are presented in Figures l and 2. 

In essence, one might expect a specific type (e.g. "Absolute Filter") 
of air collector that the cost would vary directly with the negative logarithm 
of the penetration. For composite air collection systems (e.g. Dustop followed 
by an Absolute Air;Filter) the date presented in Figure l indicate that the 
product of the cost and penetration is a corustant. Such an approximation can 
be theoretically justified for small values of p, as indicated by the equation below: 

Thecost-penetration relationships in general may be expressed by the 
following equation: 

p • e-kC (1) 

where C is in dollars/cfm/year 

p is in units of penetration 

k • cost absorption coefficient in (cfm) (yr)/dollar 

lu p • kC 

C • -2.3 log 10 P 
k 

(2) 

(3) 

For the special case where kC is much smaller than one, the following 
relationehips is a valid approximation since l. ekC Sin th 

1 - • ce e va ue of K 
from the data appears to be in the range of lBo to 1000 cfm years/dollar, 
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then the cost must be in the range of lo-3 to10-4 dollars/cfm/ylar or less to 
make equation 4 valid. 

,!. 1 + kC 
p 

c • !(! - 1) 
k p 

where K • 1 
k 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Note that the specific case is only valid for kC values being much smaller than 
l and for values of p within the range of 0.5 to 1.0 (Specific Equation 6 within 
20% at lower range). 

The data presented in Figure l indicate that the cost-penetration for 
composite air cleaning syatems relationship can be expressed by a relationship 
similar to Equation 6 but over a range of values for p approaching zero from 
0.2 (within 25% at high value in the range). 

Cp • K Ii 1 x 10-3 

therefore 

c • 1 x lo-3/p 

The data presented in Appendix II and in Figures 2 and 3 indicate that for 
individual air cleaning units such as the Duatop Filter or the Absolute Filter, 
the cost-penetration relationship can be represented by the following equation: 

Low Volume Requirement 

High Volume Requirement 

C • -2.3 x l0-1 lOg10 P 

P • 2 x lo-3 c-1.s 

Since there are ao many variables associated with the use of these units, 
the estimations of the costs and the knowledge of the collection efficiencies, 
the use of only an approximate value is justified at this time. For comparative 
purposes, it may be observed that the adjusted costs for air cleaning units in 
radioactive areas are approximately the same costs determined by Silverman for 
non-radioactive areas. In the non-radioactive air cleaning systems, the loading 
may be higher but the waste disposal and handling costs should be less than 
those associated with radioactive cleaning systems. These factors might explain 
the agreement in costs but considerable data will be necessary to establish a 
relationship. 

Future Plans 

As indicated in Table l, future plans will involve the reorganization of 
criteria, the initiation of the final survey, the inclusion of additional sites, 
the setting forth of recommendation on appropriate research and the compilation 
of an effective manual on Air Cleaning Syatems Their Cost and Effectiveness. 

Conclusions 

This study to date has indicated the need for an improved system of 
communication with respect to air cleaning activities within the various 
laboratories and sites that we may make known in adequate time the findings 
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of each Laboratory. In this manner, we may all make progress more rapidly 
and effectively towards our main objective to provide appropriate and efficient 
air cleaning systems. 

In addition, this preliminary survey has demonstrated the necessity for 
improved communications between the engineering service groups responsible for 
the development and maintenance of air cleaning systems and the irrlustrial 
hygiene or health physics group responsible for the radiological engineering 
aspects which set the working standards with respect to the maximum permissible 
penetration of radioactive materials through an air cleaning system • 

The preliminary data indicate that an approximate relationship exists 
between the cost of air cleaning and the maximum permissible penetration of 
materials through composite air cleaning systelll5. In general, •t the present 
time we may approximate the cost by the following simplified fonnula. 

c - 1 x 10-3/p 

To illustrate the use of this formula, the cost of an air cleanine 
system requiring a collection efficiency of 99% of a penetration value 
of io-2 would be lo-3/10-2 or $.1/cfm/yr. If an efficiency of 99.9% 
or p • lQ-3 were required, then the cost would be estimated at $1/cfm/yr. 

For a given maximum permissible penetration, there are many 
variables associated with the evaluation of the economical aspects of 
air cleaning. Consequently, all values must be 'Well qualified. Listed 
below are some of the variables. 

(A) Quantity of Air circulated or recirculated 

(B) Quality of the air: 

(a) Concentrations of radioactive or 
material 

(b) Concentration of inert material 
(c) Corrosive effective of material 
(d) Particle size distribution 

toxic 

(e) Combin ation of filter units and the 
corresponding flow rates 

(C) Operational philosophy: 

(a) Time cycle changing of filter units 
or cleaning of systems 

(D) Quality of the radioactive material collected: 

(a) Dose rate problems 
(b) Airborne problems 
(c) Liquid waste problems 

(E) Construction of the air cleaning systems such 
that operational costs are minimized or lessened. 

(F) Managerial aspects influencing and forming policies 
which refer to the periods in which filter units, 
etc., are changed by specific groups. 

(G) Research costs and the variations of overhead charges 

(H) Write-off policy for the depreciation of the con
structional materials. 
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Th:! cooperation and participation in the pro~ram survey has been 
excellent - and the results have been expressedly beneficial to many 
sites even before the completion of the preliminary surve:f. All of the 
data presented are preliminary and they are presented through the courtesy 
of the Sites representatives that prepared and compiled the data. Although 
considerable benefits have been mutually accrued as a result of this 
cooperation and participation, we have at this time merely initiated 
the survey. Considerable information will be forthcoming in the 
future. Improved survey forms will be developed a!Xi then forwarded 
to each Site along with a sample copy of a completed form. The final 
survey is scheduled for completion before the end of next year (1960). 
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l.Praslll'e 2.Ac:t1rlt)-J.T1- fycle 
i-a 

li.ot.ber - 5.llliO Jleoter- ----r:J'ereoapef 2.~ ).BaJ.1ag 4.Iilcliirra- -5.Blirl.&l l.Re&am ~. Derlce 3·SllSili!•tLili 4.Re~ 
(Mech. Iii.DH Cri- Protec:t1ca t:i- or 
Fa.11111'e terl.& tor Storep 
Diie to MaiAt.aace 
Sroelcm, (!le&ltll ~·. 
eorroaim, a.g1m>er1ag, 
Deeip or !lldwltrial 
Appl1cat1ca) il:)'g1.me, 

1181at-) 

tor Selec
tica ot 
,,..., Olla 

T7Pe 
C1-r 

ll&tlatac:t0!'7 tor ~- 8-earda 
.. to -1- lag Baaed 
1t7 or ci-- ca Field 
1.ag - OnJ'8ll Blperlellce 
Coetl 

ChOD. Qi>eraticma ;'\eO]lir::.toro Fl.c.stic illl.(;a • Material 
Recoverz . .. -- . " . .. 

* :ff'i:::il!nc: Yeo 
Lov Ma!Jrt.. ·------------

• • .. ....-. - . ~-----

• .. 
* 

:&1.e.£>la.l 
:'.c:::cvcr:t 
Adequate 
"l'ti-Z .i.ltl;;!r 
::fficiene:t 
Materl::.l Rc.;;o•. 

-~~--------- ------------..-----,-~----------·----------·- --··--· -.-- -;irtei-1~il :.lCCb. ·or,e.·a.ti..r.6-· ::;e;.~li<.tu:& I'4'-t.;.--;-·~~-------· -

• • 
• 

• • 
* 

.. .----

------------
• 

• 

* • 
• 

Recovery 
• 

!ttcr1:.l ?~c!l. ~atio~ =-:.cspiratoJ.·s &~i.1..: ~s 
. ?e~OVt!~ --W--

• 

~ficieOC;1 lea 
lot! H::.i1~t. 
Ad,eq11.).tl!-·------..~------·:.:.-------

t--.. ·e-Filter 
bf4i<:~)---

:- ;.n1nt • 
ltlter1"1 

Yea 

* ::ecvverx 
--.r- " Ade<J)J&te -,..--------· 

• !'re-Filter 
• Ettidency 

-------~-------,,..-----------
·.--.t_.r.i~l "":~,·ov. 

---=---·----=-----"°~"-;;·r~1:c1;:""::-::c':!!Y~~~;;;;=·--..-::·::::=========""-'=~====-===== 
- ·xf'f'ic1Pncy Yes 

--------------

Mecli. Operi.Uons 
··----·---- --------·--·· ---~d.el· Fil'-::.-======-==~===--= 

Aui-tio Yea - • 
7ee.tures 

~---------r.-------;:qir;tOrSI-bct."f~-----------. --.----- ---.---::f?r:ie~----.r---_------.--====:-·---== 
lttt.,rf.tl ·Mech-. ~rat.T~ns Resrirt\tors Plar.tio !Be• - - • - Erl'tciency Yea ----------
'.leo<>WJ'Y 

~-· ORera.ti!?ns Respirator• PJAStic llags _ _::_ ____ ....;*_-_- Efficiency Yea 
-n-equale 141.t.erial 

Recovery • • 
Pre-Filter 
!.'re-:. niter llo 

;'lec11a.1\lcal ~rstio11-~--- - - --- ---:--- - - - - ~c--:.----- - Yea 
i'aU.ure 1enq low llaiat. 
Mecllanical Operatimia Reap1ratora • - * - Higlll!i'lic- Tff 
Failure lenc;,. lov Ma1at. 

Better Media 

,. ' ' 



~ 
~ 

"" 

l!Jat.ell 
Compallat. 

( l )Bag Collector 
(2)F1lter 
(J)Filter 
(i.)rilter 
(5)F1Uer 

:: 

111~ Collector 
2 Fl ter 

! l )liq Collector 
2)F1lter 

(3)1"1ltcr 
(4 )f'ilter 
( 5 )Oil lllat Col. 

(l)Filter 

-
(l)Filter 

(2)1'iltar 

( l )Baa Collector 

--
!l)Filter 
2)C)'Clone 

(3)1'1lter 

! l )C)<clone 
2 )1111& Collector 

• 

t:. Iidti&l Collector Cillit 
$/JJXXl er. 

$3oB.20 
3~.30 
30.00 
43.:xi 141.20 

$302.00 
30.00 

$302.00 
35.30 
30.00 

ll•l.20 
563.00 

$ 38.00 

$2000.00 

30.00 

$250.00 

$ 65.ClO 
677.00 

3820.00 

$11.67.)0 
1206.)0 

,. • 

GAS CI.EAlllNG COSTS 

I. E;uii:-at Cbarg• • AYerage YearlJ Coate 

a;-:::i ... A Ba..~cn) to 10 Yr. llrite ctt -
$/lOCIJ cn./Yr. ( tadimte Write Ott Period) 

c. ~--ntPiirt• 0¥er&lI-YiiU-Tj'Cont. - --~- Pllrts (rt~ 
tJlOOO c~- eo.t/St.udard l!Aopla.,.....t llilit 

l. ·~ 2. m.tn 3. R<rolace- ii. Filter 5-:-otliiir 
Awq" • Flltere mt Bags 

$61.54 
7.06 
6.oo 
8.tlO 

26.24 

llcNgh1ag AH; Media 
TJpc 'l'zpe 

BIJJLDING 9212 - "£" lill•G W.n EXHAUST SYSTQ! 
Five (52 Yr. llrito-orr 

$516.00 
1694.()() 

$81.6o 
81.6o 

$130.00 ~5.00/bag 
6.8o/b:i.B.Dket 
6.8o/roll 

43.00 ea. 
7 •. )6 ca. 

BUil.Dlro 9".J2 • "~f llWG EIO!AUST SY:•TEJ.! -:.-·-----~:.::= 
*6Q.4o Five (5J Yr. llrite-ott 

6.oo 

BUIIDPG92i~WLG ExHAUsT s?STE;.1 
$6().40 Five (5) Yr. Write-off 

7.o6 • 
6.00 

26.24 • - $1691•.00 
U6.6o 

BIJiwr:JC 9215 - Sl.IPPI.Y AIR SYsTEM 
$ 7.tlO Five (5) Yr. Write-off 

BIJllDI:iG 9706 • MACl!.filE iXllAUST SYSTIJ! 
$400.oo Five (5) Ir. llrite-ort 

6.00 $ 30.00 

$81:So 

$81.6o 
81.6o 

$ 65 .oo 

$ 65.00 

,4~:~~t 

=·==-==:=-==-==-..=..=- =--=--:::::.~-::.....--.:::::=::= 

$12~00 

t o.o6 

$o.007 
0.17 

$4J.02/b>\e 
.; . 00/b L'.Ulket 
6.llo/ro'l 
7 .l'6 ea. 
7.00/sct 

$ 0.2:; g11.l. 

0.07/l'YXJ gal. weter 
c.25 o;al. oil 

$6o.oc 

BUUDiiiGS 9212 & 99')8 • SUi'l'!Df,;R AREA MAC:ll~t. & FOOJDRY ElCliA:JS';' 5YsTEM -
$50.00 Five (5) Ir. llrite-ort • - • $ 27.75 • $65.00 

BUI!DFiG 9206 -. llA.5TE o::3'1'RUC'IOO OO!AIJST :::!$'t'F)( 
$13.00 Fin (5) Yr. llr1te-off - $1200.00 
135.4o • - -
764.oo • $58.oo 

lluW>f:G 9211 - !'IC!lOLS-HERJ::silOFF P"JRliACE i':XJWJS'l' SI:>TDi 
$237.50 Fhe (5) Ir. lfr1te-ot1' 
.!'<l.6o Five (5) Ir. lfr1te-ort 

$317.00 
Mone 
ftone 
$ 58/ cbaoge 

0.24 



to:I 
~ .... 

A. Iut&ll&t:im OVer <. Abov .. eqlli:iitent. Cor.t. 
llued cm !l!.lliJ!ll"'R 1fritc~1· Period 

11aD liolln/1000 CFH/T-.r 

!
ll lump-Swa Cactrect 
2 .50 
3 .50 
4) 8.oo 
5) 6.00 

( 1) Lump-SW. Contract 
(2) • 

m Wmp-~ Contract 

(5) • 

( l) r.u.p-s.... Contract 

(1) 
(2) 

(1) 1-p-Swa Contract 

gi 1-p-~ COlltract 

bi . 

(1) 
(2) 

• 

G A S C L E A N I Ii G C 0 S T S (C..'t.) 

II. !Allor ::barGe• • C>.-crall Yearly Coot 

II. Rcrutloe :talntcU&D.Ce 6 !as~ct!.an 
I :lllll Ko\&r'S/1000 r,;-; /':ear 

C. Cl.iiUJ.i&& Oi'Replacln<; D. "l:lail~ .'. :iiofi.sa.J. -- E. LallOi--Cli&rces • S,1;v1c!u&l?'1.tel" RerJ.acoiMii£""" 
Filter Med1a ; = "J:un/ltXX1 cFM/Teez Mu llo"ro/l')(Y) ~'?i-;f'tco:r 

M~_ llao&..:i!L_lOOO "'.PM/Year _____ _ __________ J_. _ __"'lotli ~ 2. ~lit• Pilter j. otber 

.48 

.;,a 

.48 

1.00 

BUIU>lllG 9212 • "i" VX:IG WJ:il J!X)IAlJS'l' sr.l'l'FJI 
.50 .50 

lj.OO 
15.00 
6.oo 

~'tl.<Al 

15.<Xl 
l; .()() 
6.oo 

120.00 

BUIU>DIG 9212~ 11111ngo1AUST SYSTEM .,o 
15.00 

DullDI;;c; 912f_; - "o" l/L.C -~;A:.::;r t'f..:T~! 
.50 

15·..x> 
l.i.00 

120.00 
2.00 

---- BUIIbllli 921; - SUP>'LY Alli Sl$TD! 

.50 
lj.00 

.50 
i;.oo 
15.00 

.L<0.00 

1.48 

1.48 

1.48 

.lfl .U()IJ 

.13 

.4<1 

1.00 

nutw1:«: 976b----lilt:Hr:Jl J;;::A:i1l' tY.:~. 

.,3 
.75 
.27 

3l-.E£([.!-C:~-::12rr-&·~~ - 5;:i.:pJ..."9!'._:' A..~ i'-!llC!!l: !:i i· FV_·-!•Fr ·=~;:,a.~~::T .3YS~.ls::: 
.2:; .25 .9') 

BuIWiif. 92oe-:: WASTX ·nm~ EICHA~ SmDI 
ro.oo w.oo 

- J0-00 
13.J'l 6.65 

BuilbDIG 9211 - NICIIOL:;-lllRESllOFF PUR!>ACE-m!lWT SIS'l'l!M 

12.00 
240.00 

-- -

-

2li0.00 

.ao 

31.00 

.. 

30.uu 
~0.00 

-
30.00 

--
-

30.00 
30.00 

-
3.00 

---
.O'/? 

-
.88 

3').00 
19.95 
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~-en 
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P. OCIRa - c.lMa OS • llepa1r ot -., 
lllllltwft, Deccmtaaiut.ia, ·lite. 

IT ... 2 2.00 

~ 2-00 

5 

-
!l) ·062 
2) 2.00 

!il .<>61! 

!~ 
= (l) 
-
m 
-
(1) .1:;5 

{ll 10.00 

~ io:oo 

-
~l) 
2) 

• • 

G I\ S C L E A N I N G C 0 S T S (Oaa 't.) 

Q. N:Laeelle•ofte Costa 

1. A,_... oa.t ot lOit Pl'Odiiiitim ~~ -----Y. ea.te ot Ali' ClmD1Jli -- -----... ~deiiib 
n.&e to Equ1i:-t ~ T1tle ('.'> or Total l'l.lu>t :1a~cc) (TiM to other 'Jep&rtMllta Chargeable 

to !!ltlliP:ieat Failure or Ma!Jatenance) 
1.e. Be&ltla nt,ys_ie11, ~:il!B. ate. 

BUIU>Il«l 9212 - "I!." vm:; !If.IN EXllAlflT Sts'J»I 

BUIUlil«l 9212 - ""!f~VIl«l Jl;lCHAlflT BlS'l.'l!ll 

BUlllloo-mT;; ~,rwoo-~~ .>~ 

!lUIUlll«l 921:;~ SUPPL?" AlN SY5'mi 

llUIUliiiG 97G6 - MACl!Dii E:itiiAUST SYST"""1 

BliW>l!ClS ·9212 -& 99'}8 -~ AIU!A-- Mt\cii.I!il & POO!UIY Ell!All!T S"t.l'Dlll 

llOIU>00-9205 ;; WAS'm-D~i!lOO'l'Cffm!AIBf SYS'.mi 

BUILl)IJ«l ~ NIC!fOls-llBlliSHOFF ~ liXllAW'r SIS'nll ____ ------



Table 4 CANEL Project Data 
SURVBY OF AIR • GAS CLBANING Cl'l!RATIONS 

PRATT • Wlll™BY AIRCRAFT - CANBL 

MAY 27. 1959 

Blog. No. Oe:scri2!!ve It ~eratiooal O..ta Equip. L.abor Ola.!jes - Dollars Remarks 

• Mfg, and/or Cleaner Site Cleaning Space Operatulg Mclbod Of Cri~lor Halldlillg. Charges M.Untenance Yearly CleaDiDg Disposal 
Location Trade Name Class1flcadc:m AppUcatton RequiremeDU RecpdremeaU Cba.ractert.stlcs RepW:luji Cleaner Disposal Ye.a.:rly It [nspection • Rtpla.cement 

• Type or Cleaning CbaDp Method 

Bldg. 440 Model 3A-85 CPM 

HV-1 c.ambridge Aerosolve PA l RC [lust (6) ) 6150 N""" TI.me Cycle 1Dcll>£rattcm $ $6.00 I 4.00 I 4.00 ()-After ume cycle d-=i.otes .:banges per year 

l)Jst Stop Spun Gius FA l RC [lust (6) 23 3/8 • 23 3/8 • 2 ) None TI.me Cycle lnclDeratioa 56. 16 18.00 8.00 8.00 FA- Fresh.a.Ir 
AC-2 Cambridge Aeroaoive PA Dust (2) 3A·85 ) 1800 None Time Cycle(!) lnc!Jleration 2.00 2.00 2.00 RC - Recirculatioo 

Dust Stop Spun Gius PA [lust (2) 23 3/8 • 23 3/8 • 2 ) NODe Time Cycle (6) lnciJleration 18. 72 •.00 6.00 6.00 1A - Inside a.ir 
Model IA- 1000 ) B-Z-K.leen 

AC-3 Cambridge .U.olutes FA Dust (3) 24 • 24 • 11 1/2 ) 2800 None Time Cycle (0) 168.00 4.00 A-I · $1. 50 each per 1000 CFM 
Dust Stop Spun Glass PA Dust (3) 23 3/8 • 23 3/8 • 2 ) Noac nme Cyclo(6) lncineratlaa 28.08 4.00 8.00 6.00 8- t changes per year per 1000 CFM 

AC-4 Cambridge A.,rosolw FAl RC Dust (4) 3A-85 ) 3500 None Time Cycle ( 1) lnC.lllerarioo 16.00 5.00 2.00 $1.00 per M CFM 
DJ.st g:op Spun Glass PA & RC Dust (4) 23 .3/8. <!3 3/8. 2 ) None Tim• Cycle (6) lnciJleratlon 37. 44 4.00 8.00 6.00 A-2 - . 25 per M CFM x 4 per year 

AC·5 Cambrt<lge Aero solve FAl RC [lust (3) 3A·85 ) 3300 None Ti.me Cycle(!) lncineratioo 12.00 2.00 2.00 

Dust Stop Spun Glass FA l RC Dust (3) 23 3/8 x 23 3/8 • 2 ) Noae Time Cycle (6) Incineratlm 28.08 +.00 8.00 6.00 D.lst Stop 
AC·6 Cambridge Aerosolve FA l RC Dust (3) 3A-85 ) 3300 None Time Cycle(!) Incmeratioo 12.00 2.00 2. 00 A-1 - Unit cost per 1000 CFM :r -I changeSjyear 

Dust Stop Spun Glass FA l RC Dust (3) 23 3/8 • 23 3/8 • 2 ) None Time Cycle(6) Jncinerattcn 28.08 4.00 8.00 6. 00 A-2 - 25 per M CFM x 4 per year 
AC-7 Cambridge Aeroaolve FA l RC Dust (4) 3A·85 ) 4000 Nooe Time Cycle (1) IDc:.1.neratioa 16.00 5.00 2.00 B-4 - Changes per year per 1000 CFM (~ 100/CFM 

Dust Stop Spun Gius FA l RC [lust (4) 23 3/8. 23 3/8 x 2 ) None Tim< Cycle (6) (ncloeratloo 37.44 4.00 8.00 6.00 @ $1. 00/M Cl'M 
AC-8 Cambridge A.eroaolve FA & RC Dust (4) 3A·85 ) 4000 None Tune Cycle (I) lnciJleratioo 16.00 5.00 2.00 Aeroaolve +Absolute 

Dist Stop Spun Glass FA l RC Dust (4) 23 3/8 x 23 3/8. 2 ) Nooe Time Cycle(6) lncll>erattoo 37.44 4.00 8.00 6.00 A-1-Price 
AC-9 Cambridge Aero.solve FA Dust (2) JA-85 ) 1.200 Nooe Timo Cycle(!) (ncloeration 2.00 2.00 2.00 A-2 - 00. 25 per M CFM x 4 per year 

N (2) 23 3/8 X 23 3/8 I 2 ) 18. 72 4.00 6.00 6.00 B - 2 cJlan&'e& per year per llXX> CFM@ $1. 00/M ... Dust Stop Spun Gius IA Dust (2) 16x 20 x 2 ) Nooe Time Cycle(6) lnciJleratloo 8. 88 4.00 6.00 8.00 CFM 
~ AC-10 Cambrl ... A.erosolve FA Dust (2) 3A·85 ) 1200 Naoe Tl.me Cycle (1) Jncineratim 2.00 2.00 2.00 AC - Air conditti:mer 

(2) 23 3/8 X 23 3/8 I 2 ) 18. 72 4.00 6.00 6.00 SF • SUpply Ian 
Dust Stop Spun Glua FA Dust (2) 16. 20 x 2 Nooe Time Cycle (6) loclneratloo 8. 88 4.00 6.00 8.00 BF - Exhaust fan 

AC·ll Cambrl ... Absolutes PA [lust (4) 24 x 24 • 2 8000 None Time Cycle 4.00 
Dust Stop Spun Gius PA Dust (4) 23 3/8. 23 3/8 x 2 Naae Time Cycle (6) lncinerat1oa 37.-44 8.00 8.00 4.00 

AC-12 Cambridge ,,_ ..... FA Du"' (4) 24 x 24 x 2 8000 Noae Tim< Cycle 4.00 
Dist Stop $tJD GlaH FA Dust (4) 23 3/8 • 23 3/8 x 2 None Time Cycle(6) lnclneratioo 37.44 8.00 8.00 4.00 

HBP-21 E·Z·lCleetl Alumaloy IA Hood It AJr (2) 23 3/8 x 23 3/8 x 2 1800 Wash rinse &. cote Time Cycle Dispose 10. 30 4.00 
B-Z-Kleea Alwnaloy IA RC (2) 23 3/8 x 23 3/8 • 2 Wa.sh d.nse l cot.e TI.me Cycle Dispose 10. 30 

Hl!P-9-4 a-z-Ceea Alumaloy IA Hood l AJ.r (l) 23 3/8 x 23 3/8 x 2 1.200 Wash rinse l cote TI.me Cycle Dispose 10. 30 4.00 
B-Z-Kleea Alwnaloy IA Air arc. (2) 23 31s • 23 3/8 • 2 Wash nnse • cote Tlme Cycle Dlspoae 10. JO 

HBP-104 B-Z-Kleea Al...Woy IA Hood. A.Lt (2) 23 3 8 X 23 J/8 I 2 1200 Wash rinse • c«e Time Cycle lllspoae 10. 30 4.00 
B-Z-Kleea Alwnaloy IA Air a.re. (2) 23 3/8 x 23 3/8 x 2 Wash rinse • cote T1me Cycle Dlspoee 10. 30 

RC AC-II B·Z·ICleeD AlumaloJ RC Dust (8) 23 3/8 x 23 3/8 x 2 Wub rt.a.ace • ccxe TI.me Cycle Dispose 41.20 2.00 
1B - 1000 

Cambrt ... .U.Oluto R C Dua (8) 24x 24 x 12 None Tim< C.'ycle lllspose 448. 00 12.00 
RC AC-12 Dust Stlop Sptm GiaH RC [lust (8) 23 3/8 • 23 3/8 x 2 - nme c,de(4) lnciDeratiao 49. 92 2.00 16.00 8.00 

IB· 1000 
Cambrtdp .U.Olute RC Dust (8)24x24x 12 None Time Cycle [lapose 448.00 12.00 

NPBP-lll Dust Stop Spun Gl&u RC Dust (9) 23 3/8 x 23 3/8 • 2 2000 None Tim< Cycle -- H.04 12.00 
Cambrldp At>ool .... ll c Dust (9) 2h 24x12 - Timec,de lllspose 504. 00 u.oo 

NPBP-UI B-z-~ AlwrWoy R. c Dust (9) 23 3/8 x 23 3/8 x l 2000 Wasb rlnR • cote TI.me Cyc1a Dispose 46. 35 12.00 
Cambrl'11" Aloooluleo ll c Dust (9)24x24x2 None nme ctcie Dispose 504. 00 12.00 

BrJ..a II) Du• Stlop SptmGl&u p Duot (I) 12 x U x2 - Time Cycle(6) lodneration 3. 96 •.00 
BrJ..a 110 Dult ..., sp.GlaH f Dull (I) 12 x U x l - TI.me Cycle(6) loclnerulao 3.96 4.00 
Bl<IJ. 140 (4) 12x 18. 2 
BP 1-1 Fllleqlu Sptm Glu• BxAlr Dua (2)24x30x2 2200 Rem.Oft by baud Time Cycle lnctDeratiaa 1.00 2.20 8.80 -- A 1"10 lb;.A.lt Duot (2)24x 30x 12 Rem.,... by - T1me Cycle (ncloeratton 2.20 4. 40 

(I) 18x 24 x l 
BP 1-2 Plberp. SpunGlu• lb;.A.lt Dust (I) 24 • 30 x 2 1460 Remon by baud Tune Cycle lncinerad(J:l 4.00 1.46 5.85 -..... A 1250 lb;.A.lt Duat (1) 24 x 30 x 12 Re..,.. i,., - nme Cycle (ncloeratiaa 1.46 2.92 

(3) 2h 24 x 2 
BP 4-1 Plllerp. Sj>omGlu• lb;. Air Dust (9) 12x llx2 2500 Rem.ave by band Time Cycle lncul<ratioo 1. 40 26.00 10.00 

Allsolute A 1000 Bx Air Dust (3) 24 • 24 x 12 Rll!Dlove 1JI/ b&nd Time Cycle lncineratioo 26.00 5.00 

• • -



~ .... .... 

//> 

Bldg. No. Descrtfld.n • q>eraticmal om. 
l Mfa. &ad/or Clu"'11catt<m SU. CleoDlng 5poce OpentiDg Mod>od ol Criterl.a tor -dllog l 

I..outian Trade N&me l Tnie AppllcatioD hquJ.remellU llet:ptlremeDUI ClJaracteristia ~ Oeaner Dspou.l 

A-I 
ll<p<ip 

a.a,_ 
Yearly 

Per 1000 

Gm. Lah 
lll<IJ. 140 
BP-27-l 

BP·H·l 
HEP 4-1 

HBP 4-2 

HBP4·3 

HEF 10·1 

HBP 11-1 

HBP ll-2 

HEP Jl-3 

HEP 11-4 

HEP 11-5 

Ahoolute 
Fiberglas 
Fll>erglaa 
Absolute 
Fiberglas 
J\beolure 
PtbertW 
Absolute 
Fll>erp. 
.\bsolute 
Fll>ergl.u 
.U.olute 
Fll>erglu 
Absolute 
Fthe.-gW 
Absolute 
Fiberglu 
Absolute 
FlbeTpo 
Absolute 
Fll>ercW 

HBP 11-6 Abeolute 
Plbergl&s.s 

HEP 13-1 Absolute 
FtherJla.s 

BF 33- I Aerosoln 
MEP JJ-2 Ah!olute 

Flberglas 
HEF 33-3 Absolute 

Fiberglas 

Bldg. 150 
BPJ-1 Dult~ 

A-1200 
SpuuGluo 
SpuuGluo 
Type l Sl.R H 
'l>W> GI.an 
Type I !be H 
SpuuGLu• 
Type I Size H 
Spun Glau 
Type I Size H 
Spun Gtu• 
Type 1 Size H 
sp.mcw. 
Type l Size H 
sp...Gtuo 
Type I Size H 
5p.m Gla .. 
Type 1 Size H 
SpuuGLu• 
Type I Size H 
~Glus 

Type I SU. H 
Spun GI.us 
Type I Size F 
Sptm Glu11 

Type I Size H 
sp...Gtus 
A 1200 
SiMm Glass 

Spua. GlaH 

Bx Air 
Bx Air 
Bx Air 
8'< Air 
Bx Air 
Bx Air 
Bx Air 
l!o Air 
ExAl.r 
Bx Air 
l!x Air 
l!xAl.r 
l!x Air 
BxAl.r 
.... Air 
hAir 
Bx Air 
R1 Air 
.... Air 
Bx Air 

""Air 
Bx Air 
l!x Air 
l!x Air 
Bx Air 
l!x Air 
.... Air 
R>.All" 
.... Air 
Bx Air 

FA. • 

IJuot 
Dust 
Duot 
Hood 
Dust 
Hood 
Duot 
Hood 
Duot 
Hood 
Dust 
Hood 
Dust 
Hood 
Dust 
Hood 
Dust 
Hood 
Dust 
Hood 
Dust 
Hood 
Dust 
Hood 
Dust 
Dust 
Dust 
Dust 
Duot 
Duot 

l-24x30xl2 
l-24z30x2 
l·24x24:1:2 
1·24x30xl2 
l-24x30x2 
1-24 :I: JO x 1.2 
l-24x 24x2 
l-24xl0112 
l-24x24x2 
l-24IJ0I L2 
t-24x30x2 
l-24x30x 12 
l-24x30x2 
I-24 .. JOxU 
1-24xJOx2 
l-.Z4 x 30 x u 
1-24 x 30x 2 
1-24 ... JOz 12 
1-24 x .JO J: 2 
1-24 x 30 x 12 
I-24x30:.:2 
l-24xl0x L2 
l-24x30x2 
I-2-4x24x 12 
1-24 :1 JO x 2 
3-24 x 24 x u 
2-24 :l 24 :l L2 
2-24 x 24 :l 2 
2-24 x JO x 12 
2-24:130:12 

100% No RC Tbrow away l-23 3/8 x 23 3/8 x 2 

~--- Plandl!n LA. 1000 100% No RC D&9t 1-24 .. 24 .. 12 

l!P4·1 BZIC!eea Aluma.lay Bdwun: 
Ahoolure FlandeTs I.A 1250 Bxbaust 

BP 4-2 Du.• 9rop Spun GI.as• Bmaust 

,,_..... F'landerai l.E 1000 Bmaust 
BP 4-3 B Z rlee:a. Aluma.lay 2.xb.uut 

Ahoolute Glanders 1.A. 1250 Emaust 
BF 6·1 llust Stop Spun Glass Exbau« 

BF 6-1 Absolute Flanders I A 1000 Ezhau.r: 

BP 6-2 llust Stop Sp.an Glass Bxbau.st 

BP 6- l A,b9olute Flandl!rs l A 1000 llxbau.st 

l!F 6-3 llust Stop Spun Glass Bxhlust 

BP 6- 3 Atmolute Flanden 1 A 1000 B:maust 

Bf 6-4 Du.• Sap Spun GI.us Exhaust 

BF 6-4 A.bsobR Flanders I A 1000 Exhaust 

BP 6· 5 Dust Stop ~GlaH llxhauot 

BF 6-S Absolute Flanders l A 1000 lb:hau.st 

BF 6-6 DustStop sp.mci.., -.,,,, 

EF 6-6 . 
l!F 6-7 

Absobrte Pl&nden 1 A 1000 
E Z Dam ll>.aloy 
B Z Kle11!11. Spun Gla.ss 

• llumal.O'J' 
lb solute n.&nder1 

._,_.,.. Ml1M 

Exba•st 

llxhaust 

"'""'"1 
Attention 

Dust 

l 4-2J l/2 x 29 1/2 x 2 
4-24 x .J) ]( 12 l 1)-23 3/8 :l 23 3/8 x 2 

6-24 ]( 24 x u 

[
6-24x:Jlx I 
6-21fo:r. J.lx U 

[' 

l-24124x2 
(1)(2)23 3/8 x 23 3/8 x 2 

nt.Bt 2-24 x 24 1 12 
Spec. Ait'n 

Dist f (2) 2-24 x 24 % 2 
DlSt l 2- 233/8x233/8x2 

siiec. Att'n ~~~:: ~: ~ ::! {2·23 3/8 x 2 3~x 2 
' 2-24 x 2• x 12 

Spec. All: JI. 

Dust 

~- Att'n 
Dust 
Dust 

Spec. Att'n 
Duot 

Duot 

Duot 
spec. AJ:t'n 

Dust 

{

l-24x24x2 
2-23 3/8 x 23 3/8 x 2 
2-24 x 24 ]( u 

{ 

2-24 x 24 x 2 
2-23 3/8 .J: 23 3/8 x 2 
2-24 :r. 24 x 12 

{

4-20 x 20 x 2 
3-24 x 24 x 2 
4-24 J: 24 x 12 
lo-23-l/B x 23-3/e x 2 

{

l-20x20x2 
2-23-J/B x 23-3/B x 2 
1-24 x JO x l2 
l-24x)Oxl 

CFM 

1200 

1000 
1250 

1250 

1250 

1250 

1250 

1250 

1250 

1250 

1250 

USO 

IOOO 

1100 
llOO 

2llOO 

620 

5000 
5500 

5500 
9000 
9000 
1320 

1320 

2600 

2600 

792 

792 

1188 

1188 

1656 

1656 

3000 

3000 

lJ2ll 

a.qe Motbod 

hmOff: bf bDd Time Cycle IDclacnDan 
RemaYe by bmu1 nme Cycle lllci!M!ratian 
Remme ht' band Time Cycle Ind..oeratian 
Rem.OR bJ band TI.me Cycle l:ncineratlaa 
R.em09"e by- band Tlmr Cyde IadDeratiaa. 
R.em!lft bf ba.nd Time Cycle 1Ddnerat1oa. 
Remm"e bf bmd Tim.e Cycle lnclnerat:t.aa 
Remm-e by' bad nme Cycle lncineratiOD. 

Re.matt by band Time Cycle lndneratl<m. 
Remove by band Time Cycle Inci.Derattaa 
Remove by band nme Cycle lnc:iner.u::ian 
Remove by band Time Cycle lncloera:tion 
Remove by band Tl.me Cycle lndneractco 
R£move by bed Tune Cycle lnd.ncratian 
Rem<J'Te by band Ti.me Cycle l:ndneratl.cm 
Remove by band Tl.me Cycle lnci.nerauoo 
Remove by" b&nd. TI.J1lil! Cycle lad:lerati<m 
Remove by band T1mr: Cycle lnclneratiaa 
RemO'\l"e bf band Time Cycle ln~radaa 
Remove by band nme Cycle lna.nenti<m 
Rem.ave by band Time Cycle Incineration 
Remove by band nme Cycle lndneratle:wi 
Remove by hand 'nme Cycle lnctneratl<m 
Remove by band Tillle Cycle Inc.l..aerat.ian 
Re-n09"e by band Time Cycle Jncinenttaa 
Remove by hand Tl.mr Cycle lnci.neratiaa. 
RemO"V'e by band Time Cycle lnd.nen:.tl.~ 

Remove by band nme Cycle lnc.tneraaoo. 
R.ema.-e by bind Time Cycle lnd:Deradoa. 
Rem.cm: by bod nme Cycle 1Ddneru1aa 

CFM 

$ 
2.40 
2.88 

2.30 

2.30 

2.30 

2.30 

2. 30 

2.30 

2.30 

2.30 

2.30 

2.30 

2.88 

'i.24 

2.28 

,..,. Tum Cycle 
C:O.W... ~rly 
Spec. Hudling 6. 24 
• l)Upooa.l -· -· N<me ---· Naoe -----e -. -Nooe 

None -
Nooe --·-

Time Cycle emam. Spec. -· Tune Cycle 
Time Cycle 

~··~OO'Y 
Tune Cycle Spec. lllDdllog 37. « 

• lllspooa.l nm. Cycle .• .• 

TI.me Cycle ll7. 44 
Time Cycle -
Time Cycle Spec. Hud1log 

Tim• Cycle Spec. -
• lllapooa.l 

'n.meCy~ 

Time Cycle 

Time Cy<le "*'· -
Tune Cycle "*'· Hu<illDc 

l lllopooa.l 
Tune Cycle Spec. lfluJdlJDg 

Time Cycle 

Time Cycle 

Time Cycle 

"*'·~ 
• D.sposa.I 

"*'· """""'
Spec.talHandllllg 
l lllspooa.l 

Tune Cycle Spec. Handl.lnc 

Time Cycl< "*' Handling 
._ Dsposal 

Time cyc1e lndnera.tion J.70 

A-2 B 
i..bor a.up •. Dollan 

Malal- YearJY 0eam,. D1._i 
• .lnllpecti<m .. llrplacelDflnt 

Per HXX> CFM/ hr 1000 CPM 
br. 

L20 
L20 
LOO 
L~ 

L~ 

L~ 

1.25 
L~ 

LD 
L~ 

L~ 

L~ 

LD 
L~ 

L~ 

LD 
L~ 

L~ 

LD 
1.B 
LZ 
LZ 
I.~ 

LOO 
LOO 
L~ 

LIO 
LIO 
2.80 
2.80 

4.00 

10.00 

8.00 

10.00 

8.00 

2.40 
•.80 
2.00 
2.50 
5.00 
2.50 
5.00 
2. 50 
5.00 
2.50 
5.00 
2.50 
5.00 
2.50 
5.00 
2.50 
5.00 
2.50 
5.00 
2.50 
5.00 
2.50 
s.oo 
2.00 
4.00 
3.20 
2.20 
4.40 
5. 60 

U.20 

lD.00 

16.00 

20.00 

12. 00 

ll.00 

15.00 

ll.00 

,,, .. 

Ra:larb 

B·Z·!Oom 
A.·l $1.50-.dlper 1000 CFM 
A-2 .25 per M CF'M :r 4 per year 
8 4 c..la.ninp per year per 1000 CFM 

; Sl.00 per M CFM 

Duot - (Glu•) 
A-1 Unit cost per 1000 CFM :r 4 du..ap9 

per yet.r 
A-2 _ 25 cents per M CFM x 4 per year 
B 4 ctanaes peT year per 1000 CFM @ 

$1.00 per M CFM 

Aerosol ft + Ahaolutes 
A-1 Price per 1000 CFM 
A-2 .25 p@r' 1000 CPMx 4 per year 
8 2 ~ ptt year per 1000 CFM@ 

$1.00/MCFM 

HBF Hood exb&usd.C1D fa 
MBP Machine e1haust fa 

Nore: All 8.lters contamim.led with 
radloa.ctlvtty are handled as radlaactin ..... ,,,. 



lnlt!.a.l 
Bldg. No. .._oom No. Manufacturer Class1fication Appllcanoa Requirements Size CFM Cleanmg Cntena Cost 

102 None Pease- A.nth.any Scrubber final · Exhaust Air Pume 5 Da. x 13' H1 5000 CFM Self-cleaning $ L2, 500 
IO ~w Mat"ls lnsp. [)Jst Kop (Aget) col. D.i.st Collector Pre -cleaning 8.xhaust Dlst 3' O" x l 6" HOO Pressure Loss 

N 10 Moc:kup A.AF Romclone [)J.st Collector final Exhaust Dlst 12' x 8' 17000 Wood & Plastic Dut Time Cycl~ 

.... 10 .\ssembly AAF Rotoc:lone [)J.st Collector final Clea.nuig Dlst 3. O" .'t 9· Q" 2500 TUne Cycle 2, 000 
OD 10 9leet Metal AAF Rotodone [).ist Collector fl.nal Clean!Jlg Dlst 3 O" x 6' O"' 2500 Time Cycle 2, 500 

10 Tool GrUlding Dust Kop (Ai't) D.s t Collector Pinal Oeaning Dlst 3' O" x I 6" l400 Pres:rure Loss 
110 C;a.rpenter 91op D.Lst Kop [)wit Collector fi.nal ClealWlg Dlst 6' :r. 6' 2050 Va.cuum Time Cycle J, 289 
110 Slo~ Saws Dist Kap D.ist Collector final Cleaning O.st .!' x 6' 2050 Vacuum ?rei.i'...re Loss 

... • .. .. 
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BXIKlaC sumt "' m - au CUUDIO Ol'EIU.ttm! " JllOOKRAV!I •TICUL LUORATORT 

-b7• L • .._11 ... f. D. - ~1959 

rllte1' a.. lllmt&ctW'9r ......,._ CIMNr .... ..... Clum1.flcatton A.ppllmtlan ........ 
·--

I. &Mo\or• .a.nou .llr 
_ ... 

It.ah lttlcl.cJ Pntll.ter 
tnlot. rut.er Co. All' Pll.Mr Pncl..,..r ....... _,. 

GlaN Fibre Cooll.rw Air 
BH. Prafor-.cl 

"'"'"' PUWl"dl:Ma 

II. llMotar Doll1nltt OlMotaz Rich !tflclen1:7 Ptml Clamiqg ........ .............. VD•n GlaM ftml Cl.Nner &xhaut Air 
Prar ..... d , ....... 

Cool ... 

I 
I 

Ill. c:t..laal - Rlch ltflciena1 l"""'Claan1tlg ......... vn Clleaioal Bllllmt .I.Ir 
Bot Lab. Scnab• --J~IlJl 

tT, Abeol•e ,,._ .. Air Pttre Ultra {.lbliolD.t.) PiM.1 Cl.Mainl 
ftlt.n rut.en, lee. Plltor (Olaa) LabBaalo -· Mi«h Le-..1 
Rot o.u... RlidloiaotopM 
Dtbticm -· Becl._tloa 
J.,..a, etc. 

V, .Ur ~rtsn .t.11' 1. Hr Milt TJP91 ......... PnclMnille 
Oond.lt10ftillC ter Co. 2. Roll09tlc l. Pibni Bllllk rt.nal. clean!Jl 
ftlt.n 2. Pretormd oia .. Air condl ti on ru., Rot Le 
&08 1 etc ... _ ... ._. - s..., bv.t 

'1bntelaN Corp. ln...U 
1 

Package IJnlt. 

---

ClaRaq11,....rR9 
and Pf'o099• 

1.2. .ltmephlric ..... 
~: r.'s:i~~J 

t ~~O&Ctift 
Particles 

~: ~a!~-:.n,, 

1. '-•-Yapon 
2. Acids, Radlo 

iodi .. 
J. Leu than 21 J1 
4 .... ll 

1. nan, t'Het. 
2. Radiot.otoi:-• 

!: ~:~l;o-5 i!K3 

l. Out, Mt..t. 
~. At.o.phertc 

hrticle1 
J. 4 .Sxlo-5 g/M.3 

.. 

Table 5 BNL Data 

I 
si-.. 

J ==illtlr I Jllst.bod of Requiremnt. 
I 

Jlepl~nt 

-\ 
l. ~r~;~~ I :: ~·~~ 
~: ~7~~ra-3~ j J. !:110:~1ooocnt 

I bplaCHeni. of 
l'tlter Media 

l. 210"z210•xti• 
c.ap."""tloo (7M 

2. o.0022rtJ/cn1 
J. 6.8ft2/lll00ca 

1. 4 ecru.bber11 
ea. 51 Rz:2 1dia. 

2. ~~2s= 

24•x24•x57/!• I'· 5 ··-24"i:JO•.z57/8• 

~::lg:~~%!. 

1 a.2 22.SHP/lOOOCPM 
14 ..... 4 ,.,... 

5. 0-91JOP 
R.H. to l()()J 17. 75j Uticiency 
O.J a particle 

1. U.7 tt./>dn 
2. 0.)8""20 ... _. 
J. 0.12SHP/looocnt 
4. SM J a.2 aboft 
s. 1JO-J.4a°C 
1. 95j Etticienq 

J'or •l»Tti 5 JI 
25-JOJ below 
5 p particle 

6. >S pl/oin 
b. l~ 

llb/lOOOCPll/ 
caaatio JM.r 

1. s.o ft./•in 
2 ••• 0.9"ff20 

b. 2.0-fl20 
J. a.I 0.45HP/10CX>CPM 

a. 2 1 HP/lOOOCftf 

I H&""n't •eu 
Replaciad 

....,..,,,, 
buUuc Sol'n 

I :p=n~n1t 

8xflx57/8" 4. k ;pun 
2. o.004-o.oosrtl/CPM 5. 2SOO P Ku. 
J. 200ft2/1000Cftf 75• R. H. 

1. 99,95j l!:ttlclency 
O.J,..u particle 

11. '4"x2l.•x6• l. 40 tt./•ln , _,,,. ••• .,._ 
cap. 1000 CPM 2. a.l. 0.028•¥ •t Paper 

2. o.oo~ttJ/c"' a.2. 0.5 11~ & !Jut Stop 
J. 2Sft /lOOOCPM J. a. O.lOHP lOOOCPM Unit 

1. ill .isu •· o.~ """"" I 
. 2. ~-OOOJtt.l/CPM ~: ~ro!: -.a I a... l J. 2 tt2/lOCKlC1M Up to lOQC R.H. 

l. 500 tt./oin 

I 
2. 
) . .. 

b. 2.5Hl'/•in 
4. 12weQ 
s. 0-700P lOOIR.H. 

• • 

lcrtten. ! HmadllJw ~nte I l'lala-nt ~bo,;.. 
tor Cl.Mner .lnl DUpoul 0-,...1 

awr.u Mltbode __ -4----------
fL· PneaaN loa1 Paabf:ld tor 1. COit & Ut. J.. tl.20/l.OOOCnf Nan ho1U'9 • .ti 
IS. Pile Op.ration1 S. Dlapoeal tt 2, t.. I !. *'2/lOOOCPM 

rwtioacthe ). 111 I c. 1.35/lOOOC'"/J?' e. O.Stiih/looocPll/:rr 
or burned on l&. 111 D. .,. 75 C. 0.4Siah/1000Cft\IJ1" 

dupm t ~~~~yr 
I 

i 
I 

U Replaced I 11o elq)erial'IC9 1. r.oat & !.ff. 1. $26S/1000Cllll 
1. PrH•un lo• . 2. rea 2. 20.so/loo:x:ni/71" e. o.Sllh/lOOOCPlt/yr 
[S. Pile Open.tiOrt*f ': :n g: !°,,~it:.1:::;, ~: "° eJ:pllrience 

I $JO,OOO for I. " I Replace..nt r • 

I 
i 

lcuaeti.: I U rwc .... ry l. hc•Hlt7 of •o uti•te ll, 1.,1tpible 
!beoo... 1d1111Pd into rw.onn, 12 hae beera .ia C. llegllpible 
neutralised. 

1 
IJIL Liquid Colt• Ett. on initial 001t D. Nora 

,s,.tea 2. r.. of repl.ace.ent 
I ~. 111 i b. 111 
; 

, PntHani loN Ill htchJ.7 • COllt • Uf. A. *600/lOOCllf B. o.l.Sllh/l.OOOCnt/JT 
lOOtt/id.n ndioactift • r.. D. $60/lOOOCPM c. SU I belcm 

~- ~al~ Ph~cia~pa.:~~:i ~~~be ~: :~U>i: o. ~~~-
ou.nn.. tire rHUt- 1. l .o.b/lOOOCftV',JT 

;d!Ullpld ant p, 2.Clllh/lOOOClllf/)'I' 

I 
! 

I ·--

:i. PreHlU'I I 1. Dumped l, COllt l Elf. J, !° -:7 !° "":21 B, C, D, !, p 

~ L- ~ ·--~ 5
• ;:!:::~nance l: :u ~: ri:~~~~=yr 0.2Sllh/1oooc.M/)'1' 

l s... ~-nt 
• lo _, to tell 

B. • II • • 

c. $2.So/lOOOClll/7'" 

I 
D. $1.25/Repl-

Unl t/200Clmlt 

I 
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CD 
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AIR CIEAHING DAT A 

1-B c D E 

T1J'I T:rpo Application Requireraenta 

PUter 

CUlbrldge Ab•olutc P'inal Cleaning Particle 
T:rpo J. Gl.ua-A•belltoa Lob Hood Removi"" 

Cub ridge 1beolute Final ~aning Particle 
T:rpo 8 Gl&.H-Mblat.oa Lob Hood -vi ... 

Ceabridg• Abeolllte 11.nal Cleaning Particle 
T;n>e D G~Aebeat09 Lob flood Re.oriag 

Cub ridge .1b8olute Final Cleaning Particle 
T:rpo , Cll&H-Nbeatoa Lob flood Removing 

Mioro-Metallio Porou Pre-Cle-.ning Particle & 
St.ainl ... ProceH S)'Bta• Vapor 
Steel (Moieture Sep.) Re..o.al 

Doll~er Fiber (7) E%t\.-ProceH vapor & 

(Fiber SJ'ate• Ll(Jlid 
(Hoteture Sep.) 0-val 

lleeearch OU Coated EXh.-Special Particle 
Product, Inc. Motel Sc ...... Hood Pemc:>Tal 
il-1<>7 

Duat-Stcp GlaH ~J'8 Pre!ilten Particle 
Pnf'1Uer Gen. Ventilat. ReaoTal -
.lir-Mat ...... tr.-tuter Particle 

Fiber Sopp}T J./C Rellon.l 

Submitt.9d by R. H. Hale, :.nnnah River Plant 

" 

F 
Siee eta 

---
21.xJOxll 1/2 
24.x24xll l/2 
8x8xll 1/2 

21.xJOxll x2 
12xl2x5 1 8 

21.xJOxll 1/2 

24xJOxll 1/2 
12xl2xS 7/8 

-
12xl2x2 

25"2Sx2 
20x25x2 
16x20x2 
12xl2x2 
8x8x2 

Table 6 Savanah River Plant Data 

I I J 
G a G H I Who Deten- Diaponl Replace.ent Replaceme1tt llon-hre/ 

erattonal Preeeure Power Replace11ent Criteria mines Cri terie. ~:ethoda Frequency Coat 1000 C"l(yr. 
racteriatics Losa Hp/1000 GJiM for Chaneee for Ch&nt(ea $/1000 Cn</yr. 

250 rno Int. - 1 in. ll/2-20 C:O.plete Pre.!lsure 1oaa Alde. S#trv. Per8. Prot. 2 yrs. $JO/unit JO •in/unit 200 Fiii Fin. - 2.5 2 Pkg. Activity kadn. Cont. Packaging 
200 Fiii 10 Ti.Al! cycle Bo rial totel $IS 1/4 --hr•. ( totel) 

Mech. failure 

250 Fiii Int. - l in. l 1/2 Complete Same u left. Serv. -.. 2 yrs. $50/onit JO ain/onit 
nn. - 2.s s Pier. above Radn. Cont. a·.ove 

250 Fiii Int. - 1 ln. l 1/2 Gomplete Same aa "'Idg. Ser•. same .. 2 yre. 
Fin. - 2.5 Pkg. above Radn. C.ont. •bove totai $25 l/h --hr•. (tot.al) 

250 Fiii Int. - 1 in. l 1/2 Complete s ...... Same •• Same aa 2 yre. 
Fin. - 2.5 5 Pkg. above ·-· -... 

Waa:h vi.th Preasure loae Bldg. Sen. Same .. 
water above 5 Tr•· No coat -

Bldg. Serv. sa..ae 2 yre. $10/onit l Mn-hr/JT/un1t 
Int. - 2 in. 10 Compli:!t.e Preaaure loas above 
Final - 4 - 10 Pkg. Mech. f.allu.re total $50/Tr 10 man-bra. (t.otal) 

J Wuh & P"'aauni loaa 8ldg. Serv. Cle&ning b 11anth8 Jilo ooat 4 1/2 een-hra(tote: 
Re-oil Mech. failure Op. Groop & re-wte 

Ti• cycle 

Final - 0.5 in. 11/2-2-S Coaplete PresaW1! loaa filde. Serv. Person prot. J month• u l/J aan-hrtl. (tot.el 
10 Pkg. J..ct1vit7 Radn. Cont. ~ckaging, 

Tioe cycle Op. Groupe buri&l 

Mech. failure 

Int. - 0.5 ln. Colllpl~te Time cycle Bldg. o:;erv. -.. ) 90ntri8 1 3 un-hro.(tctel) Final - 1.0 in. Pkg. Prea:iiul"fl Joas 19.dn. Cont. obo .. Mech. rann~ 

• • 



N 
OD ... 

Manufacturers 

Americ2.n Air 
Filter Co. 

American Air 
Filter Co. 

Dollinger Co. 

American Air 
lHlter Co. 

Flanders 
Filter Oo, 

Trade Name 

Throw 2.w2.y 
type glRSS 

fibre fil
ter. 

Multi-Duty 
Air Filter 
e.utcm2.tic, 
s lf-cle?.n
ing. 

Dollinger 
e.ut oma tic, 
self-clean
ing. 

Throw 2.way 
type gle.s s 
:fibre fil
ter. 

P.ir pure, 
Ga~. No. 
2G70b 

" 
.. 

Table 7 KAPL Data 

3CONOMIC SUREY OF ICAPL AIR CL:sAN!UG OP::;RATIOUS 
'~pP..ce Requirements Face 

Cleaner Site Cleaning ~lea_uirement 
and Process 

cu ft/CFM Area 
Overall Capacity Cle?.ning (sn_ ft) 

Classific2.tion Apnlication Dimensions (CFM) Capacity 1000~ 

Precleaning 
performed 
glass 

Precleaning, 
oil-coated met
<'.l screens, 
type MS 

Pre cleaning, 
oil-coated 
metal scre:c;ns 

Prccleani:ng 
21reformed 
gloss 

Ultra filter
F200 filter 
media 

Prefil ter Su:rply Suburban Arec>. P.trnos- 2 11 x24 11x24 11 

Gen. Ventile.tion phere air '"lrspared 
:for nucl:o<=:r fuel 
exP.minP. ti on rrnd i:r~ste 

processing aree.s. 

Prefil ter Supply Su"burb?n a.rea atmos- 8 1 x8.5' -
Air, Gen. Venti- phare ~repared fDr 18 1 xl2 1 

lation. })rodudion m2.c'.llne All ['.re 20 11 

shop ;:md l?.bor2.tori:3S. deep. 

Prcfil tcr Supply Surburhan Are~ ,, trnos- 10 1 ·rJ2 .5' -
Air, Gan. Venti- nhere preoara<l. for 15 1xl2.5 
lation. labor2torius. All ~re 2 1 

Precleaning B.x
hP.us t Air Multi
Curie Fission 
Product Lab. 

:Sf\boratory e~haust 
air· prepared for sub
s6nuent ultr~ filtra
tion. 

deep. 

2 11:x24"x~4 11 

Final Cleaning Laboratory -:,xh<iust ll 11x24 11x24 11 

Exhaust .t>.ir Hul- air prepo.red for pul)-
ti-Curi~ Fission li~ environment. 
Product Lab. 

1200 

18,900-
60,000 

40,000 
to 

60,000 

1000 

100-
1000 

5.6xl0--4 

6x10-J 

CFM 
CleP.n
ing 
Capa-

illL 
J.J 

36 

6.25x10-J J.·14 

-4 
6.4xl0 4 

4xlo-2_ 
4x1o··J 40-4 



tiestern Pr0- Multicone Precleaning Pr9cleaning E:x-- Machine Shop metal 8 1 x8 1x8 1 59,000 8.6xlG-J 
cipitatibn Type 9VG/2 cyclone haust Air Produc- dust removal from 

N Col'J:loration Model P- sep.?.rator tion Mach, Shop el[h.aust air 
CID 1992J-40 N 

1 1xl0 1x8 1 59,000 l.4xl0-J l.L 
Improvis;;d None Final cleaner, Finci.l Clt::anine- Machine Shop ai r pre-

Fibre bed Exhaust Air Pro- pared for vublic en-
pr;;fonned duction Mn.ch.Shop vironment. 
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APPENDIX II 

Estllna.ted Costs of Air Cleaning Systems 

Table 8. Air Cleaning Costs of Roughing and Precleaning Filters 

Cost in Dollars per cfm _pE;>r yea!' 

ID Flow Rate Depreciation Equipment Power labor Total Comments Type --
8c -- -- 0.003 2. 775 0.002 2.780 Power Coste incltlded Dust op 

and dominate 

7c -- -- -- o.45o 0.027 O.li77 Initial Cost high OCHS 

5.1 16,ooo .4000 0.0002 -- 0.005J 0.4055 t OCMS 

9 3840 -- 0.0000 -- 0.3ll:'O 0.3120 Labor Costs Dominate Taylor 
N 
OD 1. 2 1000 .0071 0.0816 o.H3oo o. 2687 a1~d Ca-24 c.o --

J.2 1000 .oon 0.0816 -- 0 .1800 0.2687 Equipment Charges Ca-24 

1.3 1000 .0060 0.0816 -- 0.1800 0.2676 Relatively High Pl-24 

2.2 1000 .ooeo 0.0816 -- 0.1800 0.2676 f Pl-24 

3,3 1000 .0060 0.0816 -- 0.1800 0.2676 

Hit Flow 

Pl-24 

11 10200 -- 0.0250 -- 0.0750 0.1100 F:HA,5 

le 100,000 -- 0.0324 -- o.001s 0.0339 F:l5R/OT 
Rates 

2b 1760 .0096 0.0558 -- 0.0082 0.0736 Pl-24 

la 6847 -- 0,0027 -- 0.0161 
Low Equipment 

0.0188 Dust op 
and 

3a 92865 -- 0.0023 -- 0.0155 0.0178 Dust op 
Labor Costs 



Air Cleaning Cosk of Roughing and Precleaning Filters (Cont•d) 

23 65400 -- 0.0010 -- 0.0117 0.01?7 RSVT 

25 120,000 -- 0.0008 -- 0.0096 0.0104 I RSVT 

24 120,000 -- 0.0008 -- 0.0096 0.0104 RSVT 

4.1 430,000 0.0076 0.0001 -- 0.0005 0.0082 OCMS 

21 108,000 -- 0.0009 -- G.0071 0.0080 RSVT 

ld 65,000 -- 0.0049 -- 0.0030 0.0079 OCMS 

10 40,000 - 0.0001 -- 0.004$ 0.0046 F:l5R/QT 

16 26,000 - 0.00010 -- 0.00185 0.0020 I Pritchard 

1 3,600,000 - 0.00033 -- 0.00148 0.0018 I AM:ltr' 

N : 2 1,630,000 -- 0.00012 -- 0.00054 0.0007 I AM:KF 

5 7' 200 ,ooo -- 0.00002 -- .00043 0.0005 I AM:P-5 

3 2,700,000 -- 0.00002 -- .0004J 0.0004 I AM:P-5 

4 5,400,000 -- 0.00001 -- 0.00028 0.0003 l AM:P-5 

OCMS: Oil Coated Metal Screen F:---, Fulflo-----

RSVT: Rotating Screen Viscous Type AM:KF; Air Maze Kleen Flow 

.. • 
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Table 9. Air Cleaning Costs of Electrostatic Precipitators 

Flow Rate, 
ID Type in cfm Depreciation Equipment PowPr Lah or Total Comments 

lb Electro- 184000 0.085 0.024 ~} 0.058 0.167 Adjusted power; 
ma tic equipment and lator 

3,5 Oil Mist 1200 0.117 0.01? -- 0.018 0.1)~7 costs indicate tctal 
Pree. cost of $.i5 to 0.2 

s Electro- 5380 0.104 -- 0.02Fl -- 0.132 per cfm/yE:ar. 

ma tic 

20 Cottrell 960,000 -- -;~~} 0.007 0.021 0.02fl Depreciation costs not 
N Ppt 
GD included. The deprecia-OI 

22 West. Elect. t..i.on and power costs 
Ppt 19,000 -- ~H~ -- O.OJ5 0.00~ 

would result in ~n e5ti-

2d Oil Mist 
mated addition cost of 

Pree. 65,000 -- '' -- 0.0041+ 0.0044 $0.1 per cfm per year 

~~ Included under labor costs 

~H:- No costs to date 



Table 10. Air Cleaning Costs of Bag Collectors 

Cost, in Dollars per cfm per year 

ID ~ Flow Rate, Depreciation ~~ 
~~* Total >HH< Comments Equipment Power Labor 

in cfm --
27 Aeroturn 600 -- 1.307 -- o.C20 1. 9'?7 Unit costs high with 

low flow rate 

7,3 Disc. ??00 0.764 0.058 -- 0.120 1.942 High installation cost 

Filter but low operational costs. 

8.2 Amer jet 3500 0.238 0.0002 -- -- 0.242 

1.1 Mikro- 64000 0.062 0.130 -- 0.009 0. ;JQJ Costs decreases with 

Col 
N 2.1 Dual- increase in flow 
OD ca Aire 85000 o.o6o 0.065 -- 0.009 0.134 

rate 

3.1 Dual- 85000 0.060 0.065 -- 0.009 0.131.i 
.Aire 

6.1 .Aero turn 300 ,ooo o.oso 0.028 -- 0.006 0. Oi3)~ 

>< Write-off over a period of 5 y.;ars 

-:HH~ Avg. labor costs of $6/man-hr were assumed 

=< Hp/1000 cfm requirements for the above collectors vary from 0. 9i1 to L. 5 for 8000 hrs operations per 

year with fan and motor efficiency taken as 60%, 1 Hp/1000 cfm would result in a power cost of $0.1)0/cfm/yr. 

Power costs for ID 7 _ 3 is estimated at $0.6/cfm/yr whereas the other power costs are approxi.mated at 

$0.J/cfm/yr on the basis of $0.015/kw-hr. 

,. .. .. 
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Table 11. Air Cleaning Costs of High Efficiency Filters 

Cost in Dollars per cfm per year 

ID Type Flow Rate, Depreciation Equipment Power Labor Tob.l Comments --in cfm 

28 Absolute so -- 2640 -- 1. i~40 4.080 Unit cost high at cont. flow rate. 
Add. 0.015.- Power and 0.028 for 
depreciatbn 

3.4 Abs. (Cell- 1000 0.028 1.694 -- l. 41~0 J.J.62 Units replac8d each month. Add 
Asb) 0. 30 for Power. 

LS Abs. (Cell- so 0.028 1.694 -- 1.1140 3.162 Low flow rate and monthly re-
Asb) placement. Add 0.015 for Power. 

l.._{ Abs. (Glass-
Cell) -- -- O.OlS 

N 
2.025 0.002 2.0h2 Hj_gh power costs dominate 

OD 
~ 

2a Abs.(Cell- 6847 0.261 1.460 1. 721 High level activity area -- --
Asb) 

7.1 Abs. (All 2200 0.013 1.200 -- O.J8o J,399 Equipment costs dominate 
Glass) 

2c Abs. (Glass -- -- o.02s 0.97S 0.002 1.002 Costs governed by power 
Cell) 

requirements 4c Abs. (Glass- -- -- o.02s 0.97S 0.002 1.002 
Cell) 

2e Abs.(Glas~) 100,000 0.680 o.on -- 0.020 0.727 Insiall~tion costs high, opera-
tional re la ti vely low. 

1.4 Abs. (Cell- 1000 0.008 0.516 -- 0.072 0.)96 ~dd 0.30 for power costs. 
Asb) 

4a Abs. (Cell- 92865 -- O.Jl10 -- 0.396 o.SJ6 Flow rate high cont~ibutes to 
Asb) relatively low costs. 



Jc 

N 
CD 
CD 

5.2 

,. 

Abs. (Glass-
Cell) 

Abs. (All 1000 
Glass) 

Air C1eaning Costs of High Efficiency Filters (Cont'd) 

0.025 

0.006 O.OJO 

0. 22.5 0.002 0. 252 Replacement costs low, filters 
changed every two years 

0.005 0.041 Filters replaced every two years. 
Add O.JO for Power. 

Conclusions: Under conditior.s specified ahove the annual operatj onal costs 

(including power and dPpreciA.tive costs) for thP use of AbsoJute 

Filters is estimated to be 0.5 to 5.o dollar/3 / dm. 

"' • 
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Table 12. Air Cleaning Costs of Composite Systems 

ComEosite System costs, in do1lars/cfm/year 
1HH~ Flow 'I.ate, Eff. F D.F. Depreciation Equipment Power Labor Total Comments 

in cfm - -
Rad.Materials Lab. 5380 99.95 .OOU5 2000 -- 7. 732 -- -;H~ 7.732 Includes LEF, 

l1eF,EP 

Exhaust Systems 67050 99,95 .0005 2000 -- 2.614 -- 1.881 4.495 Includes LEF, 

Waste Incinerator 5500 99,95 .0005 2000 -- 2 .L~87 -- .486 
HEF, BC 

2.973 Includes CY, 
HEF,BC 

Ten Site 27600 ? 2000 .361 .319 1:- . 218 .898 
Reactor Exhaust 100,0JO 99.95 .0005 2000 .680 ,028 -- .020 . 728 DPF, BEF 
Chemical Metallurgical 35,ooo 99.95 .0005 2000 .195 ,362 i\ .118 .675 LEF,HEF,etc. 

D.P.W. 184~000 99.5 .005 200 .095 .080 -~~- .066 .241 Includes LEF,EP 
.., Reactor Supply Air 
GD 

100,000 75 .25 4 -- .043 -- .006 .049 Includes LEF 
co Reaotor Supply Air 100,000 75 .25 4 -- .032 .002 .034 Includes LEF --

General Supply Air 430,000 60 .L.. 2.5 .0076 .0001 -- .0005 .0082 OCM:::i 
Ganeral Supply Air 26,000 60 .L 2.5 -- .00010 -- .oo:85 .0020 LEF 
General Supply Air 7,200,000 60 .4 2.5 . - .00002 -- . 000!13 .0005 AM 

~~ Included new equipment and labor costs 

'H<- Included under equipment costs 

-:HH<- LEF, Low Efficiency Filters, the Dustop~ etc. 

HEF, High Efficiency Filters, the Absolute Filter, EO~c. 

EP, Electrost.2.tic precipitators 

BC, Bag Collectors 

CY, Cyclone 

DPF, Deep Pocket Filters 



Discussion 

Q. (c. E. I.apple, Stanford Research Lab.) I would like to ask 
you about your proposa.l to express equipment costs in terms 
of penetration. If I interpreted your suggestion correctly 
the first approxiDBtion you would present costs in dollars per 
year per CFM, for a unit of penetration, as being a rough 
constant. On that basis if you have 39fo efficiency and want 
to raise it to 99.99 you say it would cost a hundred times 
as much per year to do that. Am I interpreting your sugges
tion right? 

A. If you have 99'fo efficiency and want to raise it, you would use 
a factor of 100 - seems that would be extremely pessimistic -
expect implementing cost would be factor of 3 to 4. 

Suppose you have filter giving 9gfa efficiency and put an 
filter in series with it, if you have a homogeneous aerosol 
you would get 99'fo over all at just about twice the cost. 
Actually aerosol is not homogeneous so you would not get 
that much efficiency, but it would still be 99 something 
percent efficiency. I suggest consideration for presenting 
the costs in terms of dollars per year - for the present time, 
let's take what we have because we have to go a.long with exper
iment data. Experimental. data shows penetration times the 
cost is equal to the constant. 

Q. (Belter - AEC Washington) Joe, has srry consideration been given 
especially after more data is accumulated to breaking do'WD. 
this data by the type of facility. Whether it would be say 
a laboratory facility or production site or perhaps a certain 
type of reactor site. 

A. Yes, definitely. We have even started on that. Our data a.a I 
presented it, there are specific systems but we are also goi.DC 
to integrate that into the broad functions of the whole site. 
We must get the basic data and the essential data so that we 
can build up on it. 

Q. (B. L. Rich, PPCo.) I was wondering -- an economic review seems 
to intimate that you would evaluate a process in terms of 
economics rather than evaluate in terms of process in regard 
to fil teration problems. Is this part of your program? 

A. Yes, as I pointed out - we are interested not only on the 
economics of the efficiencies with respect to the financia.l 
setup but also with respect to the physical or th~ effective
ness of that system. Thereby wherever we can be helpful in 
pointing out something in pointing out what others have done 
I think we would put into it as we have a.lready done that in 
the survey. You will notice that the economics is just one 
phase of the whole evaluation. 
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PROGRESS REPORT ON HARVARD-AMERICAN I RON AND STEEL 

INSTITUTE RESEARCH PROJECT 

LESTER H. LEVENBAUM, CHARLES E. BILLINGS, NARI MALANI, 
RICHARD DENNIS, and LESLIE SILVERMAN 
Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, Mass. 

ABSTRACT 

Research studies on removal of fine fumes ( < O.$µ.) from high 
temperature gases (l000°F) are being conducted at Harvard for the 
American Iron and Steel Institute. Four main phases of this project 
are discussed in this report: (l) agglomeration of fine fume; (2) 
heat transfer characteristics of rotary screw agglomerators; (3) 
shock wave cleaning of mineral wool filters; and (4) pilot plant 
investigations of use of mineral wool for high temperature fume 
filtration. 

Through agglomeration, submioron particles in metallurgical 
furnace effluents can be increased in size, facilitating their 
removal by fiber filters and extending filter life. The rotary 
screw agglomerator used for this purpose has shown a heat transfer 
rate in excess of What normally might be expected which considerably 
reduces (100 to 600°F) the temperature of gases going to the filter
ing unit. Shock wave cleaning of mineral wool filters has been used 
to extend filter life in laboratory and field units as well as to 
reduce space requirements on a prototype unit. Using this shock 
wave cleaning method, as well as features from previous pilot plants, 
we have had very encouraging results on a 2000 cfm mineral wool 
filtering unit operated on fume from open hearth and electric 
furnaces. 

Introduction 

Many industries exhaust high temperature gases containing sub
micron fumes directly into the atmosphere. There is cleaning equipment 
available to control these situations, but because of the small particle 
size (-< 0.5µ) and the high temperatures ( > 1000°F), cost of such equip
ment presents an undesirable capital burden. 

Steel industry problems are primarily concerned with removing 
visible (non-toxic) particulates from metallurgical furnace exhaust gases 
from the standpoint of air pollution control, and as such, they require 
removal of greater than 90% of the fumes. Results of these studies can 
be applied to certain AEC problems such as incinerator effluents, air or 
gas cooled nuclear reactors, certain gaseous, liquid and solid process 
wastes, etc. 
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TABIE l 

Characteristics of Experimert al Rotary Screw Agglomerators 

Nominal DiaJlleter, Inches 12 2lj. 

Actual Diameter, Inches 
Pitch or Lead, Inches 
Screw Length, Inches 

2-3/4 6 12 24 
2 6 12 24 

24 36 54 140 

Number of Screw Turns 12 6 7 6 

Shaft Diameter, Inches l 21 3 4 ~ 
Inlet and Outlet Sizea, Inches 1-!ID 3-2ID 6ID In 24 x 4-3/4 

Out 12ID 

Cross-Section of Gas Pathb, Square Feet 0.011 o. 090 0.38 i.625 
Hydraulic Radius of Gas Path, Feet 0.025 0.062 0.136 0.289 
Total Length of Gas Path, Feet 7.3 7.8 17 .5 29.9 

Spiral Channel Reynolds Number lo4-1. 5 x 105 104-1.5 x 105 104-i.5 x lo5 1.5 x lo5-3.5x105 
Overall Reslstancec, Inches, Water 1.2 3.0 Z.5 2.2 
Gas Flow, cfm, STP 38 200 600 2400 

Collection Efficiencyd, % 47IF 15LF 40FF 44FF 
Spiral Channel Friction Factor (f) 0. 013-0. 0085 0. 013-0. 0085 o. 013-0. 0085 0.026 

---- ----------··---- -

a. Twenty-four inch model constructed with slotted inlet extending across two adjacent flights. 
b. Assumed from a plane passing through the screw axis. 
c. Inlet velocity 3000 feet per minute at stated gas flow. 
d. LF = laboratory fume simulant, FF = field open hearth f~~e. 

• ,.. 
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INLET FROM FLUE

BELOW WASTE HEAT 

Fig. 1-Field installation of agglomerator and cyclone. 



l'he principal objective of this project is to produce a gas 
cleaning unit that will require minimum floor space, low capital 
investment and lov; operational cost. Research work directed toward 
this end has shown that a rotary screw agglomerator can both increase 
particle size, facilitating subsequent fume filtrat~on, and greatly 
reduce gas temperatures, s~mplifying the construction of the filtering 
unit. In addition, mineral wool fibers (ll/lb.) can be used repeatedly 
on iron oxide fume when cleaned with shock waves to extend filter life. 
This development has been applied to a pilot plant unit presently being 
field tested which can filter and clean within the same chamber thereby 
reduc:i.ng floor space and aux~liary equipment. 

Agglome~ation Studies 

The study of agglomeration is divided into two parts; the particle 
concentration instrumentation,to be presented separately, and the means 
of producing agglomeration, mechanisms of which have been presented (1). 
This paper is a continuation of studies reported at the 5th Air Cleaning 
Conference, with some of this previous information being included in the 
tabulations. 

A vertical 24 in. diameter rotary screw agglomeration unit {see 
Table 1) has been field tested on open hearth furnace effluent. A 
24 in. diameter cyclonic vane type collector was operated in series 
with the agglomerator or with the agglomerator by-passed as shown in 
Figure 1. The fielC. operations showed that neither lntermittent nor 
contirnious rotation of the screw caused any apparent change in 
collection efficiency above that when the screw was held stationary. 
Efficiencies of the various arrangements tested are listed in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

Particle Removal Efficiency of Rotary Screw Agglomerators 

Nominal 
Screw 
Size 
Inches 

3 

Aerosol~} 

IF 
IF 
IF 
IF 

Fly Ash 
FF 
FF 
FF 
FF 
FF 

Efficienc~-
% 

Remarks -

0 
2.5 

47.0 
1.5.2 
22.0 
40.0 
43.8 
1.5 • .5 
35.6 
.52.6 

Insulated, no settling chamber 
Insulated, with settling chamber 

Uninsulated, with settling chamber 
Uninsulated, no hopper 
Uninsulated, no hopper 
Uninsulated, with long. hopper 
Screw Agglomerator 
Cyclone Eff, (following screw) 
Cyclone Eff'. (by-pass screw) 
Cyclone and screw 

* IF = laboratory simulant .iron oxide, FF = field open hearth fume 
** Inlet temperature 500°F or above, screw stationary or rotating 

at l to 2 rpm. 
~Hi- Screw unit in vertical position. 

Collection efficiency of the 24 in. agglomerator (primarily not a 
collector) was slightly larger than the collection efficiency of the 
24 in. cyclone. 
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Sample 
Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Aver.age 
5 
6 
7 

Average 

TABIE 3 

Performance 8 of Rotary Screw Agglomerators on Iron Oxide Fume 

------ ---- l)--- --
Particle Size 1 Microns 

Inlet Outiet 
Mg 6 g Mgt Mg G' g 

0.17 1.8 0.47 0.23 2.1 
0.09 1.9 0.30 - -0.12 1.9 0.42 0.13 2.1 
0.24 1.8 o. 70 0.15 2.5 
0.15 1.8 o.47 0.17 2.4 
0.019 1.8 0.049 0.013 2.7 
0.11 2.1 o.63 0.23 2.1 
0.015 3.4 1.6 0.017 2.3 
0.048 2.4 o. 76 o. 087 2.4 

% Increase 
Mgt Mg Mg' 

4.9 35 940 - - -
0.60 8 43 
1.9 -38 170 
2.5 13 430 
0.32 -32 550 
1.6 109 150 
0.13 13 -92 
o.68 81 -10 

Unit 
Diameter 
Inches 

12 
II 

II 

II 

II 

24 
II 

II 

" 

Remarks 

During lime boil 
II 

" 
" 

During working period 
II 

During flush-off period 

a. Results of electron microscope analysis of inlet and outlet particle size, average magnification 
30,000 x. 

b. Mg = count median diameter, µ, .S- g = standard geometric deviation, Mg' = mass median diameter. 



An analysis of electron-microscope targets of simultaneous inlet 
and outlet fume samples from the 12 in. and the 24 in. agglomerator 
are presented in Table 3. In 2 out of 3 cases for each agglom.erator 
the outlet particle size is in excess of the inlet size and this 
increase is in excess of what might be expected for unaided diffusion 
coagulation. 

Presently a 6 in. agglomerator is being adapted to use an 
additional agglomeration producing mechanism, the introduction of 
moving targets such as alundum shot or extended surface packings. 

Another phase of the agglomeration studies is the examination 
of resuspended particles from a loaded filter. It was first suggested 
by E. Anderson (2) in 1934 that filters could act as agglomerators 
with reentrained larger particles collected subsequently by other 
devices. The results of these agglomeration tests using low level 
shock waves to dislodge particles from mineral wool filters are 
presented in Table 4. Line 1 shows the characteristics of the initially 
generated fume with.the following tests being made on resuspended 

Table 4. Particle Size of Iron Oxide r'ume Removed From Mineral Wool 
Filters By Shock Wave Cieaning 

Test Particle Size - Micronsa 
No. Mg G'g Mg' 

l 

2 
2' 

3 

4 

5 

0.056 

0.12 
0.32 

0.076 

0.37 

0.063 

1.9 

2.1 
l. 7 

l.9 

2.1 

2.0 

0.19 

0.62 
0.12 

0.27 

2.0 

0.29 

Magnification 

30, 700 

30, 700 
7, 700 

30,700 

7, 700 

30, 700 

lhast."9 
Pressure 

In.H5._ 

_b 

3 
3 

4 
6 

12 

~----~--------~·----------------~----------------------------~--~ 
a. Mg= count median diameter, microns; 0-g = standard geometric 

deviation; Mg' = mass median diameter, microns. 

b. Initial fume size as generated and filtered. 

particles. Lines 2 and 2• are the results from the same grid of an 
electron microscope target but at different magnifications. The 
lower magnification evidently over-estimates the fume particle size 
by a factor of about the same as the ratio of the magnifications. 
Lines 2, 3 and 5 show that the dislodged particle size is larger than 
the generated size but that it is decreased as the blast pressure is 
increased. 

Heat Transfer Study on 6 in. Jacketed Agglomerator 

One of the unanticipated but desirable aspects of the screw 
agglomerator has been its performance as a heat transfer unit. 
Because of the spiral flow .and disturbed boundary layer, eddy transfer 
is enhanced. An added advantage of the unit is the walls may be 
cleaned by merely rotating the enclosed screw so that the agglomerator 
becomes a self cleaning heat transfer unit. 
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Unit DescriEtion 

Our present model (F'igure 2) consists of a helical screw within 
a vertical steel tube with an outer concentric steel tube forming a 
jacket for the cooling liquids. The 9~ in. outside diameter by 5 ft. 
long jacket has a 1 in. pipe inlet and outlet. High temperature gas 
is admitted by a rectangular tangential entry to the screw through 
the base of the jacket. A round tangential exit is above the expansion 
collar connecting the steel tubes. The 6 in. diameter by 6 in. pitch 
screw can be held stationary, rotated, or removed from the unit • 

Table 5 
SUMMARY OF HEAT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF ROTARY SCREW AGGLOMERATORS 

Cooling Fluid Screw Inlet 
Temp. 

Op 

Gas Flow 
lbs./hr. 

Coeff. 
BtuLhr./ 
ft.2/°F 

Temp. Drop 
Op 

A. VALUES REPORTED IN PERRY, J.E., "CHEM. ENG. HANDBOOK" 

Nat•l. Conv., Gas 
Fore. Conv., Gas 
Nat 11. Conv., Liquid 
Fore. Conv., Liquid 
Nat 11. Conv., Boil. Lig. -

0.6-2 
2 -6 
1 -3 
2 -10 
1 -10 

B. SIX INCH DIA. 
Nat 11. Conv., Air 

UNJACKETED AGGLOMERATOR - LAB. STUDY (Ser. 
0.60-0.66 
1.3 -1.8 

Horiz.J__ 
70-95 

120-190 
220-360 
220-230 
320-350 
s20-s30 

II II 
Out 670 340-560 
In 700 370-550 
In 1000 410-500 
In 500 440-620 

II II 1. 8 -2.4 
Running Water Film 

II II 

II II 
In 700 400-540 
In 1000 310-~80 

13 -17 
12 -16 
10 -16 --c. TWENTY-FOUR INCH DIA. UNJACKETED AGGLOMERATOR - FmLD STUDY (Screw 

Vert.) 
Nat*i. Conv, Air In 845 

to 1200 
?600 

to 
12800 

157' 000* . 
to 885,00D* 

*Btu/hr. 

55 to 270 

150 hours operation analyzed for 12 days, upon rotation of screw the 
heat transfer ra~~reased 30~. -

- LAB. STUDY - (Ser. Vert.) D. SIX INCH DIA. JACKETED AGGLOMERATOR 
Nat f 1. Conv., Air In 1000 
Fore. Conv., Air In 1000 
Fore. Conv., Water In 1000 
Boil. Water - Steam(lOO#)In 1000 
F.C. - Dowtherm A In 1000 

11 
" In 1500 

" t1 Out 1000 
" t1 Out 1$00 

200-660 1-3 100·150 
200-100 3-5.5 150-300 
250-850 7-16 300-550 
250-800 5-15 300-400 
200-850 6-16 250-560 
170-740 6-15 590-950 
190-820 3-13 270-350 
19o-z5o 2-13 __ soo-650 --

Test Results 

Table 5 lists the results of heat transfer studies obtained with 
this unit using air, water, steam, and Dowtherm A, with the screw in 
place and removed. The results of previous tests on a 6 in. and 
24 in. unjacketed agglomerator in addition to values from a standard 
reference are also reported. It is evident from these studies that 
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Fig. 2 -Rotary screw agglomerator, heat transfer unit. 
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the overall heat transfer is on the order of 1.5 to 2 ti.mes greater 
than standard values. Studies are presently being continued with 
modifications to the 6 in. jacketed screw unit, to investigate heat 
transfer in addition to agglomeration effects, as mentioned previously. 

Shock Wave Studies 

Results of Previous Investigations 

Prior to the start of the present study in the laboratory, a 
comprehensive investigation had been undertaken for the U. s. Atomic 
Energy Commission on the effects of shock waves on gas cleaning 
equipment, particularly filters and electrostatic precipitator plates. 
This AEC study was composed of two parts; (a) an investigation of 
filter damage and dust reentrainment from commercial Dust-itop and 
AEC High Efficiency (Absolute) Space Filters held in a 20 in. diameter 
laboratory shock tube (3), and (b) an extended investigation of dust 
dislodged from 6 and 12 in. deep AEC absolute filters and electro
static precipitator plates (coated and uncoated) in a ventilation 
system subjected to a shock wave from a detonated nuclear weapon (4). 
(Shock waves were produced in the laboratory tube by bursting 
calibrated Kraft paper diaphragms.) Both of these studies have been 
reported in detail in references cited, so only a partial summary of 
pertinent test results is presented in Table 6. Laboratory shock 
tube tests on standard Dust-Stop filters and 6 in. deep AEC filters 
(24 x 24 x 6 in.) indicated some structural failure occurred at over
pressures of 1.5 and 6.0 in. Hg., respectively. Moderate damage or 
partial failure consisted ~rimarily of movement of filter media within 
the filter frame, usually 4 in. or more away from the blast direction. 

Dust reentrainment studies from 6 and 12 in. deep AEC filters 
in laboratory and field installations indicate from 4 to 98% of 
initial dust loading is removed by weak shock waves, at overpressures 
ranging from 1.1 to 5.0 in. Hg. Dust removal C%L) from AEC filters 
tested in the field was found to be proportional to overpressure, 
initial dust loading, and inversely proportional to filter depth: 

126 Li p0.4 
'f, L = D 0.8 (l) 

where the overpressure (P) is expressed in psi, the initial filter 
loading (Li) in grams/sq.ft. of filter surface (100 sq.ft. for 
500 cfm filter, 200 sq.ft. for 1000 cfm filter) and depth (D) in 
inches (6 or 12). The amount of dust removed from these filters was 
proportional to the amount of dust on the filter before the blast, 
i.e., a filter with 100% dust load (defined as amount required to 
double the initial filter resistance) lost essentially all of this 
dust when exposed to a shock wave. It was found experimentally that 
peak overpressure was a somewhat less important factor than had 
originally been suspected, 1.e., a doubling of the overpressure with 
a constant amount of dust on the filter caused only a 30% increase 
in dust removal. 

The purpose of these laboratory and field tests was to establish 
levels of shock wave overpressures that caused structural damage to 
elements of gas cleaning systems, particularly filters; to determine 
amount of dust reentrained from gas cleaning devices below critical 
(damage) pressures; and to determine effective means of controlling 
or minimizing both. The rather large amounts of dust removed by 
shock waves below damage level overpressures suggested this method 
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TABLE 6. -- DUST DISLODGED FROM FILTERS BY SHOCK WAVES 

Test 
Device 8 

Snock !nrtii!- Initial Du~ Remarks 
Wave Dust Dust Loss 

Pressureb Load Load grams-% 
----.~~--i_n_~._H_g_. ______ g~r_a_m_s _____ .!:_ ____________ _ 

A. Laboratorz 20 Inch Diameter Shock Tube Stud;y_ 

Dust-Stop 1.5 

Dust-Stop 3.0 

AEC-6 4.3 

AEC-6 6.3 

AEC-6 12.1 

Blast effects study -
moderate damageC 
Blast effects study -
complete _failure 

Blast effects study - no 
damage 
Blast effects study -
partial failure 
Blast effects study -

------------~--·-----------~·~-----------c-o~m.e-...~2.....f~a~i~l-u_r_e ____ ~---
AEC-6 3.4 155 
AEC-6 3.7 126 
AEC-6 ,2.8 26 

AEC-12 5.0 429 
AEC-12 - 4.7 39 

75 
56 

.J:.O 
100 

8 -

152 
7~ 

359 
20 

98 
59 
32 

B. Field Studut Simulated Y,!El!_lation §.Istem Exposed to Shock 
"Wave Q:~Ji~ear t:!E~ion 

357 98 306 86 
213 30 155 73 
275 100 177 64 
212 25 110 52 -- ~---------

744 100 557 75 
575 31 331 58 
554 56 294 53 

826 69 460 56 
585 50 26 4 Filter preceded by blast 

attenuation device. 
filt§_ ~9 224 41 --
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as a potential means of cleaning filters for reuse. This has led 
to the application of shock wave treatment to mineral wool filters 
used to collect open hearth fume, to lower their resistance periodi
cally during use as described below. 

Description and Operation of Test Eguipment 

To test the effectiveness of shock waves for cleaning of mineral 
wool filters, our standard 6 in. diameter filter test unit (5) was 
modified by addition of a 6 in. diameter by 6 ft. long (1.22 cu.ft.) 
pressure reservoir downstream of (behind) the filter test section and 
the blower used to draw air through the system was connected to a 
tee, as shown in Figure 3. During normal operation, room air (30 cf'm 
for 150 fpm filtering velocity) was drawn into the 6 in. diameter 
pipe, entraining iron oxide fume generated by combustion of iron 
pentacarbonyl (Fe(C0)5) at the inlet. Fume-laden air passed to the 
6 in. diameter by 2 in. thick slag wool filter (from right to left 
in Figure 3) where fume was removed at 90-99% efficiency. The cleaned 
air was then exhausted through an orifice meter in the branch line to 
a fan. Up- and downstream samples ( l cfm) were withdrawn s.imul taneously 
at locations indicated, by means of sampling probes holding 1-9/16 in. 
diameter all glass filter papers. As fume accumulated on the slag 
wool filter, resistance rose to a predetermined level, whereupon 
generation of the aerosol was stopped and the valve on the branch 
leading to the fan was closed. A Kraft paper diaphragm (one or more 
sheets, as required) between the pressure reservoir and the filter 
was then burst by admitting compressed air to the reservoir (to the 
desired overpressure, usually 5 to 10 in. Hg.) and puncturing with 
the lance shown. This s.imple process caused a minor explosion which 
generated a shock wave that traveled down the tube thro'ugh the slag 
wool filter (from left to right in Figure 3). This procedure of 
loading the filter with iron oxide and subsequently removing it with 
a shock wave was repeated until the filter efficiency decreased below 
Bo%, when the test was stopped. 

Figure 4 is a picture of the shock tube prior to the blast. The 
normal steel inlet is replaced with a transparent plastic tube to 
indicate the results of the blast shown in Figure .5. 

Laboratory Results 

The blast pressure should be large enough to reduce the filter 
resistance to the initial value, or near it, and yet not dislodge 
excessive amounts of the filter media. This value was found to be 
5 in. Hg for an arrangement of 6/1.2/S (6 in. diaphragm diameter, 
1.2 cu.ft. blast chamber volume, 5 in. Hg overpressure). (See 
lines l and 4, Table 7.) 

The ratio of the diaphragm to the filter area was varied from 
1:1 to 1:7 and 1:9. Two orifice plates with 2.3 in. diameter open
ings holding a diaphragm between them were installed to give the 1:7 
ratio. The chamber pressure had to be increased to 10 in. Hg over
pressure to obtain adequate cleaning. A temporary 18 in. diameter 
filter holder with transition pieces was installed to operate in 
conjunction with the 6 in. diameter diaphragm. This arrangement also 
required at least 10 in. Hg overpressure for adequate cleaning. (See 
lines l, 2, 3 & 5 in Table 7.) 

The blast chamber size was varied from 1.2 to 0.72 and 0.44 cu.ft. 
by inserted objects. The 6/0.7/5 and the 2.3/0.7/10 arrangements 
tended to function s.imilar to those using the 1.2 cu.rt. blast 
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COMPRESSED 
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SHUT-OFF 

VALVE--
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PRESSURE CHAMBER 
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FL'.)W CONTROL 
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Fig. 3-Shock-tube setup. 

_FILTER MEDIA 

/FILTER HOLDER 

GAS 
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Fig. 4-Blast wave filter cleaning setup (photograph before blast). 
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Fig. 5-Blast wave filter cleaning setup (photograph during blast). 

o. 1----1-___ !__ __ _J ___ --J ___ _J_ ___ -l.. ___ -l.. ___ -+----...J_-'fr'--~o 
20 24 2 8 32 36 42.S 4 8 12 16 

-;!'.5' MINE RA LITE FILTER 

6" DIAMETER DIAPHRAGM 

1,2 CU. FT. VOLUME IN 8LAST CHAMBER 

0.0852 AVERAGE INt.ET LOADING JN GRAINS/cu. FT, 

150 FlfMlNUTE FACE VELOCITY 

40•t. OF BLAST CHAMBER RESTRICTED 

AVERAGE BLAST PRESSURE 5" HG 

Fig. 6-Blast performance study curves. 
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Table 7. 

Total 
Testedb 

2 

5 
l 

2 

l 

3 

4 

1 

1 

sununary of Shock Wave Cleaning Tests on Mineral Wool Filtersa After Collection of Iron 
Oxide Ftmle 

Shock Tube 
Characteristicsc 
Dia./R.V./B.P. 

6 1.2 5 

2.3 1.2 10 

18h-6 1.2 10 

6 0.7 5 

2.3 0.7 10 

6 o.L~ 5 

6 1.2 8 

6 1.2 5 

. 6 1.2 5 

Inlet Filterd 
Cone. Packing 

gr/cu.ft Density 

0.12 5 
0.06 5 

0.01 5 
0.03 5 
0.06 5 

0.01 5 

o.o5 3 

0.02 7.5 

0.02 10 

Filter Resistance 
In. _H2Qe 

First Init. Fin. 
Avg. Av;:::,. 

4.0 4.2 8.o 

3.8 4.7 8.1 

2.6 3.3 4.0 

J.6 4.8 8.2 

3.6 4.1 7.9 

3.3 5.2 7.5 

2.1 2.3 5.5 

1.5 9.0 14.1 

9.4 14.7 28.2 

Avg.f Total g 
Eff. Number 
% Bursts 

92 31 

86 42 

81 13 

90 32 

91 10 

90 29 

77 13 

99 13 

99 13 
I 

Time 
Mins. 

69 

128 

188 

89 

16 

59 

88 

44 

84 

% Wt. 
Loss 

17 

12 

-
8 

9 

3 

12 

-
0 

-

a. Bethlehem Mineral Wool - 2 inches thick by 6 inches diameter (except in line 3, 18 in. diameter). 
b. Number of filters used in total series of tests. 
c. Dia. = diameter of burst paper diaphragm, inches; R.V. =reservoir volume, cu.ft.; B.P. =blast 

overpressure, in. Hg. 
d. Filter packing density - pounds per cu.ft. 
e. At 150 fpm filtering velocity, avg. initial does not include "first" value. 
f. Average weight efficiency in all tests including last one of each series which was less than 

80%, the criterion for stopping test. 
g. Total number of exposures to blast of all filters tested. 
h. 18 in. diameter (2 in. - 5 lb./cu.ft.) filter mounted on 6 in. reservoir. 
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chamber. The 6/0.4/5, however, was not as effective on cleaning as 
the previous two. (See lines 1, 4 and 6 in Table 7.) 

Increasing the filter packing density resulted in increased 
efficiencies and initial resistances as was expected, but the 5 in. 
Hg overpressure shock wave cleaning was not as effective on the 
denser filters as can be seen in the difference between the first and 
the initial resistances. (See lines 1, 8, and 9 in Table 7.) 

Filters can be cleaned from 10 to 20 times by low level shock 
waves before the efficiency is reduced below 8<>%, the arbitrarily 
set minimum. (See Figure 6.) 

Slag Wool Filter Pilot Plant 4 
A 2000 cfm pilot plant has been developed using slag wool for 

a high temperature filter media. The unit is designed to evaluate 
three methods of cleaning the filter media. Cleaning is done within 
the filter chamber conserving space and equipment. Another feature 
is the elimination of mechanical motion during filtration enabling 
the use of simple seals. 

Unit Descrip~ 

Major items in the pilot plant unit are a 700 gallon holding 
tank, 200-300 gpm slurry pump, a 30 HP gasoline engine driven fan 
and the 5 ft. diameter filter chamber. (See Figure 7.) The filter 
chamber consists of a 5 ft. steel cylindrical shell 7 ft. high, 
containing two reenforced expanded metal screens, a blast chamber 
on the top of the shell, and a compressed air manifold at the conical 
chamber base. The bottom screen, on which the slag wool filter is 
formed, can be rotated about a major axis to dump the spent wool. 
When not raised to storage position the top screen holds the bed in 
place between the screens for upward flow of gas or water. A 110 gal. 
chemical drwn forms the blast chamber, which is equipped with a two 
ton jack to position a 2 ft. diameter diaphragm and a mechanical 
lance to puncture this diaphragm and create the shock wave. Compressed 
air is supplied to the manifold on the bottom for mixing slurries 
within the filter housing. 

Operation 

This unit incorporates three methods of cleaning the filter media, 
which are designated PP4, A, B, and c. The initial operations of 
each are quite similar with tb.e slag wool being separated from the 
slurry to form the filter media, dried of almost all moisture, and 
exposed to the furnace effluent. The next operation differs in the 
cleaning method with PP4 A, B, and C being cleaned by a reslurrying 
of the media similar to the initial operation, a reverse flushing of 
water through the media, and a blast wave in opposite direction to 
the normal gas flow, respectively. The final mutual step consists 
of dumping of the spent wool and flushing it to waste or reclaiming 
processes. (See Figures 8, 9 and 10.) 

Open Hearth Field Results 

The data taken on the Wlit arranged to operate as PP4 A or B 
using the exhaust fume (700°F) from a local 20 ton cold metal open
hearth furnace are presented in Table 8, except for orientation runs 
1 and 2. Runs 3, 5, 7, and 8 on new beds, which maintained a 3 in. 
H2o initial :f'ilter resistance, sbowe!J increasing efficiencies of 55 
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2000 CFM FILTER r-----
I ~BLAST CHAMBER 

, /DIAPHRAGM 
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6QJ --~:~~--------
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WATER 
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Fig. 7-Pilot plant 4A. 
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--+-DRAIN 
A 
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WASH FILTER MEQIA IN CH AMBER UNTIL FILTER IS SPENT 

ROTATE SCREEN TO DUMP 
SPENT FILTER 

SPENT WOOL DISPOSED 
BY INCOMING SLURRY 

Fig. 8-0peration of pilot plant 4A (reslurry). 
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SLURRY 

SUCTION_g-
WATER 

AIR 

A 

RAISE TOP SCREEN, 

MAKE FILTER 
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E 
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B 

DEWATER FILTER 

BA.Ct<WASH FILTER 

MEDIA 

c 
ORV FILTER 
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G 
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Fig. 9-0peration of pilot plant 4B (backwash). 
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Fig. IO-Operation of pilot plant 4C (blast). 
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Table 6. 
SUMMARY OF SLAG WOOL FILTER PILOT PLANT 4.A, B TESTS ON 20 TON COLD METAL OPEN HEARTH FURNACE FUME 

Test Filt. Vel. 8.-fpm In. Cone. Filt.Fes.b-In.HfO Eff. TimeC Temp.a 
No. !nit. Fin. gr./cu.ft. !nit. F n. % Min. °F Remarks 

) 96 90 0.02 3.) 5.2 55 48 550 New bed - 6# - DHG 
4 95 83 0.02 S.7 1.s 94 46 580 Same bed 

5 92 54 0.05 3.6 13.1 68 44 550 New bed 
6 44 32 0.03 14.0 15.6 99 44 480 Same bed 

7 90 45 o.J o 3-4 14.4 89 60 540 New bed - 5# - DRA 

8 90 42 0.09 3.2 14.0 95 52 510 New bed - DRA 

9 89 54 0.05 4.7 12.5 98 48 500 New bed - 2# 
10 so 32 0.03 12. 7 15.2 99 47 440 Same bed 
11 91 78 0.05 - - 92 16 500 10 Backwashed 

co 12 13 so 0.24 - - 89 28 440 11 continued 
Q 
OD 

31 0.11 9.3 15.2 99. 7 53 430 New bed - 4# - DHG 13 67 
14 31 18 o.os 15.5 18.o - 23 370 Same bed 

15 92 89 0.04 3.0 7.9 93 42 550 New bed - 3 - DRA 
16 75 57 0.02 8.8 12.l 95 41 500 Same bed 
17 93 83 o.os 2.0 8.4 68 48 540 16 Backwashed - ORA 
18 BS 78 0.03 8.2 10.0 31 62 530 17 Continued 
19 93 93 0.10 2.3 2.5 44 52 520 18 Backwashed - DRA 

20 93 88 0.09 3.2 520 New bed - 2 
21 82 82 o.os 1.1 530 20 Reslurried in place 

F ltering ve oci y, eet per m nute at n co umn 8. r 
a. 
b. At temp. in column 8. 
c. Total operating time, sampling time usually 1 to 10 min. less. 
d. Average of max., min. from both inlet and outlet gas. 
e. Indicates origin of bed, packing density in lb./cu.ft. when available and method of drying -

DHG = dried on hot clean furnace gas (furnace banked) for about 20 mins.; 
DRA = dried on room air for about 4 hours. 
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Table 9. Shock wave Cleaning Tests on 2000 CFM Slag Wool Filter (2"-S#/cu.ft.) With Electric 
Furnace Fume 

Test Filt. Vel.a-fEm In. Cone. Filt. Resist.a-rn.H20 Bl.Press. Eff. Time Remarks 
No. iiiit. 'Finar gr/cu.ft. Init. Fin. Aft. Bl. In.Hg % Mins. 

22 118 109 0.10 5. O" 8.o 4.8 5 70 37 New filter 

23 114 101 0.61 4.8 9.4 - - 61 49 Same filter 

~~ 117 101 o.os 5.4 8.7 S.6 s 79 42 Newb 
116 82 0.16 5.6 14.7 6.6 5 64 35 Same 

26 111 90 0.03 6.6 12.3 6.5 5 13 24 It 

27 111 92 0.02 6.5 12.3 - - 67 29 II 

28 117 90 0.08 5.2 11. 7 6.2 5 84 31 Newc 
29 114 95 0.04 6.2 11.7 6.5 5 74 18 Same 
30 113 90 0.17 6.5 11.7 - - 82 10 II 

31 113 87 0.08 5.2 12.3 6.0 4.!. 93e 22 Newd 

w 32 112 87 0.04 6.o 12.3 6.1 52 79 12 Same 
0 33 109 - - 6.1 12.3 6.2 5! - 1 ti 

co 
34 106 89 0.19 6.2 12.3 6.4 6 86 3 ti 

35 106 89 0.06 6.4 12.3 6.5 51 79 7 tt 

36 108 86 0.04 6.5 12.3 6.8 52 92 17 II 

108 - - - - 6.S 5 - - - (extra blast) 
37 lo8 89 0.04 6.S 12.3 1.0 5! 96 16 " 

10~ - - - - 7.0 5 - - ti 

38 10 85 0.02 7.0 12.3 7.5 5 88 22 " 
106 - - - - 1.0 5 - - " 106 - - - - 1.0 5 - - " 39 106 89 0.04 1.0 12.3 6.6 8! 86 ~~ 

ti 

40 104 90 0.02 6.7 12.3 6.9 9 81 It 

a. At gas temperature of 120°F, approx. 
b. Periphery of filter provided with rubber tubing seal. 
c. Periphery of filter packed with slag wool lightly by hand. 
d. Periphery of filter packed with slag wool heavily by hand. 
e. No plllille visible from tests 31 through and including 40. 



68, 89 and 95, respectively, as theleyS1rformation procedure was im
proved. Higher efficiencies produced lower downstream loadings and 
in these field tests required changing of the downstream glass 
wool filled canister (weighing 50,000 mgs and collecting only a few 
mgs) to an 1106B glass filter disk (weighing about 100 mgs). 
Subsequent testing on similar new beds with ll06B filters indicated 
efficiencies over 90 per cent for rwis 9, 13, 15 and 20. Again, 
the initial pressure drop was about 3 in. H20. Continued testing 
of beds already loaded with particulates (rwis 4,6,10,12,14, and 18) 
ga\18 generally higher efficiencies and higher filter resistance as 
was expected. RWls 11, 17 and 19, which were cleaned by backwashing 
the principle of PP4 B, had efficiencies of 92, 68 and 44, respective
ly, and run 21, which had been cleaned by reslurrying, the principle 
of PP4 A, had an efficiency of 60 per cent. These studies will be 
continued to evaluate the most feasible cleaning method. 

Electric Furnace Field Results 

Upon completion of the above studies an effluent test was made 
on a 13 ton electric furnace in the same vicinity. Furnace fume 
conditions were quite similar except that effluent temperatures were 
lower (150°F); so the wiit was relocated with the required changes 
to fwiction as PP4 c. 

The unit was arranged and operated in essentially the same manner 
as at the O.H. location, except for the reversal of gas flow (upward) 
through the filter chamber, which necessitated the use of the top 
screen. Initial average efficiency of 65 per cent was due to leakage 
of the furnace fume past the edge (or periphery) of the filter. After 
a new filter bed was formed, a sand filled rubber hose was placed on 
the periphery of the filter media to act as a more positive edge seal, 
and this resulted in an increased average efficiency of 71 per cent 
for runs 24-27. The periphery of another new bed was then hand 
packed with additional dry wool giving a higher average efficiency 
of 80 per cent for runs 28-30, and when the periphery of still another 
new bed was tightly packed, the highest average efficiency of 87 per 
cent occurred with no visible effluent plume for 10 runs, 31-40. 
(See Table 9.) 

The original resistance of filters tested with shock wave cleaning 
was about 5 in. H20 (higher than expected), and subsequent cleaning 
by low level shock waves (5 in. Hg) gave generally increasing initial 
resistances. Following runs will be made with higher blast pressures 
(10-12 in. Hg). The unit is presently being modified to handle these 
higher pressures as well as to eliminate the need of hand packing the 
edges of the filter. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN IONIZATION DETECTOR FOR THE MEASUREMENT 
OF AEROSOL PARTICLE CONCENTRATIONS 

R. E. YODER and L. SILVERMAN 
Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, Mass. 

ABSTRACT 

A portable instrument has been developed which can readily 

detect aerosols in concentrations from 2 x 103 particles/cm. 3 to 

1 x 109 particles/cm.3. The instrument consists of two ioni-

zation chambers connected as series arms of a Wheatstone bridge. 

The ionization is produced by a Radium D foil lying on the 

inner chamber wall. Aerosol particles passing through one of 

the ion chambers will carry away some of the ions in the sensitive 

volume and a decrease in the ion current will result. The change 

in current is proportional to the particle concentration. 

A second ion chamber will compensate for changes in the 

carrier gas composition and battery fluctuations. The coiriplete 

instrument weighs less than two pounds exclusive of a vacuum 

pump capable of drawing 5 liters per minute. 

Introduction 

In the study of dynainic aerosol systems it is frequently 

necessary to evaluate number concentrations of the suspension 

during the action of external forces. We are presently develop-

ing dynamic particle agglomeration devices whose performance is 
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best evaluated in terms of a change in particle numbers per unit 

gas volume {particles/cc). Several methods have been used for 

actually measuring particle concentrations, among them being 

various electronic counters {cumbersome, expensive), light 

scatter (particle size shape and index of refraction dependent), 

and optical or electron microscopy {more or less absolute, but 

tedious and not adapted to "in vivo" measurements. Limitations 

of these methods appear to be excessive size, cost, or time 

required for analysis. What is required is a portable, inexpen-

sive device which responds instantly to particle concentration 

changes in some readily discernable manner. We have investigated 

the cloud chamber technique originally used by Aitken as modified 

by Vonnegut (l) and by Saunders (2). The aerosol particles flow 

into a chamber with a collimated light source at one end and a 

photoelectric detector at the other; the air is saturated, and 

a slight vacuum is drawn on the chamber to permit moisture to 

condense on the particles, causing them to grow to a uniform 

size and interrupt the light beam in proportion to their number. 

This device was built and tested on industrial dust loadings. 

As was indicated by Vonnegut (1), when dealing with high number 

concentrations <>106 particles/cm.3 approx.), the response Clll'Ve 

no longer remains proportional to numbers present, but flattens 

out and the result becomes indeterminate. Dilution systems to 

reduce particle concentration from 109 particles/cm.3 or greater, 

down to <"106 particles/cm.3, are generally large, and must be 

very carefully calibrated to minimize the large order of magnitude 

error possible by successive dilution. A commercial model of 

this device is available, but is limited to about 106 particles/ 

3 cm. (3). 
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Another unique method is presently under development 

utilizing the ionization of air by means of a small radioactive 

source and the collecting of the ions formed, by a central wire. 

The ion current so generated is measured on a microammeter. When 

an aerosol passes between the ion source and the collector wire, 

some ions attach themselves to particles, reducing the ion 

current in proportion to the number of particles present. This 

method has been used in principle by Drozin and La Mer (4) to 

measure particle size, and by others (5) to measure gas con

centrations (by first forming the aerosol from the gas). 

Instrument Design 

An ionization current will flow between two oppositely 

charged electrodes if the gas between them is ionized by some 

external source, such as x-rays, ultraviolet light, or nuclear 

radiations. The ionization current is proportional to the 

intensity of the source of ionization, the gas composition between 

the electrodes and the geometry of the ion collecting system. 

Figure l shows the design of the ion chamber used to detect: 

aerosols. The outer wall is a brass tube 10 centimeters long 

and 1.6 centimeters in diameter and the center electrode is a 

0.020 in. diameter stainless steel wire. Each chamber is 

fitted with Lucite end pieces designed to allow gas flow through 

the chamber and also support the center electrode. Clean 

insulators are necessary as a leakage current as large or larger 

than the ionization current being measured may flow in the 

circuit thereby affecting the system balance and sensitivity. 

In any electric field some particles will be precipitated. A 

particle may be transpoEted through the field by the gas stream 

but be deflected by the weak field sui'ficiently to be deposited 

on the Lucite insulators. The conductivity of a gas (the 
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DETECTOR C 

AEROSOL 

DETECTOR D 

AEROSOL FLOW DIAGRAM 
Fig. I-Detector and compensator ion chambers. 
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Fig. 2-Ion current vs. voltage in either detector or compensator chamber. 
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reciprocal of the resistance) varies with the potential difference 

established across the gas between the electrodes. Particles 

collected on the electrodes change the geometry of the electric 

field sufficiently to change the instrument sensi ti vi ty. 

Ionization within the chambers is produced by a Radium 

D + E + F alpha source of approxirna tely 500 micro-curies in a 

foil -:f" wide and 211 long located at the entry to the ion 

chamber. A 500 micro-curie alpha source produces 18.5 x 106 

alpha particles per second. The alpha particles are produced 

by the decay of the 138 day half-life Po-210 (RaF) and each 

alpha has an energy of 5. 03 Mev and will produce 1.4 x 105 ions 

(at 35 e.v./i.p.). There are available 26.4 x 1011 ions per 

second but at most only one~half enter the chamber and one would 

expect a current of 2.1 x lo-7 amp. Actually a much lower value 

of current occurs because the low voltage used allows a great 

deal of ion recombination. Figure 2 is a typical ion current 

vs. voltage curve, (and is similar to that for almost any ion 

chamber). 

The interesting thing to note here is the independence of 

flow rate upon the ion current. For convenience a flow of 3 

liters per minute has been arbitrarily selected for normal use. 

The highest signal to noise ratio will lie in the low voltage 

proportional region between 15 and 100 volts. At this voltage 

level any loss in ion current (or decrease due to particle 

capture) will be a larger fraction of the total current than 

at any higher voltage where a plateau is approached. Generally, 

30 vol ts are used across each chamber. (Voltage is supplied by 

hearing aid batteries). 

The electrical circuit of the detector is shown in Figure 3. 

A Wheatstone bridge is balanced with the variable resistors 1 and 
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2, which have a value of 5 meg ohms. Electrical balance is 

determined with a high input impedance voltmeter {preferably an 

electrostatic unit should be used but a high quality, high 

input impedance vacuum tube voltmeter may be used). The electro

meter circuit is then activated. If.the chambers are dynami

cally balanced as regards impressed voltage, ionization acti.v ity 

and flow rate, no current will flow between junctions A and B. 

The tube used is relatively unimportant as long as it is a high 

quality electrometer tube with characteristics such that the grid 

current is less than lo-13 amperes. Some electrometer tubes are 

available with grid current of 10-l5 amperes, and would be prefer

able, but are too delicate for a portable instrument. Any change 

in the conductance of either ion chamber will cause an unbalance 

in the bridge and will upset the grid bias thereby increasing 

or decreasing the current in the electrometer tube. 

A flow diagram is shown in Figure 4. The aerosol enters 

the system at A, passes through chambers C and D simultaneously 

and exits at B. Air entering both chambers is filtered and the 

system balance is obtained. One chflmber is then exposed to 

unfiltered air containing particulate material. Some of the 

ions present in the chamber will become attached to the aerosol 

particles which pass through the electric field. The charges 

captured by these particles are carried out of the chamber and 

a decrease in the ion current is measured. 

Instrument Calibration 

We are presently calibrating the instrument under various 

operating conditions. Table l presents a summary of data on 

detector-cell response in the presence of gases and aerosol 

particles of known diameter (approximately). Type of aerosol or 

gas alone is shown in Column 1,, the response of the instrument 
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Fig. 4-Schematic aerosol flow diagram. 



microarnmeter is shown in Column 2, and the approximate particle 

concentration in Column 3. Concentrations <106 particles/cm.3 

are being determined by means of the continuous condensation 

nuclei meter developed at Oak Ridge by Saunders (2). 

The first four tests shown were made with ambient air 

containing atmospheric dust, and with oil smoke (Dial 55). 

Calibration in the low ranges was determined with successive 

dilutions of filtered air. Since the instrument has been 

developed with a view toward uses on industrially occurring 

aE'lrosols, such as open hearth furnace stack effluents, the 

TABLE I 

INSTRUMENT RESPONSE 

The following data was obtained using filtered 
{ll06B glass paper) and unfiltered laboratory 
air and an oil smoke of 0.6 micron diameter 

Aerosol Meter Reading 
(µ a) 

Filtered air 0.75 

Laboratory air 1.25 

Oil smoke (0.6 µ diameter) 5.0 

Oil smoke l:l dilution 2.50 

S02 in detector 

so2 in compensator 

so2 in de tee tor and 
compensator 

Filtered air 

Full Scale 

Zero 

l.5 

1.5 

Particle Concentration 
particle/cm.3 

600 

15,450 

38,700 

19,120 

presence of so2 gas was considered as a likely interference. 

By using a filtered stream through our detector chamber, the 

signal due to change in gas composition can be eliminated, 

since both chambers see the same amount of gas simultaneously, 
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but the unbalance is caused by particles in one chamber. 

We are presently investigating the influence of aerosol 

particle size on detector response, by means of homogeneous 

DOP particles from a LaMer-Sinclair (6) generator. 

Conclusion 

The development of an ionization-type aerosol detector 

for agglomeration studies has indicated that response is 

proportional to concentration of particles, at least in the 

lower ranges { <106 particles/cm.3). Further development will 

continue with studies of particle size sensitivity, and response 

at higher loadings. By using two detector tubes, it is possible 

to eliminate spurious signals due to changes in gas compositions, 

as might be expected in industrial aerosols. 
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IODINE COLLECTION STUDIES 

LESLIE SILVERMAN, RICHARD DENNIS, 
EDWARD KRISTAL, and FELIX STEIN 
Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, Mass. 

ABSTRACT 

Several methods for the removal of radioactive iodine 
from process and laboratory gas streams are tmder investi
gation by the Harvard Air Cleaning Laboratory. Major test 
objectives are to develop collectors which (1) afford at 
least 90 per cent Il31 collection, (2) have low resistance, 
(3) are relativel7 inexpensive and easy to fabricate and 
maintain, (4) have a long, i.e. up to 2 year service life 
1n terms of holding capacity and corrosion resistance, (5) 
can function at gas temperatures up to 300°C, and (6) are 
non-combustible. Hone or the collectors now in field use, 
1.e. Ranford silver reductor, caustic scrubbers, and acti
vated carbon satisfies all of the above requirements. 

Preliminary studies were made with normal rl27 to 
simplify analytical and handling techniques during the 
screening phase of the study. 

or the several chemical and metallic coatings applied 
to slag wool fibers (KI, AgN03, Cd, Cd-Sb, and Ag) vacuum 
plated silver on slag wool showed the highest efficiency, 
>99.9 per cent and lowest resistance, 1.1 in. water. 

Tests on metal ribbon {Sn and Cu) and Zn granules 
indicated a very high efficiency for Cu, > 99.99 per cent 
and low resistance, 0.1 in. water at 60 ft. per min. face 
velocity. Activated carbon was the onl1 adsorbent showing 
high efficiency, but the resistance was considerably greater, 
4-5 in. water. 

Copper ribbon performed well at room temperature but 
failed after 25 hours of hot (300°C) operation. Silver plated 
copper ribbon showed no sign of breakdown after 100 hours of 
hot operation. Presence of moisture and high temperatures 
improved performance of both Cu and Ag-Cu ribbon indicating 
that chemisorption was the primary iodine collecting 
mechanism. NH3, HN03, and R2S did not interfere with iodine 
collection. 
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Special tests on Ag-Cu ribbon with mixed isotopes 
(1 mg/'M3 Il27 and 10-8 to 10-6 mg/M3 Il31) showed that iodine 
collection was (1) concentration dependent and (2) was the 
same for Il27 and Il3l. Increased metal surface area per 
unit collector volume, attained by increasing ribbon dimensions 
or increasing the packing density, improved collection effi
ciency significantly. Iodinel31 efficiency of Ag-Cu (25 mil x 
2 mil ribbon, 33 lbs./cu.ft.) was estimated to be 50 per cent 
with an inlet iodine concentration of 10-6 mg/M3 {123 µc/M3). 
For the same inlet loading the efficiencies of 5 mil x 4 mil 
ribbon (58 lbs./cu.ft.) and 3 mil x 2 mil ribbon (71 lbs./cu.rt.) 
were estimated to be >97 and >98 per cent, respectively. 

INTRODUCTION 

At the Fifth Air Cleaning Conference at Harvard (1) we 
presented a brief discussion of a new approach to the problem 
ot iodine removal and at that time indicated that we were 
concentrating on the development of an inexpensive, practical 
unit for this purpose. As you know, the principal devices 
that have been used for iodine removal include caustic 
scrubbers (l), activated carbon beds (2), and heated reductors 
packed with silver nitrate-coated saddles such as are used for 
dissolver off-gas streams (3). Various other collectors have 
been tried such as other scrubbing liquors (4) and electro
static precipitators (5). 

It was our intent to develop a unit which would function 
at temperatures as high as 300°0 and which would not offer 
significant resistance to air flow. It became apparent after 
due consideration that an appreciable compaction could be 
obtained by modifying the Hanford dissolver off-gas cleaning 
system. In this unit the particulates, including the iodine, 
are filtered through a fiberglass filter and then the iodine 
ic subsequently removed by a silver nitrate granule reactor. 
We believed it was possible to combine the filtering and 
absorbing functions in a single device. At the Fifth Air 
Cleaning Conference we reported some preliminary data on the 
use of silver plating {chemically) on 4 micron diameter slag 
wool fibers. Although the efficiency was rather high, extended 
testing indicated a relatively short life for the chemical 
deposit. The major application for our project in 1957 is 
still an important consideration. A device is needed for 
large ( >10, 000 cu.ft. per min.) gas flows containing iodine 
in varying conc6ntrations such ae might be associated with a 
large air-cooled reactor. A successful high performance unit 
developed for this application could, of course, be adapted 
to many other problems. The use of scrubbers or activated 
carbon beds results in high resistance carryout or potential 
fire problems. We recognize that extended fine fiber beds 
can create high air flow re~i~tance. However, the optimum 
size of coated fibers for iodine removal does not need to 
coincide with maximum aerosol collection. 

The processes where iodine contamination is most likely 
to occur are off-gases from dissolvers, uranium and plutonium 
separations, reactor cooling air and contaminated exhaust air 
from hot laboratory facilities. There may be variations in 
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gas volume .from 100 to 40,000 cu.rt. per min. or greater and 
temperatures may range rrom ambient to 1$00°C for air or gas 
cooled reactors. 

For the design or iodine collecting equipment, the .follow
ing tentative performance criteria were established. 

l. Efficiency greater than 90 per cent (in some cases 
decontamination factor8* of lo4 to 106 may be required). 

2. Retention of several grams of radioactive iodine 
without significant reduction in performance. (Efficiency 
and resistance constant if possible.) 

3. Ur:maintained collector life o~ two years if possible. 

4. Efficient operation at temperatures from 20 to 300°C. 

5. Satisfactory operation in the presence or oxides of 
nitrogen, nitric acid mists, amnonia, hydrogen fluoride, 
hydrogen chloride, or other corrosive substances or solvents 
found in dissolver and other off-gases. 

6. Operate at face velocities of 1 foot per second or 
greater to conserve space. 

7. Low resistance to gas flow ( < l inch or water at 
1 .fps). 

8. Minimal space requirements (possibility or insertion 
in existing ducts or piping. 

9. Fireproof or resistant to decay heat and combustion. 

Although 90 per cent iodine removal appears to be rather 
low, it is believed that operation at this level may constitute 
satisfactory cleaning for many applications in which continuous 
losses rather than intermittent releases take place. On the 
other hand, decontamination factors on the order of 104 to io6 
may be desirable, particularly where hazardous situations are 
likely to arise. 

Holding capacity is somewhat arbitrary and is extremely 
conservative 1n view of the high specific activity of rl31. 

A filter life of two years is a realistic target, parti
cularly in operations presenting accessibility and handling 
problems. 

Satisfactory performance at elevated temperatures or in 
the presence of corrosive gases may or may not be a specific 
cleaning requirement, depending upon the collector application. 

* Decontamination factor is de.fined as the ratio of upstream 
to downstream concentrations. Decontamination index is 
referred to as the log of this ratio. 
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Low collector resistance is desirable, but other consider
ations (high decontamination requirements, small gas vol'l.mles, 
etc.) may make higher pressure losses acceptable. High velo
cities associated with optimum removal will provide minim.al 
space. 

The several iodine removal methods investigated and 
reported here were selected on the basis that they would 
fulfill essentially all of the tentative performance require
ments. It has been assumed that the effluent gas stream 
would require pre-cooling to temperatures not in excess of 
300°c. This is based on the following facts: 

1. Collection by physical adsorption is adversely affected 
by high temperatures. 

2. Most chemical compounds of iodine either decompose or 
volatilize at temperatures above 300°0. 

The number and type of tests on any one medium varied 
directly with its relative performance. When initial screening 
showed an efficiency less than 90 per cent, low holding 
capacity, or high resistance to gas flow, extensive tests were 
eliminated. 

Iodine collectors employed in this investigation were 
composed of either granular or fibrous materials which were 
amenable to packi.ng between supporting pads or screens in 
cylindrical filter holders. The primary mechanisms responsible 
for removal of gaseous iodine were either physical or chemical 
adsorption, or a combination of both, depending upon the chemical 
composition of the collector. The removal process should not be 
classified as filtration (although many of the finer carbon 
fibers are actually good particulate filters) except where there 
exists a possibility of iodine adsorption upon suspended solids 
prior to encountering the fibrous or granular collector, or 
where condensation might have occurred producing droplets 
containing iodine or iodide particles. 

Detailed descriptions of test equipment and methods and 
evaluation of the various iodine collectors will be presented 
in a complete AEC report at the completion of this study. 
This report will summarize the principal results obtained. 

Te~t Equipment and Procedures 

Two types of filter holders were used in this study (a) a 
12 in. long, l in. diameter Pyrex glass tube, (Figures 1 and 2), 
and (b) a 3 ft. long, 6 in. diameter steel pipe (Figure 3). 
Both granular and fibrous media were tested in the l in. glass 
cylinder whereas only fibrous materials were tested in the 
6 in. steel pipe. Figure 2 shows a typical silver plated 
copper mesh test medium in place. 

Most data were obtained at a constant air flow of 60 cu.rt. 
per min. per sq. ft. of media face area (60 rt. per min. face 
velocity}. Velocity effects were studied in the 6 in. steel 
pipe over the range of 60 to 240 rt. per min. 

Tests were conducted with norm.al iodine at inlet concen
trations varying from 2 to 600 mg. per cu.m. Iodine vapors 
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LEGEND 
GLASS TUBE-0.875" 1.0., 12° LONG 8 BURET 

2 SILVERED COPPER RIBBON 9 BUBBLER 

3 THERMOMETER 10 AIR FILTER 

4 LEAD SHIELD II MANOMETER 

5 U-TUBE EVAPORATOR 12 SURGE BOTTLE 

6 TEFLON NEEDLE VALVE 13 ORIFICE 
7 IODINE131 IN CCL4 14 LEIMAN PUMP 

12 12 

Fig. 1-Iodine-131 collection test apparatus. 

• 

Fig. 2-Silver-plated copper ribbon in glass tube, % in. inside diameter, bed depth, 4. 5 in. 
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A = GAS BURNER 
B : STEAM SUPPLY 
C : IODINE GAS GENERATOR 
01 : 2"DIAM., 3'-4" LONG PIPE 
Da : 2" DIAM. PIPES 
E : s"x 2

11 
RED. 

F =FILTER HOLDER ,6"DIAM., 2
11

DEEP 

F
1= SILVER-PLATED 

COPPER RIBBON 
PACKING DENSITY 
27 LBS./ CU. FT. 

G : 2
11

VALVE,BY-PASS AIR FLOW CONTROL 
H = EXHAUST FAN 

JS> ft H 

J = FRITTED GAS ABSORBER 

K = SAMPLE FLOWMETERS 
M1 = ORIFICE MANOMETER 
Ma• FILTER RESISTANCE MANOMETEF 
M,,= SAMPLE MANOMETERS 
0 = ORIFICE 
T, = THERMOCOUPLE 
Tz. = THERMOMETER 
-DIRECTION OF AIR FLOW 

Fig. 3-Experimental equipment for iodine collection studies. 



were generated by sweeping an aliquot of the inlet air stream 
across the surface of iodine crystals. The sublimation rate 
was increased when necessary by ~pplying heat to the iodine 
crystals. Radioactive iodine IlJl was obtained from commercial 
sources as iodine Il)l with normal iodine carrier in carbon 
tetrachloride, carrier free iodine from tellurium metal, or 
Nail)l in sodium sulfate (Na2S03) solution. The carbon tetra
chloride solution was volatilized as shown in Figure l in the 
U-tube evaporator. The carrier free iodine from tellurium 
was transferred to sodium thiosulfate (Na2S203) and heated. 

The carrier free iodine, prepared from Tel30, was handled 
by extraction with 5 per cent sodimn thiosulfate (Na2S203) 
which was then dried in aliquots and heated in a U-tube similar 
to that shown in Figure l. The NaI131, carrier free, was 
supplied in a 5 per cent Na2S03 vehicle. This was treated by 
adding 5 per cent sodium thiosUl.fate in serial dilution. An 
aliquot was heated for each run. The carrier free studies 
reported in this paper are limited and will be presented in 
greater detail as more information is accumulated. 

In later tests which are briefly mentioned here prefiltered 
air was employed by use of filters shown in location in Figure 1 
to ascertain the effect of possible deposition of iodine on 
atmospheric nuclei. Chamberlain and DeWiffen ( 7) have indicated 
that very high concentrations of nuclei can adsorb carrier free 
Il31. 

For high temperature measurements the gas stream was heated 
by indirect methods, electrical coils or gas burner in the 
case of the l in. Pyrex tube and by direct flame gas combustion 
produ.cts with the 6 in. steel pipe as shown in Figure 2. 
Thermocouples measured average gas temperature through the 
collection medium. 

Fritted absorbers operating at 10 liters per min. and 
containing 50 ml. of 5 per cent potassium iodide were used 
to collect the iodine Il27. Collection efficiency was determined 
from iodine concentrations in the up- and downstream gas samples 
with a Klett-Summerson photoelectric colorimeter at 440 mµ. 
Absorber efficiencies were dependent upon the amount of iodine 
collected in the potassium iodide solution and ranged from 92 per 
cent at 150 mg. I2 per liter of KI to 89 per cent at 500 mg. per 
liter. This, of course, was largely due to the volatility of 
the iodine in 5 per cent KI solution. 

In the presence of materials which would liberate iodine 
from potassium iodide, i.e. nitric aoid, carbon tetrachloride 
was substituted as the absorbent for potassium iodide. An 
ice-salt water bath was used to reduce CClk evaporation losses. 
Iodine collected in the carbon tetrachloriae was also determined 
colorimetrically in the photometer. 

Iodine 131 distribution in the collection tube and collector 
was ascertained by scintillation detectors. Variations in Il)l 
loading were determined by placing a scintillation head in 
contact with the absorber. Integral cotmting was employed with 
a pulse height of 200 MEV. The cumulative count rate was 
plotted against time with a recording galvanometer. The record
ing obtained indicated a nearly constant Il31 feed rate. The 
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collected absorber samples were measured by differential 
counting (350-370 KEV) of aliquots in a well scintillation 
detector calibrated with a simulated 0.067 µc source. Distri
bution of activity through the collector depth was checked by 
(a) traversing the tube surface through a port in a lead brick 
with the integral counter head in place and (b) actual assay 
by cutting the material (copper or silver-copper mesh) into 
segments which could be placed in the well scintillation 
detector. These results are reported as counts per minute per 
gram of collector. The concentration of Il27 in the Il31 
isotope when carrier was present was determined colorimetrically 
and the initial mass ratio was determined from these data. 
After establishing the initial mass ratio the ratio at any time 
due to decay could be established. 

Results 

Data for all the tests reported here are summarized in a 
series o~ tables, Tables l to 8. Most of the initial study 
was pdrformed with normal iodine since it could be readily 
utilized for screening of many materials. 

The information in Table l refers to treatment of slag 
wool fibers with various surface coatings. An examination of 
the reactions of iodine with various metals and reagents 
indicates that several metals, metallic iodides and iodi:re 
reactants would have potential application. The most promising 
of these were tried at what appeared to be an optimum velocity 
of 60 fpm or l fps for space requirements. It is obviously 
not the most desirable velocity for collection in many of the 
cases shown in Table l. The most effective unit shown was 
obtained by vacuum plating silver metal on the slag wool fibers 
(Test No. 8) since it afforded high efficiency at the lowest 
flow resistance. The silver nitrate treatment as used on ~erl 
saddles at Hanford however, gives comparable removal at some
what higher resistance. The Rochelle salt mirroring was next 
in order of performance. In the case of Rochelle salts 
several milligrams of iodine could be collected but the effi
ciency decreased with extended use. 

On a basis of these tests further screening was felt 
desirable so that a number of media were assayed as shown 
1n Table 2. Of the solid adsorbents, activated charcoal from 
various sources was the best but because non-combustible 
adsorbents or absorbents might be necessary, activated al\Ullina, 
Thirsty glass (m.icroporous), Attapulgus clay, mossy zinc, tin 
foil and copper mesh were examined. 

Over-all evaluation in terms of resistance, temperature, 
economy, total recovery, and collection efficiency indicated 
copper mesh to be one of the most promising of this series. 
Therefore, a more detailed test program was established for 
this medium. 

Table 3 presents temperature and extended performance 
data for copper ribbon mesh placed in the 6 inch unit shown 
1n Figure 3. The data are consistent with those of Table 2 
when correction is made for the difference in packing density. 
The presence of water vapor added as steam was found to enhance 
performance of collector A. It was also observed however , 
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Table 1 

Iodine Collection with Various Coatings on 4 Micron Diameter 
Slag Wool Fibers 

------~~----~~·--------------------·----~~--~~~~~------Test _££,!Jector Description8 

No. Weight Depth Packing 
Coating Collector Performanc~-
Material Initial Hesiatance 

Efficiency inches of 

1 

2 

3 

4 
5 

6 

7 

0 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 

grams inches Density 
#/cu. ft. per cent wat~-

178 l 24.0 Kib 23 2.4 

As above moistened (H20) Kib 80.2 5.3 

133 l 17.9 Cd0 
40 3.8 

212 l 29,0 74% Cd-26% Sb 0 31 5.2 
As above moistened (H20) 74% Cd-26% Sbc 39 8.6 

148 1.5 18.8 AgNo
3

d > 99.9 
e 5.8 

208 2 14.0 Agf 90.0 6.7 

4.9g 4 2.0 Agh ) 99.9 1.1 

-
Slag wool pads, 6 inch diameter, face velocity 60 ft./min., 20°C. 
Coated by dipping in saturated KI solution and drying. 
Coated by spray metallizing one side, 7 layers in filter, 
Coated by dipping, 61 grams AgN03 retained in filter. 
Efficiency decreased to 97.7% after collecting 1.4 grams I2. 
Chemically plated, Rochelle salt technique. 
Bed diameter = l inch. 
Vacuum plated, 14 layers of fiber, plated one side only. 
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Table 2 

Iodinel27 Collection with Mfocellaneous Media 
at 60 Ft. Per Min. Face Velocity 

Coiiector Descrip£ron Temp. :Resl'Stance 12 !2 Collection 
oc In. water Inlet Retained Efficiency 

Cone. grams ;eer _cent 
!!!SLM3 Initial Final .. 

Mossv Zinc - 76 grams, 
89.6 coarse granules 20 150 0.20 97.0 

t2tassiurn H!droxide -
7ir-irams, pellets 20 7.50 o • .56 99.8 99.9 

Tin Foil - 20 grams, 
0.084 92.6 96.9 9)'o x 3 mil ribbon 20 61 

!!.n Foil - 74 grams, 
30 x 3 mil ribbon 120 360 o.84 99.0 9.5.o 

Activated Alumina -
871:'4 mesh, )b lb7ft.3, 30 1.3 600 0.030 86 avg. 
211 bed, Aluminum Ore Co. tDO 170 0.007 78 avg. 

Thirstt Glass - .53 20 0.3 1.50 0.008 45 avg. 
iS.7r .3, 2irbed, 200 1.50 0.004 37 avg. 
Corning Glass Works 

Attapul~us Cljy - 1.5/30 
meih, 8 lbs ft3, 2" 
bed, Minerals and Chem. 

0.0000.5 Corp. of America 20 1.4 6 6 avg. 

~n Fiber! - 24 lb/ft3, 
l in. bed. Carbonized 
wool fibers, Atomic 27 2.4 240 0.024 40 avg • 
Laboratories, Inc. 1.50 60 0.0001 .5 avg. 

Activated Charcoal -
8714 mesh, 28 lbs/ft.3, 

4.8 0.018 1. 7 11 bed, Columbia 30 2.50 > 99.9 avg. 
Carbon, Grade 60 170 200 0.011 > 99.9 avg. 

Activated Charcoal -
""12736 mesh, jo Ibs/rt3, 
1 11 bed, Pittsburgh 
Coke & Chem. Co., 
Type B PL 25 0.7 120 0.20 ?99. 98avg. 

CopEer Ribbon - 2.5x2 mil, 
42 lbs/rt.:3, 3 11 bed -
"Chore Girl 11 Scouring 
Pad, Metal Textiles Co.,20 0.1 200 0.16 99.99 93 • .5 
Roselle, N.J. 120 500 2.96 )99.9 90 

(25 br, test) 
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Table 3 

Effect of Steam and Temperature on Iodine127 Collection 
with 

Copper Ribbon (25 mil x 2 mil) 

Collector Test Temp. Test 
0 c Period 

hrs. 

Cumulative 
Test Period 

hrs. 

r2 Inlet 
Con

3
c. 

mslfd 

Collection 
Efficiency 

per cent __ 

A 
A 
A 

B 
B 
B 
B 
B 

1 25 0.33 
2 s 25 o.67 
3 s 300-350 0.16 

1 s 
2 
3 s 
~ ~ 

300 
25 
25 

300 
450 

1 
1 
1 
1 
0,5 

0.33 
1.0 
1.16 

24 
25 
26 
27 
27.5 

50 
40 

120 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

97.4 
99.8 

> 99,98 

~ 99. 98 
. 13 .4 

49. 7 > 99. 98 
Negative* 

Eff. Iodine 
per cent Retained 

c 
D 
D 

E 
E 

1 s 

1 s 
2 s 

300 .. 350 1 

300 24 
300 6 

1 s 300 
c. s 300 

24 
5 

7 

~4 
30 

24 
29 

100 > 99.98 

100 ) 99. 98 
100 . 87 

100 >99.98 
100 77 

Note: S indicates steam addition, 1 lb./1000 cu.ft. of air at 
indicated temperature, 
A,B,C,D,E indicate separate collectors. 

* Iodine lost as Copper Iodide and Iodine Vapor 

Bed Packing Densities, 27 lbs./cu.rt. - Bed Depths, 2 in ... 
Face Velocities, 60 ft. per min. 
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(collector B) that the copper oxidized on extended use and 
that this media when again retested at room temperature gave 
poor results which could only be partially improved by steam. 
When elevated to )00°C it again performed well with steam 
present. At a temperature of 450°C the copper iodide_ was 
completely volatilized. As much as 29 hours of a high loading 
(100 mgs. per cubic meter) was used for exposure and apparently 
a 25 hour period was the limit for greater than 99 per cent 
efficiency. 

The exact nature of the steam treatment is unknown but 
might be attributed to either a formation of Hl or a condition
ing of the copper surface. The copper collector surface was 
also treated witheydrogen sulfide which performed as well as 
the copper surface in iodine removal. At elevated temperatures 
the copper sulfide behaved similarly to the copper alone. 
Since this medium could not be expected to be protected from 
oxidation effects at high tomperature its use, as with copper, 
should be confined to room temperature operations or standby 
installations in an inert gas storage device. 

The favorable performance of the mesh extended surface 
prompted us to explore the feasibility of plating the copper 
with a protective surface. Since silver is iodine reactive 
and fairly reasonable in cost and simple to obtain as a 
platil,,g material on a copper base, it was selected for this 
purpose. 

The results of rl27 collection by the silver plated 
material (0.5 per cent Ag by weight) are presented in Table 4. 
The results are very favorable particularly at elevated 
temperature, whereas copper pads failed after 30 hours of 
operation. At comparable loadings the silver plated surface 
was still effective after 100 hours of service. Tests with 
silver plated copper indicated that tbe collector became 
relatively ineffective (31.S per cent efficient) when used 
at room temperature after high temperature operation. However, 
once returned to high temperature use, the original perfor
mance was attained. The effect of silver oxide is thus 
apparent. It is not believed that this poses any operational 
problem as the operating conditions would not be expected to 
produce this variation. It does appear desirable to maintain 
fixed temperature limits for practical operation. 

The silver surface was evaluated under conditions of 
nitric acid mist, ammonia and hydrogen sulfide exposure without 
observing any deterioration in performance. 

The radioisotope evaluations with carrier iodine are 
shown in Table 5. These data indicate an efficiency of the 
silver-copper medium at room temperature between 89.5 and 
95.9 per cent with increassd removal at higher temperatures. 
Higher iodine loadings give a greater driving force for silver 
surface chemical reaction as shown 1n Figure 5. The data for 
the copper ef.f'iciency tests in Table 6 indicate, as found with 
rl27, that iodine removal at room temperature is signifi
cantly greater than with the silvered surface. The copper 
data indicate an apparent reverse effect of iodine concen
tration on removal, namely, lower values of loading give 
greater removal. At present we believe this inconsistency 
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Table 4 

Iodine127 Collection by Silver Plated Copper (25 mil x 2 mil) Ribbon 
at 

60 Feet Per Mlnute Faoe Velocity 

Collectora Test Temp oc 

A 
A 
A 

B 
B 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 

1 

20 
20 
20 

300 
300 

300 

Test 
Duration 
Cumulative 

hrs. 

0.16 
o.so 
o.83 

2.25 
4. 75 

100 

Inletb 
Iodine127 

ConQ. 
mg/MJ 

378 
738 
192 

715 
1000 

150 

Iod1nel27 
Retained 

Cumulative 
grams 

0.038 
0,186 
0.224 

0.966 
1.010 

2.3 

--
Collection 
Efficiency 

per cent 
Initial Final_ 

99.91 
99.91 98.2 
98,2 84.2 

99.997 99.986 
99.986 96.1 

'"> 99.8 99.6 

a. Collector A and B, Packing Density= 45 lbs./cu.ft., Depth= 
2.5 in., Weight= 22 grams.: Collector c, Packing Density= 27 
lbs./cu.ft., Depth= 2 in., Weight= 400 grams, 

b. Loading oonstant with Collectors A and B, Intermittent with 
Collector c. 

c. Efficiency reduced to 31 per cent when cooled, but greater than 
99.6 per cent when reheated to 300°0. 

Note: Silver content of plated ribbon = o.5 per cent by weight. 
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Table 5 
131 . Iodine Collection by Silver Plated Copper Ribbon and Copper Ribbon 

in 
Presence of Carrier Iodinel27 (25 mil x 2 mil ribbon) 

-
Collectora Temp.b Inlet Iodine 0 Collection 
No. Weight oc Concentration E:f'ficiency 

grams I127 I131 Iodinel31 
mg/M3 mg/M3 µ.c/M3 per cent 

Ag-Cu 

la 
lb 
le 

2a 
2b 
2c 

3a 
3b 

Cue 

a. 

b, 
c. 
d. 

e • 

22 28 0.049 8 -8 4. 7 90.56 3. x 10 8 
44d 28 0.067 3,4 x lo-

8 4.2 89.50 
22 210 0.032 1.7 x lo- 2.1 99,44 

22 28 0.84 7.6 x lo-7 93 94.62 
22 28 2.5 2.4 x lO-~ 295 95.96 
44 28 12.0 5.6 x 10- 690 95.94 

22 28 0.06 2.0 x 10-6 246 98.99 
22 28 2.4 4.3 x io-8 5.3 99. 75 

Packing Density o:f' all collectors - 33 lbs./cu.tt., Face 
Velocity - 60 :f't./min., single test per collector, Resistance 
0.1 to 0.2 in. water. 
E:f'fect of temperature - compare collectors la and le. 
Effect o:f' total (Il27 and Il3l) concentration - compare la vs. 2b. 
Effect of bed depth (4.5 vs. 9.0 in.) - compare la and 2b vs. 
lb and 2c. 
Comparison of Ag-Cu vs. Cu ef:f'iciency - la and 2b vs. )a and Jb. 
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attributable to experimental error. The effect ot bed depth 
is also shown in Table 5. These data indicate almost no 
effect indicating that most of the removal takes place in 
the first increment of the bed. This is shown graphically 
in Figure 4 where almost 99 per cent of the removal takes 
place in the first inch of medium. 

Table 7 shows the effect of increasing packing density 
of the silver plated copper ribbon. It was found possible 
to get greater compression by employing a 5 x 4 mil ribbon 
as opposed to the 25 x 2 size used previously. These ribbons 
have approximately the same surface area per gram but as 
indicated in Table 7, the packing density of the former can 
be increased to 58 pounds per cubic foot. It should be noted 
that the air flow resistance under this condition is also 
increased about .fourfold. The data of Table 7 indicate more 
ef.f'ective Il3l removal as well as comparable performance at 
4 times the velocity o.f' the previous tests (Table 5). 

Our most recent tests on media that may afford better 
performance at room temperature operation are shown in Table 8. 
Tests with rl27, Table 2, and with carrier free rl31, Table 8 
in addition to data reported by Browning et al (2) indicate 
that commercially available activated carbon is generally 
the superior collector. However, Lomac 40, a carbon impregnated 
rayon ribbon, developed by American Viscose Corporation for 
odor removal gives outstanding results at high velocity and 
low resistance and should prove useful in many applications 
where fire problems do not exist. 

In the investigation for a non-combustible granular solid 
adsorbent we have already presented data in Table 2 .for 
activated alumina and 11Thirsty glassn. Table 8 presents data 
for silica gel which like alumina has a primary preference 
for water vapor. It shows a comparable performance to Thirsty 
glass although alumina was considerably higher. By silver 
mirroring, however (which could also be done with the mineral 
adsorbents) the efficiency was raised to over 99.9 per cent. 

The activated carbon of Table 2, when retested with carrier 
free Il3l and prefiltered air indicated lower performance. 
This is in agreement with Chamberlain and Wiffen (7). 

Table 8 also shows some preliminary data on a finer silver
plated copper ribbon with approximately twice the surface area 
per pound as the previous ribbons. This appears to be very 
promising on carrier free iodine even at velocities approaching 
343 feet per minute or nearly 7 feet per second. This may be 
of especial value in instances where space requirements may 
demand such operating conditions. 

Conclusions 

Based on the data presented here the following conclusions 
may be drawn from this study. 

l. No significant difference exists between Il27 and Il31 
removal on silver-copper media assuming that comparable loadings~ 
temperature, gas velocity, and packing density are maintained. 
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Table 6 

Comparative Collection Efficiencies of Silver Plated Copper Ribbon 
(25 mil x 2 mil) for Iod1nel27 and Iodinel31 

Collector8 

A 
B 
c 

Iodine Inlet Concentration 
r127 ---ri.31-
mg/M3 mg/M3 µ.c/M3 

68.5 
62.9 
66.o 

i .1 x lo-8 
i.6 x lo-8 
6.1 x lo-9 

2.1 
2.0 
o. 72 

Collection Efficiency 
b per cent 

1131 1127° 

98.12 
97 .96 
98.22 

98.21 
97.12 
96.57 

a. 22 gram bed, 33 lbs,/cu,ft, packing density, 60 ft./min.face 
velocity. 

b, By radioactive count. 
c. By chemical (colorimetric) analysis 

Table 1 

Iodine131 Collection with Silver Plated Copper Ribbon (5 mil x 4 mil) 
Effect of Bed Depth and Face Velocity 

Collector a Face 
No. Bed Velocity 

Depth rt./min. 
In. 

A 4 60 
B l 60 
c 4 240 
D 1 240 

---
;to dine Inlet Concentration 
r121 1131 
mg/M3 mg/M3 ~/M3 

0.11 2.4 x ioj 2.9 
0.42 l.l x 10 8 1.3 
0,42 i.1 x lo-

8 
1.3 

0.)6 0.9 x io- l,l 

Collection 
Efficiency 

Iodinel31 
-E,e r c filll._ 

> 99. 95 
>99. 71 
> 99.89 

97.l 

a. Constant packing density - 58 lbs,/c~,ft,, resistance, 0.4 to 
1.6 in, water. 
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Table 8 

Iodinel3l Collection With Miscellaneous Collectors (Room Temperature 25°C) 

Collector Description Face 
Velocity 
ft./min. 

LOMAC-~O - 250 Denier Ribbon 
containing 40% act. carbon 
with rayon, 
10.5 lbs/ft.3, bed depth 1.5" 60 

17.4 lbs/ft.3, bed depth 2.5" 166 

Silica Gel - 6/12 mesh 
Unliripregnated, bed depth 2. 75" 60 

Silica Gel - 6/12 mesh 
Silver coated by Rochelle 
salts - 12 mg. Ag per gram of 
silica gel - bed depth 211 60 

Activated Carbon - 8/14 mesh 
Afr prefiltereo with AEC 
A'Bsolute Filter, bed depth 2 11 60 

Silver plated copper ribbon 
(3 mil x 2 mil) 
71.0 lbs/ft.3, bed depth 4" 343 

,.. 

Resistance 
In. Water 

0.16 

2.12 

2. 75 

2.75 

4.8 

4.0 

Iodine Inlet Concentration 

1121 1131 
mg/M3 mg/M3 µc/M3 

0.015 

0.10 

0.38 

0.16 

o.o 

0.42 

3.36 x lo-8 4.2 

2.1 x lo-8 2.6 

-8 2.4 x 10 3.0 

1.0 x lo-8 1.2 

-8 1.4 x 10 1.7 

5 -9 2. x 10 0.3 

• 

Collection 
Efficiency 

Iodine131 
per cent 

99.72 

99.93 

39.9 

} 99.92 

96.8 

99.45 

• 
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2. At room temperature copper is more effective in iodine 
removal than the silver plated-copper mesh for Il31. 

3. Iodine penetration of the media tested varies inversely 
with loading. 

4. r 131 removal varies inversely with velocity on a fixed 
bed. 

5. Bed depth above a certain value which carmot be pre
dicted at the present time is not a significant variable. 
Most of the rl31 removal takes place in the first 20 per cent 
of medium surface or depth. It is anticipated that continued 
loading will cause progressive migration into the relatively 
unused portions. 

6. Elevated temperature improves operational performance 
of copper or silver media and lowers performance of adsorbents. 

7. Efficiency of removal of silver plated-copper surfaces, 
appeara to be dependent upon concentration over the range io2 
to 10-~ mgs. per cu. meter in iodine. 

8. Steam enhances the performance of copper surfaces for 
iodine removal at room and elevated temperatures. 

9. Preliminary data on fine mesh (2 x 3Di.) silver plated
copper with higher specific surface indicates better performance. 
However, greater air flow resistance results. 

10. Iodine adsorption on atmospheric dust was not found 
responsible for low collection efficiency measured at low rl31 
loading under our test conditions. 

11. Silver plated-copper media when once exposed to high 
temperature operation and then reused at room temperature 
shows markedly reduced performance. However, this same material 
when reheated shows values comparable to initial high performance. 
The failure at room temperature is attributed to oxide formation. 

12. Practical adsorbents for use at high temperatures that 
are not combustible in themselves require chemisorption as well. 
With the aid of mirroring or chemical silver plating, silica 
gel becomes a useful selection. Resistance losses of all 
granular adsorbents are comparable at a given mesh size. 

13. For room temperature operation at relatively high 
velocity with low air flow resistance, activated carbon 
impregnated fibers appear to be a new and useful development 
(assuming that fire or high temperatures do not exist). 

14. Activated carbons in general where tire or high 
temperature hazards are not involved are highest in performance 
for decontamination of iodine bearing off-gases. Resistance 
losses are significantly greater than coarse fibrous media. 
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Discussion 

Q. (B. L. Rich, PPCo.) We are rather concerned with the special 
problem in regard to Idaho production at this facility - once 
you dissolve a i'uel element in a caustic mixture - may be -
for anyone of a dozen filter medias - do you plan to extend 
your studies to the more practical side in reference to intro
duction at some of the sites? 

A. Planning to get some data on silver filters in regard to fuel 
element - air cooled reactor - as work in Oak Ridge when ruptures 
are a problem. We were looking originally for high volume, low 
pressure drop situation - using work done at Hanford with caustic 
scrubbers indicates silver is No. 1 in perf'orma.nce on dissolving. 
Also ran some bromine tests and got results comparable to normal 
iodine. 
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Q. You said you had a J_ead shield and viewing window in which you 
detennined the efficiency o:f the bed by close sca.nninc. Can you 

elaborate on this further? 

A. we evaluate material deposited - collection gradient along the 
bed for more efficiency. 

c. (Sabo - PHS) To answer the question on the CPP we use both the 
silver fiber which is similar to what you had, as a matter of 
fact it was developed from that and the treated paper. The 
reason you prefer paper is because of continuous sampling. We 
found the efficiency varied from 4Cff, to 90fo. We have collected 
as high as 9C1f, of the iodine on the CPP process. At other 
times we have been down as low as 4o so there is no question 
about it. What they do there has a great tendency bearing on what 
you are able to sample. We sample off-site so we are a half 
mile to six miles away where concentrations are low and one must 
sample for long periods of time to even count. 

c. Using a filter under those conditions, even silver nitrate, I 
think heating would be certainly recommended, because we find 
that the heating increases a collection of efficiency. 
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SPECIAL I NC I NERATION STUD IES-1 NSTITUTIONAL DESIGN 

RICHARD DENNIS, FREDERICK L. MULLER, 
EDWARD KRISTAL, and LESLIE SILVERMAN 
Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, Mass. 

Summary 

The Harvard Air Cleaning Laboratory is currently engaged in 
designing incineration and gas cleaning apparatus for the disposal 
of low-level radioactive wastes from hospitals and biological 
laboratories. Previously, this laboratory had attempted to design 
a gas cleaning system for use with the BOMAEC-30 incinerator, 
developed by the U. s. Bureau of Mines. Operational and leakage 
problems, however, indicated that design changes would be necessary 
for practical application of the unit. 

Tests on a small (10-15 lb. per hour burning rate) commercial 
home incinerator showed combustion characteristics which were nearly 
as good as those noted for the BOMAEC-30. Since the cost of the 
former unit was in the range of $100.00, it appeared feasible to 
construct a small incinerator from a 55 gallon drum with provision 
for accurate gas flow and temperature measurements. Our first 
experimental model was designed for single inlet, tangential, over
fire air admittance (somewhat like the Bureau of Mines unit). 
However, the burning chamber was lined with a 2 in. layer of fire
brick rather than stainless steel. A charge pre-drying chamber 
located above the burning section proved unsuccessful as a means 
of handling high-moisture waste. Therefore, a single side charge 
door was installed with a sliding rack to support wet materials 
within the burning chamber while the previous charge was burning. 
This procedure enabled continuous charging of wet materials once 
the burning chamber was at temperature, >2000°F. A secondary brick
lined cylindrical chamber located immediately above the burning area 
allowed for further high temperature combustion of unburned 
volatiles and particulates, since a secondary air inlet was located 
at the base of this section. Effluent gas was cooled by dilution 
air which entered tangentially at the top of this chamber. 

Test results, based upon burning rate and volume of C02 produced 
per lb. of charge, show that the over-all performance of the current 
incinerator design, ACL II, is superior to that of the BOMAEC, based 
on cost, simplicity of operation, and the fact that wet wastes, up 
to 50 per cent moisture can be burned satisfactorily without the 
need for auxiliary gas firing. 
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Gas cleaning apparatus consists or a basket type filter, 10 sq. 
ft. surface, composed of graded glass fibers. Our present intention 
is to filter hot (600-800~) to avoid installation of cooling and 
reheating apparatus. 

Introduction 

Earlier reports by this laboratory (1,2,3,4) furnish details 
on the evaluation of the stack effluenc from a special incinerator, 
BOMAEC-30, designed by the u. S. Bureau of Mines, Combustion 
Research Section. The device was developed under contract with the 
u. s. Atomic Energy Commission for disposal of low-level radioactive 
waste materials from hospitals and research laboratories. Originally, 
this laboratory was requested by the Division of Reactor Development, 
u. S. Atomic Energy Commission to design a gas cleaning system that 
would prevent significant discharge of radioactive substances to the 
atmosphere. Our first approach was to establish the nature of the 
stack effluent under a variety of burning conditions. Initial 
studies (1,2) indicated that, under burning conditions deemed 
optimum by the Bureau of Mines personnel, the stack gas contained 
sufficient quantities of soot and condensable organics to make 
filtrat~on by woven glass fabrics difficult. Further stack sampling 
after minor changes in incinerator design suggested by the first and 
second series of tests (3), showed no improvement in the stack 
effluent. Admission of secondary combustion air at the top of the 
burning chamber did not reduce significantly the amount of combusti
bles in the stack effluent although excess oxygen in the system was 
increased from nearly zero to 5 to 10 per cent. It appeared that 
the auxiliary air by-~assed to the stack where temperatures were 
too low (about 1000°FJ to initiate secondary burning. Mean stack 
temperatures dropped about 200 F0 indicating that gas cooling was 
the major effect. 

In the absence of auxiliary gas firing (which was installed 
for the third series of tests) wet rubbish containing >10 per cent 
moisture could not be burned. Furthermore, operational diffi
culties were encountered in the use of the auxiliary gas system 
which suggested that extreme caution and well designed (and costly) 
safety devices would be required for practical service. 

Attempts to burn rubbish without auxiliary gas firing were 
unsuccessful even after eliminating most of the water. Stack 
temperatures dropped to low levels (600 to 800°F), a distinct odor 
of burning garbage was detected, and a sooty deposit appeared on 
the sampling filters. 

Cooling of the gas stream by water sprays to about 400°F 
appeared to permit filtration through the glass bags without 
prohibitive increases in pressure loss. Although initial plugging 
caused a rapid rise from 1 to 5 inches of water (at 1.2 cu.ft. per 
min. per sq.ft. of cloth area) subsequent tests showed smaller 
increases, about 1 inch of water. Mechanical shaking reduced bag 
resistance to slightly less than 2 inches of water. 

Although the bag effluent appeared to be free of soot particles, 
its moisture and condensable organic content was too high to permit 
final filtration through high efficiency AEC type filters. However, 
it is now our opinion that absolute filtration may not be required 
for many applications. 

At the completion of the Pittsburgh field tests the BOMAEC-30 
incineration unit was shipped to the Air Cleaning Laboratory so 
that extensive burnings could be made to establish the effective 
life of the glass bags. Past experience has indicated that these 
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fabrics, which are inherently brittle, tend to fail under flexure 
in much shorter periods than do those composed of synthetic resin 
or natural fibers. If the glass bags proved unsatisfactory our 
intention was to develop other cleaning techniques which would be 
suitable for typical effluents particularly those resulting from 
poor burning conditions. 

Prior to the equipment transfer, we considered that the lack 
of a means for continuous charging was a poor design feature. In 
its original form, Figure 1, the cover of the burning chamber, 

I. INCINERATOR (29• INSIDE DIAMETER , 
63" OVERALL HEIGHT ) 

2. NEW EXTENSION ON INCINERATOR 
(18" HIGH) 

3. AIR INLET 

4. PRE-HEAT AIR (SLOT) TEMPERATURE 
THERMOCOUPLE NO. 5 

5. BACHARACH SMOKE METER 

6. INCINERATOR STACt< TEMPERATURE , NO. 4 

7. INCINERATOR OUTLET SAMPLING 

PROBE ~ 

8. GAS TEMPERATURE ENTERING SPRAY 
TOWER, THERMOCOUPLE NO. I 

9. GAS SAMPLING POINTS FOR OXYGEN 
AND CARBON DIOXIDE RECORDERS 

10. AIR TO SPRAY NOZZLE 

11. WATER TO SPRAY NOZZLE 

12. PNEUMATIC ATOMIZING NOZZLE 
(CONCURRENT OPERATION) 

13. SPRAY TOWER 

14. DRAIN PLUG 

15. SPRAY TOWER SAMPLING PROBE 

16. TO GLASS FILTER BAGS 
FAN 

FEET AND 
~llllililll' 

CD 

@ 

® 

2 

Fig. 1-Schematic drawing of revised institutional incinerator (BOMAEC-30) 
showing sampling points. 

outlet pipe, heat exchanger, bag house, and exhaust fan were attached 
to a central hydraulic lift column. By elevating the above components 
about 6 inches and then rotating through a 90° arc, waste material 
could be dumped into the top of the combustion chamber. Therefore, 
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in order to charge the device safely, at least 30 minutes of cooling 
were required between burnings. Since dry, 25 lb. sawdust charges 
were burned completely in less than 30 minutes, the rated burning 
capacity (30 lbs. per hour) of the unit was essentially correct. Our 
tests with wet charges (15 to 50 per cent moisture) indicated much 
lower burning rates, 15 to 25 lbs. per hour, even with the use of 
continuous auxiliary gas firing. Allowing the unit to cool between 
burnings reduced its temperature such that the stack values seldom 
exceeded 1500°F and averaged 1200°F or less for the entire com
bustion period. We recognized that provision for continuous 
charging would ultimately be required if any improvement with single 
chamber combustion was to be attained. 

BOMAEC-30 Incinerator - Final Tests 

A. Evaluation of Glass Filter Bags 

Prior to shipping the BOMAEC-30 unit to this laboratory, the 
incinerator was altered so that charging could be accomplished 
without elevating accessory parts. A portion of the top cover was 
hinged to swing upwards and secured with dogs to provide a tight 
gas seal. Our laboratory tests, which were conducted with sawdust 
to simulate earlier Pittsburgh studies, produced an effluent which 
caused rapid plugging of the glass bags. Major difficulties 
appeared to be created by air leakage at several ~oints in the 
system (at least 100 per cent of primary air flow). Stack gas 
temperatures did not exceed 800 to 900°F at any time, the gas flow 
within the burning chamber lacked the characteristic spiral pattern, 
and the flame color as observed through the view port was a dull, 
smoky orange. 

Three glass bags ripped at the seams and with new replacements 
resistance could not be kept below 10 inches of water. At this 
point it appeared that glass bags would not be suitable unless some 
precleaning unit was used to screen out a good part of the 
carbonaceous material. 

B. Evaluation of Slag Wool Filter 

Our tests with various mineral and slag wool filters with open 
hearth fume (5) indicated that most of the particulates in the 
incinerator effluent could be retained without prohibitive resis
tance provided that tar formation was not excessive. Due to 
structure of most bulk fiber collectors cleaning by mechanical 
shaking is not effective. However, the low cost of mineral wool 
justifies fabrication of disposable unite provided that sufficient 
filtration area can be used to allow a practical service life. 
Although no experimental evidence is yet available on the amount of 
activity that might penetrate the slag wool we think that this media 
alone may provide adequate gas cleaning. 

The first test 1'ilter was constructed by placing two concentric 
expanded metal screens within a 55 gallon drum and sandwiching the 
slag wool filter between them. Side a,nd bottom area of this basket 
device provided approximately 9.4 sq.ft. of filtration surface. 

Two filters were prepared (4), the first by passing a wet 
slurry of the slag wool fibers through the screen and the second by 
making a dry hand-packed bed. Efficiency 1·or the 1'irst filter (wet 
slurry) was low, oO per cent, since drying of the bulk fibers led to 
channel rormation and subsequent leakage. 
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The hand-packed 1·11 ter was > 90 per cent efficient in solids 
remov~l and showed moderate resistance, 1 inch of water at 3 to 5 ft. 
per min. face velocity. However, gas samples collected downstream 
of the filter showed large quantities of condensed tars which had 
passed through the filter in the gaseous phase (500 to 600°F). 
Further testing of this cleaning system in conjunction with the 
BOMAEC incinerator was discontinued since it became impossible to 
control the burning conditions. Gradual warping of the heated 
surfaces of the incinerator shell produced variable leakage which 
could not be corrected with high temperature sealing compounds. An 
attempt to evaluate the slag wool media by using a small experi
mental incinerator, 3 to 5 lbs. per hour, was unsuccessful apparently 
due to scale down effects on gas flow patterns. 

11 Incinor 11 
- Home Type Incinerator 

A. Test Apparatus 

Sine~ available incineration apparatus was not amenable to good 
combustion control it was decided to investigate the utility of home 
type incinerators as a means of generating a reproducible effluent. 
A small unit, the 11 Incinor 11 (34 in. high and 20 in. outside diameter) 
was purchased for about $100.00. In its original form the burning 
chamber was cylindrical in shape, constructed of steel, and surrounded 
by a concentric outer steel shell with an inner fiber glass lining. 
A gas burner was located above the grate for igniting purposes and 
also for drying damp charges. Supply air was a combination of 
under- and overfire air with no specific entry pattern. Normally, 
the exhaust gases discharged at the rear wall of the combustion 
chamber and vented by natural draft into the flue. 

The following design changes were made prior to conducting any 
tests: 

a) A two-inch thick, fire brick liner was installed in the 
combustion chamber. 

b) An inlet pipe was attached to the base of the unit so that 
underfire air could be metered. 

c) Provision was made to meter total volume of effluent gas so 
that the amount of overfire air could be estimated. 

d) A rectangular drying chamber was placed on top of the 
incinerator for predrying wet charges prior to dumping into the 
combustion chamber, Figure 2. 

e) A filter unit, Figure 3, consisting of a circular 2 inch 
bed (2.8 sq.ft. of filter surface) of slag wool fiber, 6.5 lbs. per 
cu.ft. packing density, and housed in half of a 55 gallon drum was 
connected to the incinerator outlet pipe about 8 ft. downstream of 
the incinerator. An 8 inch layer of 1/4 inch gravel was placed in 
the bottom of the drum so that coarse particulates could be screened 
from the effluent gas prior to passing upward through the slag wool 
bed. 

f) An exhauster was installed downstream of the filter housing 
so that the entire system could be operated under negative pressure. 

g) A water cooled condenser was placed in the hot gas line 
coming from the incinerator so that bed temperatures could be varied 
in the slag wool filter unit. 
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Fig. 2 -lncinor general arrangement of unit and filter holder. 

Fig. 3-Slag wool filter-ACL Incinerator I and 
lnconor (packing density, 6.5 lb/ft3; bed depth, 
2 in.; area, 2. 78 ft2). 
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h) sampling ports were provided for determining dust loadings 
before and after the filter. Provision was also made for estimating 
gas composition (02 , C02, and combustibles reported as CO) and gas 
temperatures throughout the system. 

B. Stack Sampling Procedures 

Sampling equipment was designed to furnish a distinct cut 
between particulates (mineral or carbon) and condensation products. 
This was accomplished by passing the stack effluent through an all
glass filter disc (MSA ll06B paper) followed by a condenser and an 
A.C. electrostatic precipitator. Cooling to ambient temperatures 
removed water which condensed in a trap and permitted capture of any 
condensed volatiles (tars) in the glass precipitator tube. Tar pro
ducts were estimated quantitatively by dissolving in acetone and 
comparing the color photometrically with that obtained with standards 
prepared from the tar extract. 

In the case of filter samples collected upstream of the slag 
wool unit, a distinction was made between the coarse, readily captured 
material entrained in the gas stream and finely divided carbon 
particles. Separation was accomplished by lightly tapping the filter 
which dislodged gross particles. 

c. Test Results 

Preliminary testing on the "Incinor 11 consisted of burning 5 lb. 
sawdust charges, packed in paper bags, using underfire and overfire 
air flow rates of 30 and 20 cu.ft. per min., STP, respectively. Saw
dust was again selected as the combustible charge so that some com
parisons could be made with previous BOMAEC-30 performance. From a 
test viewpoint there were two advantages in using this material: 1) 
the effluent contained a high volatile loading which presented a 
filtration problem, and 2) the sawdust charge was reasonably uniform 
and amenable to convenient packaging. 

Burning rates for sawdust charges averaged 20 to 25 lbs. per 
hour exclusive of the time required to load and seal the predrying 
chamber. Incinerator exit temperatures ranged from 1600 to 1800°F 
and filtration temperatures within the slag wool bed varied from 200 
to 800°F depending upon the amount of gas cooling employed. During 
the test period required to burn 300 to 400 lbs. of sawdust, no 
significant rise in filter resistance above the initial value of l in. 
water was noted. However, at bed temperatures less than 200°F, 
resistance increased to 1.7 in. water during one test as a result of 
water condensation. When gas cooling was reduced so that bed tempera
ture exceeded 300°F, the slag wool filter resistance returned to 
about 1 in. water. 

The incinerator effluent prior to filtration contained approxi
mately 0.05 grains per cu.ft. of solids of which 25 to 40 per cent 
were acetone-soluble tar products. The filter effluent appeared to 
be composed primarily of tar products which either passed through the 
filter as a fine mist or fog or condensed beyond the filter as a 
result of lowered gas stream temperature. 

It was possible to burn a synthetic charge composed of 3 lbs. 
of sawdust and 2 lbs. of shredded cabbage without resorting to gas 
firing. Moisture content of this mixture was estimated to be greater 
than 40 per cent. However, burning rates were reduced to 15 lbs. per 
hour and incinerator effluent temperatures were considerably lower, 
1200 to 1300°F in contrast to 1600 to 1800°F for sawdust alone. 
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D. Discussion 

Perhaps the most obvious conclusion to be drawn from the above 
tests is that the over-all performance of a relatively simple 
commercial incinerator design was better in many respects to that 
of the BOMAEC-30 unit. A scale-up of the 11 Incinor 11 or similar 
device to the size needed for disposal of 30 lbs. of bulk waste per 
hour should cost much less than the BOMAEC-30. 

Resorting to a firebrick liner permits light weight construction 
with mild steels and allows much higher temperatures in the combustion 
chamber. It is emphasized that stainless steel construction was used 
in the BOMAEC-30 unit to eliminate the possibility of contamination 
of firebrick and its attendant problems as well as possible erosion 
and subsequent entrainment of contaminated firebrick in the gas 
stream. We do not think that this problem should exist with 
customary low activity waste material. Unfortunately, stainless 
steels limit incinerator temperatures to levels inadequate for good 
combustion and ultimately led to warping in the case of the BOMAEC 
unit. (This was also observed in the Argonne incinerator when over
heating took place.) 

We were not completely satisfied with the 11 Incinor" as an 
experimental unit since it was not possible to determine gas flow 
distribution or precisely where overfire air entered the unit. In 
addition, the device was designed for batch charging from the top 
which also was not desirable for continuous burning. It did permit 
production of a reproducible effluent and, most important, furnished 
the basis for a new experimental unit. 

ACL I - Experimental Incinerator 

A. Design Considerations 

In formulating the design for a new incinerator the following 
factors were taken into consideration: 

1) Tests on both the BOMAEC-30 and "Incinor" units indicated 
that tars and combustible gases in the incinerator effluents were 
minimized when overfire air alone was supplied. Although underfire 
air in various proportions produced higher burning rates the result
ing stack gas was more difficult to filter due to the increased 
volatile and solid loading. 

2) From the point of view of simplicity, the single chambered 
unit with overfire, tangential a~~ission of supply air appeared to 
be the best design for a compact unit. In this respect we confirmed 
the Bureau of Mines evaluations assuming that a scale-down of a 
double chamber municipal incinerator would not be acceptable for 
disposal of low level wastes. 

3) The ultimate design of the new incinerator should provide 
a simple safe means of charging the unit continuously since under 
these circumstances the combustion chamber is maintained as hot as 
possible. 

4) Ceramic liners should be installed to maintain high com
bustion temperatures and allow use of ordinary construction steels. 

5) The design of covers, doors, etc., should be such that 
warping c~used by high temperature does not cause air leakage in 
critical locations. 
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6) It should be possible to burn high moisture wastes {up to 
50 per cent moisture either by constructing a practical predrying 
device or by charging directly to the combustion chamber. 

B. Description 

Figure 4 shows the first model of an incinerator (ACL I) which 
was constructed according to the above design principles. A 55 
gallon steel drum was lined with 2 inches of firebrick to provide a 
burning chamber 29 inches deep and 18 inches in diameter. An aah 
pit, 6 inches deep, was located immediately below the grate and pro
vided with a clean-out port which also could be used if necessary 
as an underfire air inlet. A single tangential overfire air inlet 
was located about 10 inches below the top of the burning chamber. By 
inserting ceramic wedges the width of the entry air slot could be varied 
according to test requirements. Exce~t for the fact that we employed 
a single, rather than multi~le entry t4 synunetrically spaced inlet 
ports in the BOMAEC-30 unit) the external geometry of the ACL-I model 
was similar to that of the Bureau of Mines' unit. 

A charging and predrying section, 24 in. high and 12 in. x 12 in. 
square was placed directly above the burning chamber. The bottom of 
this hopper, located about 8 inches above the incinerator proper, was 
hinged to the sidewall so that by swinging downward its contents were 
dumped into the combustion chamber. In the open position the hopper 
bottom partially blocked the opening to the 3 inch diameter flue pipe 
which connected to this chamber 3 inches below the hinged bottom. This 
served to prevent any by-passing of unburned materials to the 
incinerator outlet pipe during the dumping process. 

In order to eliminate leakage, the incinerator cover and pre
drying hopper were fabricated as a single piece. The lower rim of the 
cover rested in a 4 in. deep, sand-filled circular channel section 
which was an integral part of the incineration chamber. This con
struction permitted ready access for repair or internal modifications 
and reduced air leakage to insignificant quantities (1 to 2 cu.ft. 
per min. or <5 per cent). 

The top of the predrying hopper was gasketed and held in place. 
by metal ~lamps during testing to eliminate stray leakage at this 
point. The incinerator stack effluent passed through approximately 
8 ft. of.3 in. diameter duct prior to entering the base of the slag 
wool filter unit. The latter device was the same one that had been 
used during tests on the 11 Incinorn. 

Test procedures for the ACL-I incinerator were the same as those 
reported for the rrincinor". 

c. Test Results 

Results of several combustion tests on the ACL-I incinerator 
are sununarized in Table 1. The major variables were the quantity 
and type of air supply, i.e. overfire or underfire. Data for several 
air flow conditions, Tests 1-7, represent average conditions for the 
combustion of 6 to 10 separate 5 lb. sawdust charges. Each charge 
was allowed to burn nearly to completion (based upon return of 02 
levels to 18 per cent in the stack effluent) before the next charge 
was introduced. Indicated burning rates do not include the time 
required to open and close securely the predrying hopper (about 5 
minutes) since no such delay in charging would exist in the final 

model. 
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-LEGE NO
A-INCINERATOR (SS· GAL DRUM) 
8" CHARGING DOOR • 9• x 12' OPENING 
C- ASH PIT Gl..EANOUT PORT 
D· STEEL GRATE 
E- FIREBRICK LINER 
F- TANGENTIAL IN.ETC 2' PIPE) PRIMARY AIR 
G· SAND SEAL 
H- TANGENTIAL INl..ET ( 314" PIPE) SECONDARY AIR 
I - AF"TERBURNER SECTION 
J· TANGENTIAL EXIT(3' GALV. DUCT) 
K- TANGENTIAL INLET (2' PIPE) COOLING AIR 

TC• THERMOCOUPl..E 
F 111 • FLOWlllETER 

Fig. 4-Institutional type incinerator and gas cleaner for disposal of low level activity wastes, 
ACL-I. 

A- INCINERATOR (55 GAL DRUM) 
B- PREHEAT CHAMBER (12"• 12·•, 24" HIGH) 
C- SAND SEAL 
D- TANGENTIAL AIR INLET (2" PIPE) 
E- REFRACTORY LINER 
F - STEEL GRATE 
G- ASH REMOVAL PORT 
H- CHARGING GATE 
1- PREHEAT CHAMBER COVER 
J- UPSTREAM SAMPLER 
K - DOWNSTREAM SAMPLER 
L - FILTER BED HOl.OER (HALF, !15 GAL DRUM) 
Ill- FILTER BED RETAINING SCREENS 
N • SL.AG WOOL FILTER BED 

0 
I 

B 

0- FILTER INLET PIPE (:5" DUCT) 
P- CRUSHED STONE BED 
Q- FLANGED FILTER HOLDER COVER 
R- FILTER HOLDER DRAIN VALVE 

FM- FLOWMETER 
GA- GAS ANAL.YZER(OX'fGEN,CARllON 

DIOXIDE, COMBUSTIBLES) 
PT - PRESSURE TAP 
TC- THERMOCOUPLE 

F 

Fig. 5-Institutional type incinerator for disposal of low level activity wastes, ACL-II. 
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Overfire air entered the burning chamber tangentially whereas 
underfire air was admitted from below the grate area with no parti
cular flow pattern. In both cases the air rates were adjusted to 
constant STP flow conditions. The volume of C02 and CO produced per 
pound of sawdust was obtained by graphical integration of the gas 

Test 
No. 

l 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

7 

TABLE l 

ACL-I INCINERATOR - TYPICAL COMBUSTION TESTS 

Supply Air 
cu.ft./min. 

Overtire Undertlre 

sob 

50 

10 

30 

30 

0 

0 

0 

0 

30 

10 

0 

30 

50 

Flue Gas 
cu.ft./lb. 
of sawdust 
co2 co 

14.8 

1$.l 

12.3 

12.9 

11.4 

12. 7 

2.6 

1.3 

l.l 

o.8 

0.4 

3.3 

1.9 

Burning a 
Rate 

lbs./hr. 

1$.0 

16.o 

13.6 

12.0 

9.5 

12.6 

15.0 

Stack 
Temperature 
Maximum °F 

1600 

1450 

1430 

1260 

1260 

1380 

1570 

a. 5 lb. dry sawdust charges in paper bags. 

b. Tangential inlet area = 4 sq. in. for Test l, 2 sq. in. for 
Tests l through 7. 

percentage versus time curve with respect to the instantaneous air 
flow rate and the amount of sawdust burned during the test period. 
The following relationships are indicated in Table 1. 

1) The burning rate increased with total air flow (overfire 
plus underfire) from average values of 11 lbs. per hour at 30 cu.ft. 
per min. to 15 lbs. per hour at 50 cu.ft. per minute. 

2) Burning rates also were generally higher for underfire air 
supply than for overfire air. 

3) Average co2 production per lb. of sawdust was highest with 
overfire air supply. 

4) The quantity of combustibles in the effluent gas were 
generally higher with underfire than with overfire air supply. 

5) Stack temperatures were higher with underfire air supply. 

In addition to the above items, it was noted that the unfilter
ed stack effluent was more smoky whenever underfire air was used. 
This condition was also observed during previous tests on the BOMAEC-30 
J,.ncinerator. 
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D. Discussion 

The selection of optimum operating conditions was based pri
marily on burning rate and combustion efficiency. On the basis of 
burning rate, no distinction could be made between 50 cu.ft. per min. 
overfire or underfire air flow. However, the volume of C02 produced, 
15.1 and 12.7 cu.rt. per lb. of sawdust, respectively, indicated more 
complete combustion for overfire air supply. The amount of combustible 
gases in the effluent gas stream (reported as CO) did not furnish a 
reliable measure of combustion efficiency, ~nless correlated with 
other system characteristics. For example, in all tests made with 
underfire air supply, combustible gas concentrations noted during 
the first 10 minutes of operation were significantly higher than 
those determined 1·or overfire air tests. Simultaneously, stack 
samples and visual observations of the incinerator effluent indicated 
much heavier smoke formation. It appeared that rapid distillation 
of resins and oils resulted in partial combustion only so that the 
percentage converted to low molecular weight volatiles, organics, or 
CO was lower tnan that detected for overtire burning. Although dis
tillation also occurred in the latter case, the skinuning action of 
the rotating air stream tended to produce more uniform burning 01· 
tne cellulose and tar components of the sawdust. 

A comparison of Tests 1 and 6 indicates that the relative CO 
emission was about the same. However, the C02 production with 
30 cu.ft. per min. underfire air was much lower, 11.4 vs. 15.1 cu.ft. 
per lb., and the presence of soot and tars in the stack effluent very 
pronounced. The CO discharge in tnis case was not due to partial 
combustion or· tar products so mucn as to the low oxygen levels in 
the burning zone. 

We did not consider it wortnwnile to attempt 1'urther corre
lation or· tne data in Table 1 since there were some variables which 
could not be controlled. Although burning rates were fairly uniform 
for the first 15 to 20 minutes of identical tests, erratic com
bustion was noted during the final phase, depending upon the position 
and degree of spread of the charge on the grate. Occasionally some 
sawdust fell into the ash pit and continued to burn at a slow rate. 
This extended the apparent burning period when C02 and 02 concentra
tions were used as a measure of operating time. 

There were also variations in sawdust composition even though 
the same grade was specified for all tests. However, based upon 
these data and visual observation of the stack effluent we concluded 

that use of 50 cu.ft. per min. overfire air would provide adequate 
burning capacity and highest stack temperatures without excessive 
smoke production. 

When the area of the tangential overfire air inlet was 
reduced from 4 to 2 sq. in. a reduction in soot formation was observed, 
Test 2. Although C02 production appeared slightly higher,the total 
yolume of combustion gases were not altered appreciably. Burning 
rate, however, was slightly higher and the CO concentrations were 
lower than those in Test l with a 4 in. sq. inlet and uniform through
out the burning period. 

E. Slag Wool Filter Rating 

It ~as intended to operate the incinerator at 50 cu.ft. per 
min. overfire air flow while burning several sawdust charges so that 
the filter life of the slag wool filter could be estimated under 
typical burning conditions. However, since there was not adequate 
fan capacity for this procedure, air flow rates were reduced to 
30 cu.ft. per min. overfire. The only previous objection to the 
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above flow rate was that the bµrning rates were considerably lower, 
about 9.5 lbs. per hour. Double charging, 10 lbs. instead of the 
previous 5 lb. package, increased the burning rate to nearly 22 lbs. 
per hour. The average of several stack sampling tests indicated that 
t.otal particulate loadings in the incinerator effluent were about 
0.15 grains per cu.ft. Half of the collected material dissolved in 
acetone indicating the presence of condensed tar products. Previous 
tests on the BOMAEC-30 unit showed incinerator stack loadings ranging 
from 0.02 to 2 grains per cu.ft. and averaging 0.25 grains per cu.ft. 

At the start of the loading tests the filter resistance was 
approximately 0.5 in. water. After burning 150 lbs. of sawdust 
resistance rose to o.66 in. water but showed very little increase 
during the subsequent combustion of 750 lbs. (Final resistance, 
0.7 in. water). According to downstream sampling measurements the 
slag wool media varied from 90 to 98 per cent efficient on a weight 
basis. It appeared that the material collected on the downstream 
sampling filter was primarily condensation products which had 
~assed through the filter in vapor form. Upon firing these filters 
(all glass media) negligible amounts of mineral ash remained. 
Examination of the slag wool filter showed evidence of edge leakage 
which probably contributed to the passage of some carbon particles. 
Our present opinion is that the mineral wool fibers, although con
stituting and effective filter, should be prepared as a bonded 
preformed bed to improve sealing characteristics. Furthermore, it 
appeared that a thinner filter with a lower packing density than 
that used with the current unit (2 in. depth, 6 lbs. per cu.ft.) would 
furnish satisfactory cleaning. When this filter was removed from its 
holder it was found that actual dust and soot penetration was confined 
to a very thin layer, 1/2 to 1/4 inch. 

F. Charging Device 

Although better combustion and proportionately greater burning 
rates were realized with the ACL I incinerator than those attained 
with the BOMAEC-30 and Incinor units, the overhead predrying and 
charging system presented operational problems. Dumping of the 
bagged sawdust charges into the burning chamber occasionally exting
uished the flame. Since residual chamber heat was sufficient to 
distill volatile materials, re-ignition at times produced minor 
explosions. A second difficulty was the premature ignition of 
charges stored in the predrying chamber. Although we believe that 
the above charging system could have been made operable, it appeared 
that the necessary modifications would lead to additional cost and 
complexity. Therefore, the overhead charging technique was discarded 
in lieu of a ~imple charge door located on the side of the cylindrical 
burning chamber. Our previous objection to the latter method of 
charging was based upon the expected interference with the vertical 
gas flow pattern within the burning chamber, However, in the design 
discussed in the following section, minimal disturbance with flow 
pattern was attained by careful control of air leakage through the 
door. 

ACL II Incinerator 

A. Description 

Our second incinerator design, Figure 5, incorporated the 
same burning chamber used in the ACL I model. A side charging door, 
13 in. x 8 in. was located 6 in. above the grate and lined with 
firebrick so that the inner cylindrical contouring was maintained. 
11 Thermoflex"* gasketing reduced stray air leakage to sufficiently 

* Johns-Manville, New York 16, N.Y. 
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low levels, <10 per cent primary air flow, such that the spiral gas 
pattern was not altered significantly. 

A two pronged sliding fork was inserted in the door, Figure 6, 
so that wet charges (up to 50 per cent moisture) could be supported 
along the wall of the combustion chamber. By means of this device, 
wet material exposed to high radiant temperatures and hot swirling 
gases was dried in less than one minute provided that the incinera
tor was heated to operating temperature~ When the, fork was withdrawn 
the dried charge fell to the grate and burned completely. This dry
ing method did not disturb the already existing fire in the burning 
chamber and eliminated the need for auxiliary preheating facilities. 
Removal of the overhead charging unit allowed space for an after
burning section which we believed would afford some advantage over 
the single burning chamber. A cylindrical, brick-lined chamber, 
20 in. high and 11 in. inside diameter, was mounted directly above 
the burning chamber. Entry to the afterburner from the burning 

-~:-··-·· 
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Fig. 6-ACL Incinerator II, charging door 
open with charge in drying position. 

chamber was made through a short brick-lined conical section. A 
tangential inlet was provided at the base of the afterburner so that 
auxiliary combustion air or gas could be admitted. A tangential exit 
was placed at the top of the afterburner so that the spiral gas flow 
pattern could be maintained in the system. Since exit gas tempera
tures were in the range of 2000°F, it was necessary to use either 
special heat resistant ducting or to provide some means of gas 
cooling. We choose the latter method and installed an extra air 
inlet pipe at the top section of the afterburner. Under present 
operating conditions dilution air, about 50 cu.ft. per min., enters 
tangentially and mixes within the afterburner to produce an effluent 
which can be handled with ordinary ventilation piping. 

Valves were provided for all air inlets so that optimum flow 
rates could be determined experimentally. Although facilities were 
available for admission of' auxiliary gas to burn materials not 
oxidized in the combustion chamber itself we preferred to avoid this 
system in view of the cost and potential hazards. Since the tempera
tures in both combustion and afterburning chambers were greater than 
2000°F it was postulated that a secondary air supply to the zone of 
oxygen depletion C<2 per cent by volume during the initial dis
tillation phase of sawdust tests) would oe a simple and practical 
method of soot and tar reduction. 
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B. Combustion Characteristics 

Preliminary combustion tests on the ACL II incinerator were 
similar to those made on the ACL I unit. Over-all performance was 
estimated in terms of the volume of co2 produced per pound of 
charge, the volume of combustible gases reported as CO, the burning 
rate, and average stack temperature. 

Two standard charges were used, the first consisting of 3.5 lb. 
packages of sawdust and the second a mixture of 2.3 lbs. of sawdust 
and 1.2 lbs. of shredded cabbage. The 7 lb. (double charge) listed 
in Table 2 consisted of two of the above 3.5 lb. bags. 

TABLE 2 

AGL-II INCINERATOR - TYPICAL COMBUSTION TESTS 

Test Type of Flue Gas Burning Stack Temperattll'e 
No. Charge a ou.rt./lb. Rate °F 

of Sawdust lbs./hr. Maxifuum MinLTium Mean 
co2 co 

A. Primary Air Flow - 48 cu.ft./min. STP, No Dilution (Coolin~Air 

l s, 3.5 lbs. 12.2 l.O 21.1 1790 1250 1500 

2b s, 2.3 lbs. 14.3 o.6 17.6 1350 770 1130 
c, 1.2 lbs. 

3 s, 7.0 lbs. 11.5 1.8 21.l 2010 1250 1590 

4b s, 1.0 lbs. 9.5 0.1 21.2 2110 1340 1730 

B. Primary Air Flow - 48 cu.ft./min. STP, Dilution Air - 50 cu.ft./min. 

5 s, 3.5 lbs. 14.9 0.3 19.3 1600 960 1260 

6 s, 2.3 lbs. 11.5 0.7 19.7 1000 780 870 
c, 1.2 lbs. 

7c s, 2.J lbs. 15.8 l.l 17 .6 1130 790 950 
c, 1.2 lbs. 

8 s, 7.0 lbs. 13.3 1.2 21.3 1710 910 1270 

9b s, 7.0 lbs. 13.7 <0.1 20.1 1720 910 1280 

lOb s, 4.6 lbs. 17 .l o.6 21.2 1210 890 1040 
c, 2.3 lbs. 

a. S = Dry sawdust ( < 10 per cent moisture); C =Shredded cabbage. 

b. Secondary (auxiliary) air admitted - 10 cu.ft./min. STP 

c. Auxiliary gas firing. 

The major variables investigated with the AGL II incinerator 
were t~e size and type of charge, the quantity and point of 
admission of primary and secondary combustion air, and the amount 
of the cooling air. 
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1. Size of charge. Comparison of several tests in Parts A 
and B of Table 2 indicated that the amount of charge placed on the 
grate had very little effect on the burning rate (Tests 1,3,5,8). 
This conformed to previous studies which showed th~t the volwne of 
overfire air appeared to be the controlling factor in combustion 
rate for a constant inlet velocity. These results were not surprising 
since, with tangentially admitted air, the major burning occurs in 
the peripheral zone of the grate. With typical loading procedures 
the main part of the charge is centered on the grate such that burn
ing is initiated at the outer edge. 

A noticeable effect of increased charge was the greater amount 
of combustible gases (reported as carbon monoxide) in the effluent 
gas stream. Generally, the appearance of filter samples collected 
in the stack correlated with combustible gas concentrations, i.e. a 
distinguishable soot deposit with increased combustible gases. When 
double sawdust charges were placed on the grate there was sufficient 
heat in the chamber to distill most of the volatile fraction of the 
charge. However, with a constant air supply, the oxygen demand of 
the increased volatile loading was exceeded which caused less 
efficient combustion. 

Measurement of carbon dioxide concentrations in the effluent 
gas were consistent with carbon monoxide results for Test pairs 
1-3 and 5-8, i.e. less C02 with more CO. However, some data with 
respect to C02 values were inconsistent with other test obser
vations, i.e. Test 4, wherein burning rate, stack temperature, and 
CO emission showed generally improved combustion. 

Mean stack temperatures appeared to increase slightly with 
double charges which should have indicated increased burning rate. 
However, mean values were based upon operating time and did not 
reflect changes in supply air volume with temperature variation. 
In Test 3, for example, the double charge produced higher peak 
temperatures during the distillation phase of the combustion. As a 
result the supply air volume was somewhat lower than that reported 
for a single charge, Test 1. Therefore for identical combustion 
rates of 21.l lbs. per hour in Tests 1 and 3, one would expect to 
find a higher stack temperature in the system having the lower total 
gas flow. 

2. ~pe of charge. Burning rates of mixed charges of sawdust 
and shredd~ cabbage (about 50 per cent moisture on a dry basis) 
were slightly lower than those for sawdust under most conditions, 
Tests 2, 6 and 7. Since the burning rate was based upon total 
charge the amount of dry sawdust burned was actually about 40 per 
cent less in these tests. Combustion products, which were based 
on sawdust weight only, were essentially the same as those for 
sawdust alone. Since the sawdust burning rate was much lower and 
the air volumes were unchanged, the stack gas temperatures were 
correspondingly lower for these wet charges. Lowered values did 
not reflect poor combustion. When secondary combustion air and 
dilution air were admitted to the afterburner (Test 10) the com
bustion efficiency for wet charges appeared higher than for dry 
sawdust based upon co2 emission. We think that the presence of 
moisture retarded the volatilization of tar products thus affording 
a better chance for more uniform burning. 

3. Air sup~ly. 
a. Auxiliary (seconda~) air. Admission of secondary 

(auxiliary) air at the base of t~ afterburner reduced soot formation 
in the stack and resulted in lower carbon monoxide emission, Tests 3, 
4-8, 9. Although no significant change in burning rate was attained, 
higher gas temperatures were observed in the stack. These data 
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indicated that the introduction of secondary air to a zone of depleted 
oxygen supply was a definite adjunct to better combustion. Since the 
gas temperature exceeded 2000°F in the afterburner there was no 
chance for the auxiliary air to dilute and cool the main gas flow to 
temperatures below the ignition point of partially burned combustibles. 

b. Cooling air. The chief reason for admitting cooling 
air at the top of the afterb~rner was to cool the effluent gas to 
temperatures within the practical operating range of mild steel 
piping. It was also presumed that with a tangential entry the 
vertical gas flow pattern within the afterburner would be accentuated. 
This would result in less entrainment of gross particles and increased 
gas retention time. According to our tests however, cooling (dilution) 
air improved incinerator operation assuming that a reduced CO emission 
indicated better combustion (Part B, Table 2). This could be attri
buted to two factors: a) the cooling air acted in part as a 
secondary air supply, and b) the increased vorticity within the 
afterburner extended down to the main combustion chamber. In the 
latter case, changes in the gas flow pattern and the ensuing 
turbulence might have improved burning in this region. Comparison 
of the following test pairs in Table 1 (1-5, 3-8 and 4-9) shows 
better combustion when cooling air was employed. 

4. Gas temperatures. We have pointed out certain limitations 
in the use of gas temperature alone as a measure of combustion 
efficiency. The range between maximum and minimum temperature was 
largest when ~istillable components of the charge were readily 
volatilized. For example, although average burning rates were simi
lar in Tests 1 and 3, the effect of double charging was to release 
volatiles at a higher rate during the first ~art of the burning. 
Thus, temperature ranges (maximum to minimum) were about 550 and 
750F 0

, respectively, for Tests 1 and 3. 

Mean temperatures, unless correlated with instantaneous gas 
flow rate did not necessarily reflect the total heat output (which 
was related directly to combustion efficiency). Since our fan 
speed was not changed during a combustion test the air supply rate 
decreased to a minimum at maximum temperature and gradually 
approached the initial values as the run progressed. Therefore, in 
comparing Tests 1 and 3, and 5 and 8 (and the slightly.higher mean 
temperature values reported for Tests 3 and 8) one must take into 
account that total gas volumes were lower in the latter case. 

However, the temperature increases noted for Test pairs 3-4 
and 8-9, appeared to be associated with a real improvement in 
combustion efficiency since with Tests 4 and 9, addition of secondary 
air led to increased gas volumes. Similarly the rather low mean 
temperatures shown for wet charges were caused by the decreased 
heating value of the charge (about 66 per cent of that for the dry 
sawdust charge) and not by poor combustion. In addition, during 
wet tests a significant fraction of the heating values were utilized 
in evaporating the moisture load. 

It was found that the mean stack temperatures reported in 
Part A, Table 2, were in reasonable agreement with predicted values 
(based upon a heating value of 7000 BTU per lb. for sawdust). 
However, it was noted that the indicated stack temperatures were 
actually higher than predicted values for most tests wherein cooling 
air was used. We believe that this inconsistency was caused partly 
by radiation to the stack thermocouple from the afterburner section. 
This effect was much more pronounced when cooling air was added. It 
was also possible that gas mixing was not complete such that the 
thermocouple did not record true average temperature in the duct 
cross-section. 
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c. Gas Cleaning 

Our tests indicated that the slag wool filter employed in 
previous studies did not provide adequate !'iltration area when 
cooling air was added to the system. Pressure loss rose to pro
hibitive values after the combustion of relatively little sawdust 
<500 lbs. Examination of the slag wool media showed a sooty surface 
coating to be responsible for the high resistance. Actually, the 
plugging was restricted to less than 1/4 in. of the 2 in. filter 
depth. We think that the only possible way to make dry cleaning 
feasible is to employ increased filtering area with a gradation in 
fiber diameter. A nbasket 11 type filter having more than 8 sq. ft. 
of filtering surface is now under construction, Figure 7. In order 
to eliminate leak problems associated with hand-packed bulk 1"iber 

Fig. 7-ACL Incinerator II, filter 
unit. 

we intend to experiment with two fiber sizes of bonded glass fiber, 
FG-25 (2 to 5 microns) and Type G Airmat (10 to 20 microns). 

D. Discussion 

Comparison of' average burning conditions r·or the various 
incinerators tested by this laboratory, Table 3, indicates that the 
latest model, ACL II, provides the best ~ombustion in terms of flue 
gas composition and stack temperature. The burning capacity of the 
ACL II was proportionately greater than that of any previous unit 
tested on the basis of effective burning rate. Aside from the 
above improvements, the ACL II model was the only device that could 
be used to incinerate wet charges without using auxiliary gas firing. 
This was impossible to accomplish with the BOMAEC-30 unit. Further
~ore, by resorting to a simple side charge door and a loading fork, 
waste materials could be introduced wet or dry without disrupting 
the combustion process. The actual time required to open the 
incinerator door and plac~ a charge on the loading fork amounted to 
less than 5 seconds. During the open period air motion through the 
door may be insufficient to prevent occasional release of gas to 
the loading zone. Therefore, auxiliary hooding should be provided 
to protect personnel involved in charging operations. 
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Our test data appeared to show a significant improvement in 
the quality of the stack effluent as a result of using secondary 
air and .cooling air. However, increased air volumes present a pro
blem in restricting dry filtering units to a practical size. There 
is no simple way of reducing gas temperatures to levels that w~ll 
not damage filter media other than dilution cooling since the use 
of water sprays or wet scrubbers are not considered acceptable for 
the present system. For typical applications in hospital or research 
laboratories, it is unlikely that facilities will be available for 
liquid radioactive waste disposal. Although some gas cooling may 
be achieved through the use of extended surface heat exchangers(fins, 
coils, etc.) we believe that complete cooling by the above methods 
would be too expensive. 

TABLE 3 

COMPARISON OF BURNING CONDITIONS IN VARIOUS INCINERATORS 

Lbs. 
Sawdust 
per chg. 

Burning 
Rate 

lb./hr. 

Volume 
C04 

cu.ft./lb. 
ch 

Max. Stack 
Temperature 

OF 

BOMAEC-30 25 45-60a 9.09 1455 

1832 

1256-1800 

1000-2112 

Incinor 5 20-25 

AGL Incinerator I 

ACL Incinerator II 

5-10 

3.5-7 

14-22 

17-26 .5 

10-13.6 

9.5-17 .1 

a. Effective burning rate approximately 30 lbs./hr. allowing for 
charging time. 

E. Future Plans 

The major problem at present is to develop an efficient and 
economical filter unit to clean the incinerator effluent. Tests are 
scheduled to evaluate FG-25 and Type G Airmat media under typical 
burning conditions to determine filter life characteristics. A 
major requirement in collector design is that fabrication cost be 
low since the entire unit including housing will be disposed of once 
the rated resistance has been exceeded. In view of this fact it 
appears that special temperature resistant fibers, i.e. aluminum 
oxide, would be excluded. 

Conclusions 

A. BOMAEC-30 Incinerator 

1. Our tests on the BOMAEC-30 incinerator indicated that 
several design changes would be necessary before this unit could 
be used successfully in the field. These included the following: 

a) Provision for continuous charging and burning of wet 
materials. 

b) Installation of secondary burning chamber. 
c) Use of ceramic liners to maintain high temperatures 

and minimize warping of metal surfaces. 
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d) Construction features which would minimize stray 
air leakage. 

e) Development of a gas cleaning system that would 
collect particulate materials at reasonable resis
tance and have a useful service life under high 
temperature operation. 

2. It was not practical to reconstruct the BOMAEC-30 unit 
in order to incorporate design changes indicated above. 

B. ACL II Incinerator 

l. An experimental incinerator, ACL II, designed by this 
laboratory and including the tangential overfireair supply system 
of the BOMAEC-30 unit, appears to overcome many of the disadvantages 
of the BOMAEC device. 

2. A charging door on the side of the burning chamber 
permitted continuous loading of the incinerator so that high 
combustion temperatures could be maintained. 

3. A sliding loading fork inserted through the door provided 
support for packaged wet materials. Waste containing up to 50 per 
cent moisture dried rapidly in the chamber and did not delay the 
combustion process. 

4. A firebrick lining within the combustion chamber permitted 
temperatures greater than 2000°F which improved the combustion 
process. 

5. A cylindrical afterburner mounted vertically above the 
burning chamber reduced the amount of tar products in the effluent 
when secondary air was admitted tangentially at the base of this 
section. 

6. Use of a sand seal rather than a bolted flange reduced 
air leakage to negligible quantities at the connection between 
the main burning chamber and the afterburner. 

7. Admission of dilution air at the top of the afterburner 
appeared to reduce tar concentrations in the effluent as well as 
affording a partial precooling facility for the effluent gas. 

8. Combustible particulate loadings in the incinerator 
effluent were lower than those obtained with the BOMAEC-30 unit 
and comparable to those reported for two chamber municipal type 
incinerators. 

9. A gas cleaning device consisting of a basket type filter 
containing bulk or preformed graded mineral or glass fibers appeared 
to be the most practical method of cleaning the effluent gas 
provided that inlet gas temperature did not exceed 750°F. 

10. Absolute filtration of the effluent will be an expensive 
operation since cooling and reheat facilities must be provided to 
remove moisture and condensed tar products. Ordinarily these 
substances will pass through mineral fiber filters in.the gaseous 
phase and cause no filter plugging. 
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